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Sheffield-Unite-

AFTERNOON, APRIL 10, 1902

clubs for possession of the "English
Cup" blue ribbon in British foot ball,
resulted In a draw, each team securing a goal.

CRUSHED BETWEEN CARS.

Combined All
Companies.

Steam-shi- p
Account of the Fatal Accident to Sam
uel White.

'

Ernest Dougherty remembered The

Citittn by sending a marked copy of
the Richmond, Cal.. Dally leader, of
Apr'.l 15, containing the following ac
Samuel

May Have Been a Montana count of the fatal accident to
White, fcrmer'.y of thlB city:

Train Robber.
Highwaymen Hold Up Dancers and
Shoot Two Dead.
CONDITION.

New York, April 19. J. P. Morgan,
who is now abroad, has practically
consummated a plan to combine all
c
steamship
the leading
lines. The London dispatches to the
trans-Atlanti-

telegram Hashed over the wires to
Richmond ccntaining the sad news of
the accidental killing q1 Samuel White,
a brakemen lit the employ of the Santa
Fe company, which occurred yesterday
afternoon at Storey, the Santa Fe station at Madera.
The cietal b of the accident have not
been received other than that the un
fortunate man was terr'.bly crushed
between two car3 on freight train No.
33, wilh Conductor Henry In charge.
The Injuries received proved fatal, the
victim dying on the tram while being
taken ti his homo at Fresno.
Mr. White was well known In this
community among the railroad boys
and others, having made h'.s home at
the Chichett hotel when on a run this
way. and his tragic ending comes as a
sad blow to his many friends.
He leove3 a wife and two little sons.
aged 6 and 10 years, to mourn their ir
(Robinson Park.)
THE JOHN BRADEN MONUMENT.
reparable loss; also two brothers,
George, who Is erecting a large hotel
near the electric light works, and WalSANTA ROSA- SPEAKER CHANGES FRONT.
ter, an attorney at Santa RoBa: It Is
stated that he carried $5,000 life insurance, $3,000 of which was in the Fraternal Brotherhood ana the remainder Territorial Secretary Raynolds Visit- He Declires to Fix Date For
in some cne of the old companies.
ed the Lively Town.
of Statehood.
GAMES.

Associated Press announcing the combination, were today confirmed at the
Morgan hanking house.
It is yet too early to give the exact
scope of the scheme, but as now outlined there will he an American Holding company, into which all steamship
companies which propose to enter the
combine, will put'their stcck holdings
and pool their Issues in exactly the
same way that the various concerns
embraced In the United States Steel
Corporation threw in their holdings,
receiving in return stock in the main
or parent company. Just what the capYESTERDAY'S BALL
italization of the company will he 1b
not yet known, but the amount will be
National League.
well In excess of $150,000,000.
At NeT7 York-Bo-ston
George W. Perkins, of J. P. Morgan
0
& Co., is authority for the statement
10
that American interests will dominate Brooklyn
and Klttredge; Newton
in the proposed amalgamation and de- andMalarkey
Ahearn.
clares the Jesuit will prove not only a
great triumph for Mr. Morgan, but will
At Philadelphia-Philadel- phia
make the United States the real ruler
9
50
of the merchant marine of the world. "New York
0
Iberg and Dooln; Kennedy and Y eaIDENTIFIED HIM.
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FAVORABLY IMPRESSED.

04

Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds,
who has Just returned from a trip to
Santa Rosa, in Guadalupe county, Is
very favorably impressed with the
town and predicts that It has a great
future before It. especially should oil
be struck in Its vicinity, says the New
Mexican.
The train net vice on the
Rock Island railway from 1 Paso to
Santa Ilooa he found excellent, good
time being made and the trains- - arrfv
log and leaving ou time very regularly.
Both going and coming to Kl Paso
from Santa Rosa the trip is made during the night at an average speed of
thirty miles an hour. The time saved
from Chicago to HI Paso by going over
the Rock Island instead of tho Santa
Fe is ten hours. Both going and coming the Pullman sleeper occupied by
Mr. Raynolds was crowded.
At Santa Rosa the railroad iias
built a large round house of stone and
a fine depot, the towu lelns a division
point.
The fire two weeks ago destroyed
only the most southern portion of the
town farthest away from the railroad
and as it destroyed only frame shacks,
was realty a blessing in disguise. A
north wind prevented the whole town
from goin? up Into smoke.
Charles
Ilfeld anil Moyse Brothers are erecting

202000
1000000 12

ger.

Man Killed

at San Antonio Probably a

Tram Hobber.
San Antonio, Texas, April 19. Mrs
A. L. Cox, of Abilene, Texas, arrived
in this city atiff Identified the man
killed by Officer Pink Taylor on Wed
xtesday morning as nor son, Orland
Camillo Hanks, an alleged train rob
ber. On the lwdy of the dead man was
found between $400 and $500 in bank
bills of the National Hank of Montana
which is Identified as money taken
from the Great Northern express train
at Wagner, Mont., on july 3. 1901.
.
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At St. Louis

Pittsburg

0 0

00

0 0
0
St. Louis
Game was postponed on account cf

rain.

'

At Cincinnati
Cincinnati

00200000 02
0500000 05
Hulseaian and Bergen;

Chicago
Glendon,
Menefee and Chance.

OFFICIAL

MATTERS.

ROBBED THE DANCERS.
Highwaymen Held Up a Pleasure
Party and Killed Two.
Greensburgh, Pa.. April is). While a
number of young people were return
ing from a dancing party early this
morning, two masked negro highway
men held up the couple m tne leaa ana
at the point of a revolver overpowered
Charles McQuillis and forced him to
turn over his money and watch. Mean- while. Miss Annie Hill, who was with
him, ran back and notified the others.
who hurried to the rescue. The high
waymen immediately opened fire and
Alexander McNaught and Frank Mc
Quillls were shot dead. The robbers
fled to the thicket and were not cap
tured. A reward of $500 is offered.
Officers are searching the country. It
Is believed they were miners at the
Jamison coal works, whole scores of
negroes are employed.
WILHELMINA NO WORSE.
Birthday of Her Husband Passed Prac
tically Unnoticed.
The Hague. April 19. The bulletin
this morning from Castle Loo an
Bounces that Queen Wilhelmlna spent
a fairly quiet night. The typhoid is
following the normal course and no
complications ltavo supervened. .
111
, In consequence cf the queeu'B
ness, the birthday of ier husband,
Prince Henry, passed practically unnoticed today. Telegrams of sympathy for her majesfy lu her Miners are
pouring in from all parts of Europe.
HIGH TENSION.

0er

Defeating the
Fooling
Ways and Means Committee.
Washington. April 13. A very high
tension id manifest among members
of the house today cs the result of the
action of the bouse last r.ight in overriding the ways and means committee
tm ths Cuban reciprocity bill..
Chairman Payr.e took the reverse
philusophii liy. He pointed out the
effect of tiro amendment was to take
off not only tie rii:trentlal on sugar
ailing duty probut also the
vided by t!: HiuK'.ey law, a result not
intended by ihj author of the amendMuch

cov.-.'.to-

ment.

Mr. Morris, of Minnesota, who framed the anic a.:.n nt. :aid he did not
think the lai:n gcod. but if it v as the
matter could caKy be remedied by

amendment.
The senate is

by no means decided
what it will do wi'.h the bill. The best
opinion is the bill will remain in the
committee on relations fur Cuba for
some time.
Mr. Teller says he will
support anv at Con calculated to kill
the bill in th sen-- . Not a few senators predict tbe I ill will be allowed to
tlie in committee.

Wan a Draw.
April 19. The foot ball
game at Crystal Palace between the
London.

New

Postcffice

Name Changed

Surveys Approved.
1

t

LAND OFFICE BUSINESS.

SUPPORTERS

DETERMINED.

dispatch to the St. Louis
Washington,
frcr.i
under date of Apt II 1C. says:
The bill glinting statehood to Oklahoma, Arhioza and New Mexico is in
the air a;,aiu. and friends of the measure are alarmed at the latest switch of
Speaker Henderson on the proposition.
It. was announced yesterday that the
speaker had agreed to fix April 28 as
the date for the consideration of the
measure n tho house. The delegates
from the territories vre.ro highly elated
ever tho prspets for an early vote
on their bilL 'Today they are in the
dumps over tho announcement by the
speaker that he will not be able to fix
April L'S or any other date for a certainty.
In a conversation this morning with
Delegates Flynn and Rodey the speaker stated that he had, intended to have
the statehood bill taken up next week,
but that he had been forced by tho
press of business to defer the consideration to a later date. He insisted that
ho would fix a date for the bill, but that
he could net, at this time, state just
when no would have the measure
hi ought up. Every effort was made to
induce hi hi to indicato the position of
the bill, whether it would be taken up
alter the oleomargarine bill, the army
foitiflciitlon? bill or what position
with reference to any of tho Important measures that are to be considered by the house. The speaker declined to furnish the information.
The delegates from the three territories will meet to decide upon a plan
of action.' They are very much disappointed over the speaker's attitude
and realize thoroughly that the
chances for the passage of t'.ie measure at this term of congress are being
materially lesnened. They are placed
in the position of choosing between allowing the bill remain on the calendar
until too late for consideration, or antagonizing the speaker by calling it up
as a privileged bill, as they havo a
light to do, under the rules of the
house. There is another objection to
calling the bill up as a privileged measure, and one that the sneaker and the
other opponents of the bill fully appreciate. If tne bill is called up as a privileged measure t will be at the expense of whatever meastire is slated
for 'oiiBlderatlon by the house at the
time. This might cost the statehood
bill a number of votes, although the
debates are determined to takeof thin
earcnance, unless they are assured
ly consideration of their measure y
apiiointmciu of the speaker.
Tiieie are votes enough In the house
pledeed to the bill to assure its j as
sage wnenever u can ue caiieu uj ioi
consideration.
A opecisl

Globe-Democra- t,

r

,

Southampton

and

d

NUMBER

friends last evening at a Longfellow
social. Each guest was given a part of
a quotation from Longfellow and the
search for the other part proved a
thorough method of mixing. Miss Irwin read an admirable essay on "The
Life and Character of Longfellow," and
Marian Franklin recited one of Longfellow's earliest poems. "An April
Day." Rev. H. J. Powell described a
visit to Longfellow's homo and Miss
Johnson gave a reading. A unique
production was "Tho Wayside Inn,"
given n pantomime.' The characters
were:
Landlord, Mr. Goff; Sicilian,
Mr. Wilkinson; Jew, Mr. Spencer; theologian.

Mr. Powell; poet. Mr. Preston; musician, Mr. Van Wagnon.
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o
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Is the Murderer of Nora

Fuller.
Demonstration Against Presi
'
dent Loubet Reacted.

.WILL INVESTIGATE.
Suspected of Having Committed Robbery In Denver.
Kee KunofT, a Japanese, who waa arrested for vagrancy last night, !i believed to be a good catch by the police,
33 It Is taought he h8 been ongaged
In robbing or associated with robbers.
A lot of new cutlery was found on him
of which the cost marks had not been
t ubbed o... A new 44 calibre Colt's
was also taken from him. He
had a new Hlbhard, Spencer, Bartlett
& Co knife, a new pa.r of cheara and
a new razor which have tha tarrp of
the Trltch Haidware companv, Dunver,
Colo. He eays he Is from Denver and
11 on his way to Fresno,
He claims
the revolver was given him to pawn
and the other1 goods ho bought. The
charge against h'm was changed to
carrying concealed weapons and Judge
Crawford gave him aixty .aya. His record Mill be Investigated.

Goes In Business at Cerrillo.
The Cerrlllos Register announces
that J. J. Hamilton has purchased the
stock, fixtures, etc., of the Forsythe
drug store in that town, and will engage In the drug business there. In
speaking about Mr. Hamilton, tho
says: "Mr. Hamilton Is an expert
pharmacist, having served until quite
recently in that capacity In the hospital of the Santa Fe Pacific railroad at
Albuquerque, and the people of this
city and vicinity may congratulate
themselves for having made this acquisition."
i
Dr. Butler Installed.
New York, April 19. Dr. Nicholas
Murray Butler was today installed as
president of Columbia university, in
the presence of a large company of
distinguished persona, beaded by the
president of the United States.
There will be a coyote race at the
fair grounds tomorrow morning at 10
o'clock. After the race the local horses
will work out.
Reg-Istr- e
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IS RESPONSIBLE.

Two Additional

Associate Justices

Allowed For Oklahoma.
EARTHQUAKE

'

SHOCKS.

Saa Francisco. April 19. Chief of
Police Wittman officially announced
today the murderer of Nora Fuller wu
C. B. Hadley. for fourteen years an accountant In the business office of tho

Examiner.
un January iu tne disappearance or
Nora Fuller was announced. C. B.
Hadley disappeared and has not been
seen dlncc. Theodore Kylka, a handwriting expert, declares the man who
wrote the name, Charles B. Hawkins
to tho advcittsement luring Nora Fuller to her death was C. B. Hadley. He
compared the handwritlnes and declares they are Identical. So hurrledly-ha-s
Hadley left ins lodgings and fled
he did not even go to the bank and
draw his money, a considerable sum.
which he had on desposlt.
girl, left
Nora Fuller, a
home on January 16 to answer an advertisement for a nurse girl. No trace
of her was found until a month later
when her nude body was found in av
vacant bouse on Sutter street. The
girl had been murdered.
A

BOOMERANG.

Demonstration

Aga'ntt

Loubet

Raw-acte- d

on the Disturber
Paris. April 19. While Prtaldfent
Loubet was visiting tne exhibition at'
the Jardin Des Tuilerles. this morning. '
an individual posted at a window In a'

hotel opposite, attempted to start a
demonstration against the president.
His cries of "Abas Loubet" (down with
Lou'tet), however, only endanger!
himself, as the crowd present started
a
and advanced
threateningly in the direction of
The dloturber of the peace waa
arrested, but later was released from
'
custody.
.

counter-demonstratio-

n

the-hote- l.

TALKED IT OVER.
Husband's Debts May Be Paid With
Houce Allowed Two Additional Assothe Wife's Property.
ciate Justices for Oklahoma.
DISTRICT COURT NEWS.

This morning Judge Baker heard tho
suit of Mrs. J. L. hamm against V. P.

A new po3toffice is to be established
Edle. which was brought on promison the Mimbies,, Giant cour.ty, with large wholesale warehouses and the
sory notes given by the defendant as
Miss Anne Norera as postmistress.
First National bank la making good
a member of the firm of Hamm & Edle
progress on' its two-storbuilding
Appointed Postmaster.
which is being built of gray sandstone,
for $1,500 and intorest. Mrs. Hamm
postJ. H. Crist has been appointed
which has the appearance cf gray
said
this money was claimed, by her
master at Monero, n. M.
granite and Is found in great abundseparate estate and that It was
as
her
Raynolds
Mr.
ance around Santa Kosa.
Pension.
by her individual
labors by
earned
for
It
the best btone
Joseph A. Leon, of Cerrlllos. has considersbuilding
pr.rpcec-be
found
to
organs In
teaching
playing
music,
per
granted
pension
a
$8
of
been
New Mexico.
providing music at theachurches
month. Francisco Trujillo, of Cost! Ho, in While
and
the past winter has been a
It was
ters, dances and the line.
pension increased to $12 per month.
very good one for shtep and cattle, the
by her to the firm o Hamm &
loaned
great
injury
present drouth Is working
Postoffic Name Changed.
Edle. The plaintiff rested on this
The name of the postofhee at Las to thi sheepmen, especially since the
of facta and the defense
statement
Vegas Hot Springs has been changed lambing season is almost on hand.
ou this statement. It
judgment
asked
to simply Hot Springs. A. Stephenson There is a considerable How in the Pehad previously Bo- Edie
waj
admitted
has been appointed postmaster to suc- cos river, but the water is very muddy
against
F. W. Hamm,
Judgment
a
cured
and alkaline. The water taken out of
ceed Mr. Hammond.
plaintiff,
in excess oi
of
the
husband
the wills at Santa Rosa is also very
the sum claimed in this suit, wuich Is
hard, but no attempt has been made
Land Office Business.
unsatisfied. It was further claimed
yet to sink Doo or more feet to secure
Homestead Entries Marshall
this Judgment Is, In law, a satisfaction
Aztec, 1C0 acres. iJan'Juan soft water.
Mrs.
of the uote such! on because
Below Santa Rosa, on the Pecos,
county; Gcronlmo RoyLal. Waron
Hamm's nroueity waj not her separ
Mound, 160 acies. Mora county; Man- there is some good agricultural land,
ate estate' in contemplation of the law,
uel Garcia, Sanchez, 160 acres. San buc a?Kve Santa Rosa the bluffs enbut was community property and might
Miguel county; William Mueller,
croach closely on the river and there
be used as an offset to her husband's
ItiO acres, Valencia county;
13 not much chance for agricultural
deiits. This contention was matained
In that direction.
Archiheque, Puerto e'e Luna.
by the court and the Jury was ordered
seven
miles
well
oil
ICO acrcb, Guadalupe county.
Newman
The
to return a verdict for the defendant
740
over
down
is
Rosa
of
Santa
north
I
for costs.
Mineral Survey Approved.
feet and at wescnt the drill is go!n
Elvira Wallace was given a divorce
Surveyor General Morgan O. Llew- through a thick bed cf gypsi.m. A
from Edward Wallace on the ground
ellyn approved the survey cf the Booth layer of hale will be struck after the
of abandonment.
tr.liin? group, covering 1M.2I9 acres, gypsum has been penctiatcd and after
The civil docket will be called in
and situated in the Central mining dis- that has been passed It Is hoped to be
district court Monday morning at 9
trict. Grant county. The owners are in oil sand asain. The oil held has an
o'clock. After the court fund Is exthe Sar.ta Rita Mining company. The area of ion or fifteen miles, the oil
hausted, In all cases where juries are
Enjoyable Social.
survey Is by Deputy United States seeping up through the earth in shalTin- - Christian Endeavor society of Insisted upon, the parties to the suit
Mineral Surveyor John H. Walker. The low places at various spots op. thte
expense as
following claims are in the group: tract.
the Baptist church entertained Its must defray the additional
the court iutends to clear the docket
King Copper,
Booth,
ibis t?rm.
Garfield, Boston. Voltaire, Six Eight
Judgment was rendered for the
One, Alfonso, Alibno, Syrena, and
plaintiff in the suit of Noble Trimble
against Frr.ncisco Gabaldon. involving
The survey of the Black Copper
the ownership of condidera'i.le projv
prouo, covering 141.289 acres In the
erty.
Black Copper mining district, Taos
Bi rnardii.o Baca secured Judgment
county, and surveyed by Deputy Vnit-efor
f loo asainst C. M. Tyler on acSurveyor
Mineral
William
States
count of a levy made on goods when
Mckean, has been- approved by SurTyler was constable.
veyor General Morgan O. Llewellyn.
The following are the claims in the
Chair in University.
roun:
Hlark Copper, Black Copper
A special dispatch to the Denver ReQueen.
No. J. Gold Garner. Carbonate.
publican from Boulder. Colo, says:
B nezucla. Golconda and Jubilee Valtnn.hu l.'ininifi a Hcninr in the btatc
ley.
university here, has been appointed to
the i hair of Romance languages at the
Rebels are Active.
University or Jvew Mexico, ne nas nu-?.- l
Canton. AprTl 19. The rcliels are
the position of Instructor In Spanish
bcEio3lai; Nan King, an important city
and French at the state university here
of the province of Kwang. It is refor two years. lie begins his duties
plied the place has already fallen.
next September.
cut.
been
Telegiaph wires have
We desire to thank our friends who
jave us their help and sympathy la the
This Morning' Game.
'or of our two litt e daughters. Mr
Boston, April 19. (Morning Game!
(T.
FISHING PAP.TY ON THE ERAZ00.
Srr.a Fatich.)
:.nJ Mrs. Geo. H. Wilton.
orooklyn, 3; Boston, 1.
y

PAGES

Washington, April 19. When th
house began its session today the
members gathered in groups discussing the stirring incidents of the vote
on Cuban reciprocity last night. After
a few minutes spent in correcting fJa
record of some excited parliamentary
sparring during the reciprocity debate,
the house turned to routine business.
A resolution was agred to for the payment of the expenses incident to the
McKlnley memorial exercises. A bill
providing for two additional associate
Justices for Oklahoma was adopted.
The provision that the appointees be
residents of the territory created a.
lively discussion, mt. Fleming, of Georgia, saying it was designed to prevent
"carpet bagging." Delegate Flynn. of
Oklahoma, declared there was the tallest confidence the president would respect the home rule sentiment.
EARTHQUAKE SHOCKS.
San Francisco and the City of Mexico
Shook.
San Francisco. April 19. A sharp
earthouake shock was felt here shortly after 8 o'clock this morning.
In Mexico.
Mexico City, April 19. A severe
earthquake shock was left here at 7:50
The duration
o'clock last evening.
was a minute and a half, exceeding;
any experienced in recent years.
Banquet and Dance.

Tonieht at Colombo hall a banquet
and dance will be given by the employes of the Santa Fe railroad and
shops in honor of li. W. Smith, of San
Barnardino. formerly superintendent
of motive power and division master
mechanic.
The banquet wiu te
bv S. C. Berrv. proprietor of
the Metropolitan restaurant, and ho
has been instructed to prepare covera
for 300 people. Messrs. Divine and
Moyer and Mrs. Berry will furniBh the
iur-nish- .'.i

music.

Wallace Garbcr Dead.
Wallace (larber, of Bellville. Ohio,
who went from this city about three
weeks ao, died on April 5 at his
His parents were here with
home.
him for three montiTs and all of them
were well known here. His death resulted from consumption contracted
trcmi the grippe.
Elks Attention.
There will be a special meeting: of
the Klks at Grant hali. Railroad avenue, between Third and Fourth streets,
this evening at 8 o'clock. Theatre
proposition to come no for discussion.
Menu: Bock beer and bockwurst. J. J.
Sheridan, secretary.
The territorial sheep sanitary board
now hold forth in room lfi. N. T. Arml-1- o
Harry F. Lee. the city
building.
clerk, bI:o has his offlce '.a that room.
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PRECIOUS

I The

Alvarado Pharmacy

PURE DRUGS,
PERFUMES,
TOILET ARTICLES.

B. H. BRIGGS & CO., Prescription Druggist.
CORNER GOLD AVENUE AND FIRST STREET.

LXXaSTCSKZIESSSEB

parent, Durheso ntvl Wealthy as variifijfi) ations, i in best fruit tree for Pueblo
jfdbucjitcrcjue Daily
rcunty is the plum." The trees
grow eplonclUily In this section
McCREIQHT,
Publishers
ITUOHKB &
or New Mexico.iind are Lie best known
Editor varieties.
Tboa. Hughes
W. T. McCrelgbt. Mgr. and City IM.
The Nev. Mexican lias again started
its "death column." It contains interPublish. Daily and Weekly.
esting data for visitors. Thirteen
""
deaths were recorded in the column
yoiierdny, nnd th- compiler of there
Interesting paragraphs had several of
Associated Press afternoon dispatcher the deaths located in this city, when In
Largest City and County Circulation faet they occurred elsewhere in the
The Largest New Mexico Circulatior territory, notably that of John AlexanLargest Northern Arizona Circulation der Hideout, who died at Laa Vegas.
Copies of this paper may be found
A tree 13 a life. It Is a wonderful
on file at Vasnington In the office ot erection, from almost any standpoint,
SigQ.
correspondent,
E.
"pedal
our
In thi3 country, especially, a live tree
ners. 18 F street, N. W., Washington, in full foliage almost seems something
D. C
abnormal. For one thing, its ability to
the sunshine is something
New Mexico demands Statehood withstand
The fierce Fun warps lumremarkable.
Congress.
th
from
ber, blisters paint till it pea s o.f, brrns
the skin off the human visage, yet
Terms of Subscription:
the trce3 of the valley hangs out in It
men-t'on-

Fifty-Sevcnt'-

ll!y.
lKtlly,

K 00
by mail, one yeav
3 DO
by mall, rlx month
1 60
Unity, by mail, three monnis
60
Dally, .y mall, one month
T5
Oaily, by carrier, one month
year
per
mall,
by
Weekly,
! 00
THK DAILY CITIZEN will be delivered
la the c.iy t the low rate of 20 cents per
week, or for 75 cents per month, when
paid monthly. Tl. o rates are lean than
those of any other dally paper In the

territory.

Plant trees. Nothing beautifies
city more than fine shade trees.

a

St. Louis has managed to bring out
1902 directory
till 1903.

It

States.
The principal Items of Interest
precious
stones during the
year
arc as follows:
The yield of sapphires in Fergus
county, Mont., was greater this year L Cosmopolitan
than in lluo, and two companies are
Paper
now mining in the region where tho
blue stone Is found. Exploration for 71 Patterns 10c
the tunny
sapphires has
None Higher
been carried on still furthot in the
Rock Creek region, Granite county,

IT PAYS TO TRADE AT THE

con-cerni-

WK GUARANTEE SATISFACTION.

its

STONES.

Where They Are Found in the United

Full Line of Druggists' Sundries.

without postponing

t
argues well for a
man who uas to ship all his flying machinery by freight.
Santos-Dumon-

and seem happy.

TAX ON WHEAT.
England is anout to depart from her
traditional policy of free trade. Sne
has provided for a tariff tax on corn
nnd flour. A deficit of $225,000,000
confronts the British ministry. In the
attempt to assassinate liberty in South
Africa, and to destroy the Boer republic, Britain has not only sacrificed her
best blood, but as well brought herself dangerously near bankruptcy. As
a remedy she turns her back on the
of
estaDlisbed policy of three-fourth- s
a century and proposes to tax every
loaf of bread consumed by her people,
it remains to be seen how the people of
England will receive this measure.

EL PASO'S DAM SCHEME.
The international dam crowd at El
Before peace is finally arranged the
Boers want to show, apparently, that Paso is making desperate efforts to get
its bill through congress raiding tne
there is one good fight left in them.
national treasury to the tune of $2,317,-oosays the Denver News. RepresenMr. Carnegie's advice to young men
1s "Don't drink; don't speculate; don't tative Stephens has had a bill pending
this purpose, and the committee on
Indorse." But why not extend it to for
foreign affairs in the house was about
young women as well?
ready to knock it on tho head by an
Miss Stone has made her first public
appearance, and it was entirely satisfactory, according to the educated brigand In the box office.

The base uall season began Thursday with a whitewash for both the St.
Louis and Philadelphia clubs. This is
a bad outlook for the World's fair.
The new Alvarado hotel, the finest
on the line of the Santa Fe road from
Chicago to the Pacific coast, will oe
thrown open to the public on May 10.
The British and the Boers seem to
be anxious for peace, but they are not
bo anxious that they neglect to do
some shooting when tuey get a chance.
Noted educators are inclined to look
askance at Cecil nnodes' international
scholarship plan that Is. the noted educators who were not considered in the
matter.
Government officials have decided
that the Philippine friar land question
shall be settled at Rome. It is probable
that the ancient village will raise another howl.
Certain insurance companies of Europe have not yet recovered from the
blow that killed King Humbert of Italy.
The latter carried policies that aggregating $7,500,000.
Texas officials have improved upon

the modern system of handling

dubi-

ous characters. According to press
dispatch, officers of that state killed
jl man on suspicion Tuesday.
Count Potoki lost $500,000 at gambling and was permanently banished
irom Austria. Evidently the tax collector doubted the count's ability to
accumulate another bank account.

It Is charged that the new pension
commissioner once tried to make
"Ijiura" rhyme with "soiree." This
should not be overlooked while the
courts martial are being passed
around.
The city count!, at its meeting

Mon-

day night, will no doubt decide the
wrangle in the fire department. Chief
Ruppe and Captain Sutherland are
both good fire fighters and they should
patch up their differences.

The city council will meet next Monday. It would be well for Mr. Myers
to look into the surplus alleged to have
been lett by the old council. It wi l
not be as much as reported when the
bills allowed uy the retiring council
are paid.
It Is no longer really necessary to
urge city people to plant trees they
understand it and the long line of
trees are extending on almost every
street. But now we would propose that
they plant more vines. Cover the side
of the houses with a woodbine or a
clematis and it will be at least a degree
cooler in summer. Both these vines
are hardy, healthy, easy of growth,
cheap in price, and a parennial addition to the homelike features of a
hab-itatio-

The Pueblo Chieftain In an editorial
on trees, says: "As to varieties of
trees, the elm, ash. ox elder, maple

and Russian mulberry are the standards in the way of shade trees, and the
Russian olive and hardy willow are
pleating variations. No poplar tree
will do well for borers will riddle it. In
apple trees the Ben Davis (Gano is an
improved Ben Davis) is the only one
that does best here, with Yellow Trans- -
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Mail

Orders
Promptly

fancy-colore- d

Mont.
Tho deposits of rhodolite garnet in
the Cowee valley, Macon county. N. 0.,
was worked extensively. Mining for
dark blue, green, and yellow beryls,
for amethysts, and for emerald matrix
was carried on in North Carolina.
The tourmaline deposits ut Mesa
Grande, San Diego county, Cal., were
actively worked, nnd a new nearby deposit wr.s discovered. The localities
oetcril:ed in previous reports of this
r.urvc tvs producing the golden green
hryoprjtte? have nceu puichr.sed. or a
control of them for a stated period has
I
cf n acquired, and more or less mining
for this mineral has been carried on.
Several new turquoise companies
have been formed, so that seven companies are now actively engaged In
mining that material, and are placing
it on tho market, accompanied by their

filled
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From 7:00 to 9:00 0'Clock.
rMi i iivsdv
large lot of Ladies' Walking Hats, newest L
shapes, prettily trimmed, real $2 values,

that such stones as may change in

JA

from a new region.

2
3 SPECIAL FOR

respective trademarks as a guarantee

color will be exchanged for others.
New Mexico is the chief source of the
turquoise supply.
The finding of one diamond in Lee
county, Ga., is of interest as coming
Epidotce crystals, magnificent as regards size and crystalization, have
been lound in Prince of Wales Island,
Alaska.

Emeralds have Increased greatly

public favor.
The diamond importation has been
greater than In any previous year, and
at no period have more flno and more
very large stones been imported.
The presentation by Max Braverman
of his collection of gems and minerals
to the Golden Gate Museum, San Francisco. Cal., Is worthy of note.
Within the" last few years, more attention than ever has been paid to the
quaint and fanciful cutting of all precious stones, the diamond Included; and
vhereaa. ten years ago, scarcely any
other forms than the "brilliant" and
the "rose" in diamonds were used,
during the last year there has been a

20

pairs of Infant's VICI KID SHOES,
5,111 Button only.
A splendid
Special ,or to night

Sizes 2 to
3jc yalue

Per Pair 18 cents.

Per Pair 19 cents.

MEN'S SHIRTS.

BOY'S WAISTS.

A splendid variety of 'Men's Percale and
Madras Shirts, soft and stiff bosoms, with
or without collars, warranted fast colors,
'
'
worth $l.oo,

A large assortment of Boys' Shirt Waists
and Blouses, made of best French Percale
warranted fast colors, as good a waist as
has ever been sold at 75 cents,

for stones that are
marquise," "briolette,"
stones in all forms
also for table-cu- t
trlaneular, circular, hexagonal, and in
the double rose form also, and a modification of the last form has been

15-1-

1

Men s 50 cent v ire Buckle Suspenders,
good quality web. Special for to night.

For

d

Foley's Kidney Cure makes kidneys
and bladder right. Don't delay taking.
adverse report when Representative Alvarado Pharmacy.
o
Burleson saved it by introducing a substitute. The substitute authorizes the
High Grade Bulls for Sale.
secretary of state to negotiate a treaty
The undersigned has for sale on bis
with Mexico relative to the "equ. able farms near La Junta, Colorado, about
distribution" of the waters of the Rio forty 3 year old, 150 2 year old and 150
Grande, and, when tha. is accomplish, yearling high grade Hereford bulls;
ed, an appropriation of $2,317,000 shall all of them better than
Also
be made for the International dam at about ninety yearlings out of full
El Paso. The cheek of this interna- blooded
cows, sired by
tional dam crowd is monumental. They Imported registered bulls.
Parties
are not only attempting to kill off a wishing stock of this kind will get
legitimate private enterprise the Ele- prices by corresponding either with J.
phant Butte dam and to raid the na- S. Crosley, La Junta, Colo., or myself.
tional treasury for the cash to con- 830 Equitable building, Denver. These
struct a so called international dam at bulls have been well wintered and are
El Paso, but they are now proposing to in fine condition for turning on the
divide with Mexico the waters of the ranges, not having been overfed, but
Rio Grande in utter disregard of the are in good flesh, strong and active.
welfare, rights and interests of the They will do much better service than
people of New Mexico and Colorado. any bulls of the same ages brought
A more villainous scheme, was never from the eastern
farms.
planned, or one more subversive of the
A. E. REYNOLDS.
prosperity of nearly 1,000,000 people.
It was bad enough to ruin a private en- JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE.
terprise and loot the national treasury,
Stage leaves Trimble's stable on Secbut to give to a foreign nation the wat- ond street, every Tuesday, Thursday
belongs
er that
to the people of a state and Saturday at 6 a.m.; quick time. A
and of a territory, soon to become a relay of stock Is kept at Zla. Arrives
state, is simply monstrous. The Burle- at tne Springs in time for supper.
son substitute is as bad, if not worse, Don't be deceived by people who tell
than the original bill, and should be you they will take you Just as quick
as the stage, for they won't. Nobody
as vigorously fought.
else has any change of stock on the
Try Chamberlain's Stomach and Liv- route. Tickets for sale at Trimble's.
J. B. BLOCK, Proprietor.
er Tablets, the best physic. For sale
by all druggists.
CAPITAISECURED
For Railroads, Mines, Industrials,
WORDS AND THEIR MEANING.

V

INFANT'S SHOES.

GENT'S FURNISHINGS

great demand
"pear-shape-

TWO HOURS ONLY. 98c

,

In

Mfti

Suecials for Saturday

to-nig-

ht

only 49 cents.

Special for

39 cents.

to-nig- ht

CORSETS.

362 pairs of Ladies' best $1.50 Corsets. Amongst them are the
best styles of two well known brands. The reason we do not mention
the brands you will find out in a fortnight. Let us assure you the qualities are A 1.
SRECIAL PRICE FOR TO NIGHT A PAIR 79c

d
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THE

Bank of Commerce
ALBUQUERQUE

Amber Lotion
FOR ROUGH SKIN.

Amber Lotion
TO MAKE WHITE HANDS.

Capital

$100,000

Amber Lotion
FOR FACE AND NECK.

Amber Lotion
SHOJLD BE ON EVERY
DRESSER. SOLD FOR 25
CENTS PER BOTTLE.

W. S.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
M. S. OTERO, President
8TRICKLER, V. P, and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Ast. Cashier
WM. MclNTOSH

SOLOMON LUNA

J.
A. M. BLACKWELL
W. A. MAXWELL
STOCKS UNDERWRITTEN,
BONDS
GUARANTEED,
Major Apple Interprets Orders From
J. H. O'RIELLY & CO.
In strongest financial institutions.
Superiors Literally.
Manager Life
EDWARD
SNIFFEN,
DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA A SANTA FE. RAILWAY
"Prescription Druggists.
The latest announcement of a cercompany, 62 Wall St.,
tain cure for consumption in every
New iork.
stage comes from Major Apple, U. S.
Corner 2nd St. and Gold Ave.
o
A., who is In charge of the government
To Mexico ana Return for $25.
soldiers' sanitarium at Fort Bayard, N.
THIRD STREET
On account ot meeting of Knights
M. The major Is an army surgeon of
Templar in El Paso, tickets will be
experience and a record in the
Mexico and return at above
erican
war of untiring devotion sold toReturn
limit 30 days. Tickets on
to duty and ceaseless work at a time rate.
when General Shatter's army was as sale lGth to 20th of April inclusive.
illy provided with surgeons as with This is less than one cent per mile.
Pullmans through El Paso to
decent food to eat. Another strength- Clean
ening feature of the major's optimistic Mexico. Tho chance of your life
to see Mexico at this rate. Special
announcement is the absolute literal-nes- s time
of the man. To him an order from rates to other points. Call at city of;STEAM SAUSAGE FACTORY.
a superior means just what it says, fice, or address Vft S. Mead, El Paso,
Texas.
nothing more or less.
Unlike some
o
West Railroad Avenue.
113
men, be never "interprets" an order to
Denilng will be the great smelter
mean anything but what it says. lit- center. Two
large plants will be inKLEINWORT.
erally.
year.
He was placed In. charge of the stalled within the
MASONIC ECILD1NG.
TEIED STREET
transpoit Olivette when the army of
VELVET RIBBONS.
invasion started from Tampa, Fin., for
VELVET RIBBONS.
Cul-aThe same order was sent from
VELVET RIBBONS.
A
General Shatter's flagship, to the OliThe
ROSEN WALD BROS.
vette as to all the other transports:
"Display no lights except a red light at
Call at the Court House
is presented here. If you would have
Automatic 'phone 574.
the masthead." On the other boats on the assessor, and make a return for
thee njoyment of that restful feeling,
the order was undei stood to refer to your property for taxation, if you wish 216i South Second Street,
come to our store. We can furnish
Albnoneroue. ft. Mex.
signal lights after dark. On the Ol- to avoid paying 25 per cent penalty.
that which gives repose to the body.
ivette Major Appel did not permit a
ALEJANDRO SANDOVAL.
Show you a line of elegant brass,
lamp or a candle to lie luirneu on any
"
1.
:l
Assessor.
and iron bedsteadys, all styles
part of the ship above the water line
to suit the taste and purse. Select
MELINI
EAKIN
after the sun bad set. When Major
SATIN BACK VELVET RIBBONS,
your choice our prices will do the rest
Appel says he has found a cure for AT UNHEARD OF PRICES.
Emphatic values in reliable furniture.
consumption In New Mexico I am InWHOLESALE
LIQUORS,
CIG...6
ROSENWALD BROS.
All kinds.
.
clined to believe it is so. New York
"
Cash or easy payments.
We sell more shoes than all other
Press.
We
handle everything In our line
stores combined. You know the rea-son. Leon B. Stein.
Distillers Agents
v
ST'v
O
SHETLAND FLOSS.
Special distributors Taylor & WIlUa j
0
Dentistry.
0 JUST RECEIVED BIO SHIP- - O Careful,
LoulETllle, Kentucky
WEST END OF VIADUCT.
reliable work; reasonable 111
0 MEXT OF ALL COLORS. IX- - O
First St.. Albuquerque. N. VI
O CLFDINO BLACK AND WHITE. O rates. Dr. B. Barnes, dentist, room 2,
Corner Second street and Coal avenue.
0 THE LION BRAND WE HAN- - 0 N. T. Armijo building
0 DLE IS OF SUPERIOR QL'AL- - O
O ITV, FINISH AND COLOR.
0
O
B. ILr ELD & CO.
JACOB SILVA & CO.,
O
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
OOOOOO0O0O
Dealers in
FIRE INSURANCE,
SAN ANTONIO WHITE STONE.
We Are After the Boys.
R. P. HALL, Proprietor
REAL ESTATE,
The little fellows can be fitted here
i 3
NOTARY PUBLIC.
iu all the good things in two and three
THE BEST BUILDING STONE IN ROOMS 12 14. CROMWELL BLOCK,
piece suits ami at the most moderate NEW MEXICO. USED IN ALL THE
Automatic Telephone 174.
Iron and B asu Castings; .Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings Pol'ers
prices.
BIO BUILDINGS IN ALBUQUERQUE
IN
AND
Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Front for Buildings- Denilng otters the same opportuniTHE SISTERS' HOSPITAL
SIMON STERN.
YARDS ON RAILROAD AVENUE. ties now that the most prosperout
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.
Repaira on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
o
BETWEEN FOURTH AND FIFTH cities In the west offered (several yean
Subscribe tor The Dally Citizen
FOUNDRY SIDE RAILROAD TRACK. ALPUQUERQUF,
ago.
STREETS. ORDERS SOLICITED.
N M.
C. BALDRIDGE

Meat Market

Spanish-Am-

JOE RICHARDS,

CIGARS

(lit

jjjp

writes!,

and

EMIL

sail wears.
Propi

Wri. Giaesner,

.... Tailor.

.

'

Rest For

Weary
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TheFutrelleFurnitureCo.

a

B. A. SLEYSTER,
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Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
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Mines and Minerals
Largo mining timbers are being
hauled out from Kinsman for use in
the shaft of the Gold Road mine.
The value of the bullion shipped
from the Shepheru mines at Batopl-las- ,
Sonora, for the past month was

lf'b'":J

1

ItpTf

stories high and will have a front of 27
feet and a depth of 70 feet. It will be
a handsome structure. On the second
floor is to bo a hall for Iraternity uses.
The plant is to be used for storing
meats only.
LETTER LIST.

$300,000.

sir

Agents for
McCall's Bazaar Patterns.
All Patterns
10 and 15 cts,
none higher.

The government is investigating
several complaints of unlawful seizFollowing Is the list of letters re
ure of mining claims on the In., .an maining uncalled for In the postofflce
reservation In the Gila river district, at Albuqj'irque, New Mexico, for the
Arizona.
FAVORITE PRESCRIPTION
week endiug April 19, 1902:
The smelter at Mapiml. Mexico, Is
LADIES' LIST.
"I am so thankful for what Dr.
turning out bullion at the rate of Allen. Mra J
phino
Favorite Prescription has
Pierce's
$40,000 every tweniy-fouhours, and Carnes. Vlrglnio
Pino, Juanlta
Is receiving from the Penoles mines Eurias, Josefa
done
for
me," writes Mrs. John T.
Stlner, Mrs Geo M
sixty carloads of ore per day. Two Fry, Mrs James
Georg Smith, of Slocan, B. C, Box 50.
Snyder,
Mrs
new stacks are being added and one Lopez. Mrs Jlamon Springer. Mrs E W
"It cured me of a disease which
roasting furnace.
Lippitt.Mrs Mary ATnrcmillo. Gertrudi was taking away all my strength,
It is rumored that the mining clnlm McClure. Eleanor Taylor, mrs Mandy
helped me through the long months
near the Boundary Cane, owned bv O. Meyer. Mrs Mattle Ward, Myrtle (2)
before baby came and I have a big
D. M. Gaddia, J. N. Cohenour and
Newton, Mra Jose- has been bonded to a raining
strong baby girl, the most healthy
MEN'S LIST.
man for toe sum of 115,000. The mine
and happy of all my three."
A
Manuel
Jaramlilo,
Anderson,
F
is a large one and has small stacks of
"very rich gold ore on one of the wahs. Armljo. Jose de la A (2)
HAKES THE DIFFERENCE.
Kinderman, Wm
Luz
Five heavily loaded freight wagons Barela. Severo
Lopez, Ygnncio
passed through Silver City Saturday Belesques, Corines Lasater, C M
mornlns with the boiler and other ma- Byrne, John
Morales, Feodoro 1
chinery used in the old Lone mountain Baty. G N
Miller, B G
mill.. It has been purchased by the Charle, Alfred
Marques. Jesus E
Wilson Mining company at Stein's Connors. Eddie
Mason, Chas
Pass, where it will be Installed In their Craft, Geo A
Nuanes, Fred (2)
mill.
Cardeal. Perfeteo Paulin. S. P. E., J
A rich vein of free ml'ling gold has Cook, Edward (2) Rose, Chas
been discovered by L. M. Pardee about Donahue, J E
Reed, Frank
twenty miles from Lincoln. New Mex Domingucz, Vito M Robelro, Crescnslo
ico. The ore is taid to run $400 gold
Stevens, L G
Felicita
to the ton. Mr. Pardee is from Chlca Esquibal, Antonio Samora, Jose
go and went to the White Oaks coun
do
Clark
try about six months ago for the bene Garcia, Fernando Shalluck, Paul
fit of his health.
Granvinawlch. NlclSwanson. Dr a E
Taylor, J H
It is reported !n Kingman, 9rizona, Garcilla, Pedro
that the C. O. D. Mines company is Gonzales, Isldro Tompkln. Thomas
Webb, Brown Buffil
preparing to sink a new deep working Hays, Fllomeno
Wood, O D
Bhaft on the C. O. D. mine, ine o.a Harper. L
will be a benefit to the entire terWestcott, Louis P this
shaft la not in shape for extensive Jlron, Emiterlo
ritory Instead of damage to any part
work and it would require as great an
Persons calling for the above named of it.
expenditure to put it in shape a3 it letters will please say "Advertised,"
On the other hand, only fast freight
would to sink a big working shaft.
and give tr. date of publication.
and fast through passengers and fast
Postmaster,
R. W. HOPKINS.
Clack Brothers are now handling the
through mails, would use the cut off.
mine, near
lease on the Nich.-iawAll other travel and traffic would seek
FE
SURVEYING.
SANTA
Kingman, and have run the winze down
the old route through the more desirfrom the tunnel level to a depth of
able, healthful and picturesque porthirty feet. The water so far is being Proposed Southern Cut Off Is Being tions of the territory. In faci, the
readily handled with windlass and
investigated by Management.
Optic doubts should the cut off be conbucket. No ore has yet ben encounwell known structed, whether the ordinary travelJones,
the
F.
Meredith
tered, but the boys expect to break civil engineer who for so many years er or citizen would see any difference
Into the ore at a depth of fifty feet.
has been in the employ of the Santa Fe along the old line.
Walter Burkhart and son, Herman, railroad, is paying a brief visit to his
CONDEMNED.
and Byron Erkenbrecher, of Los An- family, they being residents of Las
geles, were in Kingman, Arizona, at- Vegas, says the Optic.
tending to legal matters. These
Mr. Jones for pome week3 has been In Missouri and Confiscated in New
York.
were Instrumental in brlng-th- at Portales. In the iecos valley, but
Judge Clarke, of St. Louis, has con
Gold Road mine to the attention Is now on his way-tBelen, or rather
of the mining world and recently dis- to the section of country a little south victed and fined heavily a numoer of
posed of their holdings for the sum of of that place. His headquarters, how- grocers for selling baking powders
$250,000.
ever, wi be at Belen. He is engaged containing alum.
The week before the health depart
The officers of the American Smelt- upon the survey of what has been ment
of New York seized a quantity of
ing & Refining Co. of El Paso state that called the Santa Fe cut off a line to
for baking powder
they have reliable information which leave the Pecos valley system at Por- stuff being sold was
alum mixed with
leads them to believe that there will tales, run a little north of west till it which they found dumped
it. Into the
soon be a rise in the value of lead. crosses the Santa Fe a few miles south ground rock, and
The mines of this company were of Belen and ultimately connects with river.
authorities are thus tak
closed down, it Is said, on acount ot the Santa Fe Pacific about fifty miles ingThe health means
to preveut the in
effective
west of Albuquerque.
the low price of that metal. The
The object of this cut off Is to short- troduction into our markets of Injur
are located In the Santa Eulalla
en the Santa Fe route between Chica- ious substitutes In place of wholesome
district. Chihuahua.
go and California, it being claimed baking powders.
Mln.
of
the
bottom
The strike !n the
As alum costs only 2 cents a pound.
that such a line will make the Santa
'
things
of
one
the beet
nesota shaft is
Fe fully fifty miles shorter than the there is a great temptation for those
coun
Chloride
that has occurred in the
present
Island line. At present manufacturers who make substitutes
try. Arizona.
Good ore in a mine the RockRock
Is so much shorter and Imitation goods, to use it. Alum
Island
coun
surrounding
gives to the whole
Fe
Santa
it has been baking powders can be detected by the
the
than
try new hopes and new life, and lais able to secure from that
government health authorities by chemical analy
the
big
every
day In the
fact is evidenced
mail,
which
the Santa sis. but the ordinary housekeeper,
California
the
lead camp by the buoyant spirits of Fe so long carried.
whose assistance in protecting the
the people. At all the mines or the
of the people is important, can
say
health
cannot
Mr.
Jones
Of
course,
camp more miners are being employed whether the cut off line will be built not make a chemical examination. She
and ore In greater amounts are sent or not. He knows that it Is being may easily know the alum powders
to the dumps. The Minnesota is em carefully
surveyed, with estimates however, from the fact that they are
nloving many men and putting on and
the proposed line will be gold at from 1O to 20 cents for a pound
more every uay. In the old working quite that
both as to directness of can, or that some prize like a spoon.
feasible
the millings ore are being taken out route and cost of construction.
or glass, or piece of crockery, or wood
and sent to the mill. The product is a
Much conjecture has been engaged en ware is given with the powder as
expenses
are
he
a'.Uthe
one
and
cood
in concerning the effect 6uch a cut off an inducement.
Inz met from ore and mill sales. The would have in
As tae people continue to realize the
New Mexsul
rich
in
pay
the
for Itself
shaft will
ico, the section through which now importance of this subject and consum
being
extracted.
phide ores
runs the Santa Fe's main line. The ers .nsist on having baking powder of
Optic does not believe that this sec- established name and character, and
A Cold Storage Plant for Roswell.
tion would be at all damaged by the as the health authorities continue their
H. P. Hobson has decided to build a cut off. Of course, the portion of the vigorous crusades, the alum danger
cold storage plant at Hoswell. The territory' through which u may run will. It Is hoped, finally be driven from
building is to Le of red sandstone, two will be largely benefitted thereby, but our hemes.
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THE E CONOMST
or Groceries

Orders

They are

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
No Shoes, Clothing

Mail

Solicited and
Filled the
Same Day that

But Everything In Dry Goods.

We are Always Pleased to Have Our Goods and Prices Compared
with Those of Other Dealers
We are always pleased to have our Goods and prices compared with those of other dealers,
and if people who make the comparison are well posted we get their trade. This occurs right along,
and is the secret of the steady growth of our business. Our efforts to conduct a dry goods store
which shall be deserving of the patronage of the people of this community seems to have been better
appreciated this Season tha never before. Such prices as these are great trade winners.
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akiitig Powder

6-- 4

SPECIAL RIBBON SALE
our fancy ribbons just the thing for neckwear all the new weaves anu combinations
Nos. 40 and CO including black and white

All

regular prices

cause doctors bills many times this.
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder is
the most economical in the end, because
it goes further in leavening and insures
perfect, wholesome food.
Used always in making the biscuit
and cake it saves both health and money.
Made from pure, grape cream of tartar,
most healthful of fruit acids.
Note. You cannot,

if you value Rood
health, attord to e cheap,
baking powders. They are most I v, is
spite of the puro food laws, made fYoir
clum, which endangers the health. At
II you that such pcrtS'
physicians will
tiers in food arc injurious.
u--

Price Baking Powder

a

Chicago.

Co.,

t

low-gra-

35

only

to

60

cents per yard

29c

pialn and embroidered.
A larpe variety of grass linens which will be
much in demand is
season Sheer Mulis, Batiste,, Linen, Mocerezea fabrics.
The trimmings consist of finest laces,
and embroideries, and the novelty of their
application distinguishes them irorn the blouse of
any former season. Sleeves both short and long,
show all the very latest caprices of mode. Collars,
cuffa. fastenings are the mojt numerous and varied designs.
No. 43 striped gingham waists, assorted
$ .00
colors, only
No. 43 striped madras waists, all sizes and
60
assorted colors, a 75c value
Gibson Btyle tucked madras, all sizes, assort
tuck-Ing- 8

,

1.00
cd colors
Also embroidery trimmed chambray waists,
1.00
three styles of embroidery
Imported madras colors: pink, blue, linen,
white stripes; tucked to waist line, with

four tucks, an excellent waist

1.25

MERCERIZED CHAMBRAY WAISTS
Solid colors of linen, pink, blue, green etc.,
made with a. over tucks, open back, also
linen with black polka dot, embroidery
2.00
trimmed, all sizes
WHITE WAISTS
One special white waist made of open work,
white lawn, leno stripe, a regular 75c value
on sale at only
f .. .50
Our stock of White Waists Is so large and
varied we cannot describe them all. The line embraces every novelty open back or open front-sh- ort
or lang sleeve high or low necks and lace
yokes In the materials In vogue this Season.

Prices range

$1.00, $1.50, $2.00, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50,
$4.00, $5.00, $6.00 and $7.50.
v

An example of the artistic taste displayed In
thlB stock Is a White China Silk Waist, finely
tucked and finished with handsome lace, at $3.00,
$4.00

and

$5.00

each.

SPECIAL VALUE LADIES' HANDKERCHIEFS
About 50 dozen Pure Linen Embroidered Handkerchiefs put at a pdlco to sell 25c each. Some
of these embroidered In the new Spring colors
pink, blue, lavender, etc. none of them worth
r
less than 35c most of tnein regular
values.
half-dolla-

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

Subscribe for The Citizen.
1
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FECIAL SALE

&

avenue.

Your parcels and baggage delivered
by tae Parcel Delivery to any part of
the city. Office 206 West Gold avenue.
Automatic phone No. 202.

SATURDAY

o

Dcmlng ships over" 100,000 head of
cattle annually; Is the center of the

IMHeiHT

ao oaooaao
oaaoaaoo.es
SHETLAND FLOSS.

O
JUST RECEIVED BIG SHIP- O MENT OF ALL COLORS, IN'- O CLl'DING BLACK AND WHITE.
O THE LION BRAND WE HAN- O DLE IS OF SUPERIOR QUAL- O ITV, FINISH AND COLOR.
B. ILFELD & CO.
O

5

Regular $5.00 values, while they last, only.. $3.00
Chenille taole covers, extra heavy and
1.23
heavily fringed, $2.00 values, only

Wilson sewing machines, the best on
the market. Albert Faber, 305 Railroad

a

0

TAPESTRY COUCH COVERS
Extra length and width, only a few left.

greatest breeding region in the south
west and cattle men all know this.

The difference of cost between a good
and a poor baking povdcr would not
amount for a family's supply to one dollar a year. The poor powder would

:' V

curtains.

o

Gream

I

90-9- 0

north-centr-

IMGE&

VcsS'A

72-7- 8

prop-ertle- s

xWe are sole agent for Wheeler

"f

LACE CURTAINS AND PORTIERES
Unusual Values, Unusual Prices.
Fine, artistic draperies that will charm by their beauty
as well as attract by their exceptionally low prices.
Our Special Selling will incluue our entire line of
Lace Curtains, Portieres and iab!e Covers.
NOVELTY CUR1 AINS (like cut)
Made of good Bobinct
Lace Trimmed, full
width and length; regular $2.50 value; Special,
$2.00.
Made of Esprit Net, lace trimmed, full
width and length; 5 different styles and qualities;
prices range $3.00, $3.50, $4.00, $4.50 and $5.00 the
pair.
ARABIAN CURTAILS
Dark Ecru color in exquisite designs and patterns.
As special prices for ihis week, $12.60
values for $10.00; $10.00 values lor $8.50.
NOTTINGHAM AND ST. GALL LACE CLRTAIN3
C0I013 white, Ivory, ecru at special prices for
this week:
No. 35 Nottingham Lace Curtains, 3 yaras
39
long, 60c value, now
yarns
No. 45 Nottingham Lace Curtains, 3
50
lung, 75c value, now
No. CO Nottingham Lace Curtains, 3V4 yards
75
long. $1.00 value, now
Nottingham lMce Curtains 3 yards
No.
90
long, $1.25 value, now
Nottingham Lace Curtains 3vt yards
No.
1.25
long. $1.75 value, now
Nottingham Lace Curtains, 3
No.
... $1.75
yards long, $2.25 value, now
Nottingham. Extra Wide. Lace
No.
Curtains, 3 yards long, $3.00 value, now $2.00
and like reductions in our better grades of lace

k

Bring In your tinware and have It
repaired. Albuquerque Hardware com
pany.

j

SHIRT WAISTS (See window display)
New styles, materials of White and Colored
I.laee, Madras Cloth, Percales and White Piques,

0
O
O
O
O
O

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

1

MONUMENTS.
All kinds of stone and .liable work
Prices moderate. Shop and yard cor

ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue
II. Q. MAURINO
-

A

ranch

o

FOH 6 ALE.
of 240 acres, well Improved

two windmills and tanks, and fine lrrl
gating ditch run through place. Terms
easy. Address this office, or postofflce
box 177, city.
o

Have you seen that blue enameled
steel ware at the Albuquerque Hard
ware company's store. It la the most
beautiful and ornamental ware ever
seea In Albuquerque,
Notice.

The Rico Cafe serves the best meals
in the city at 15 and 25 cents. Short
orders, 5 cents up, 111 North First
street.
o
Deming la the great mining center
of the Bouthwett.
o
See the newest In lauies neck w jar
at The Economist.'
a
Deming has a magnificent school
system.

1

MANDELL &GRUNSFELD
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING CLOTHIERS,
ALBUQUERQUE,. N. M.

1
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Dinner
Extraordinary Offer

. .

We will sell any Dinner Set in our
Store costing $20.00 or less for SI.00 a
week. Sets over $20.00 for $2 a week.

A. B. McGAFFEY & Co.
txxxjooocoxxxooooooooocro

BORRADAILE & CO.

.t.

19. 1902

THb SURE WAY

THINGS TO EAT

Buys a

APRIL

to prevent pneumonia and consump
tion Is to cure your cold when It first
Are Going Up Higher in Prices All appears.
Acker a English Remedy will
stop the cough in a night, and drive
Time.
the
the cold out of your system. Always a
quick and sure cure for asthma, bron
chitis and all throat and lung troubles.
POINTERS FOR POOR.
f It docs not satisfy you the druggist
wl'.I refund your money. Write to us
for free sample. W. 11. Hooker k Co..
The only Bafc course for the eco- Buffalo. N. Y. J. H. O Rielly &. Co. ana
11. Drlggs & Co.
nomical man slnrc the beef tract put
all It3 prices In the hnlloon Is to live
on b light dirt of water and air, with
CLASSIFIED ADS.
sunshine for dessert. Why? Because
hanging onto the hecf trust balloon is
a string including even poultry, butter
All classified advertisements
Note
and eggs. All these things have, or or rather "liners," one cent a word for
are going up because beef went up. each Insertion. Minimum charge for
When beef went up the people turned any classified advertisements, 15 cents.
it Uo'.vn, so to sneak, and made a vora- In order to Insure proper classification
cious attack upon poultry, Imtter and all "liners" should be left at this of
csrs. The men who had control ot fice not Inter than 3 o'clock p. m.
these things saw it was harvest time
and they made ha&te to reap advanced
FOR RENT.
milgin
pi Ices, their pranarles now
FOR RENT Several furnished rooms
with the golden garnering.
for light housekeeping, with private
Soaring in Gotham.
farrlly; 310 Huning avenue.
A dispatch trom New York tells of FOR RENT
Furnished room. Call at
1018 West Railroad avenue, near
the way it strikes the Gothamitca as
City pan..
follows:
"New York, April 1". Popular price FOR RENT A new up to date piano.
Inquire at the Whltson Music comrestaurants of this city have advanced
pany, 114 South Second street.
prices of steaks and roasts of hecf an
average or 6 cents, owing to the con- FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
light houseneeplng. Call at brick adtinued rise In the price of lieef.
"High-pricerestaurants have made
dition rear 522 Railroad avenue.
no change, as their margin of profit is
Rent reasonable.
larger.
FOR RENT One four room house.
"Ketail prices for fresh vegetables,
cellar, laundry, good stable and carbutter, eggs, poultry, deans and even
riage house and lots of shade. A
canned goods are now quoted at the
beautiful homo. $15 per month. Also
markets from 10 to 40 per cent higher
one five room house with bath; new
than a year ago.'
and modern; at $20 per month. Call
on or address Jno. W. McQualle.
A Few Figures.
Shop opposite Highland hotel. ResiA New York paper, now engaged in
dence 905 Howard avenue. Old
a hitter war against the mighty beef
phone No. A-trust, presents the following interest- FOR
RENT Two rooms for light
ing figures, showing how food prices
housekeeping.
Inquire at 300 North
up
year:
gone
have
within a
Broadway.
19(11.
1902.
22 cts FURNISHED ROOM Front room, on
Butter
32cts
ground floor, in private family. In24 cts
30 cts
Porterhouse steaks.
quire 208 North Arno.
'.
Hi cts
22 cts
Sirloin
Two cottages, nicely fur
It! cts FOR RENT
22 cts
Rib roasts
nished for light housekeeping. AdRound steaks
20etn
lficts
dress box 1CV. Socorro, N. M.
14 cts
Sets
"Chuck" steaks
16 cts
Leg of lamb
21 cts
FOR SALE.
20 cts
28 cts
Lamb chops
15 eta
10 cts FOR SALE
Poultry
Good delivery or riding
Potatoes (per bid.) .2.25
fl.!io
Apply at 725
horse, and buggy.
11 cts
Dried fruits
li'icts South Broadway.
FOR SALE CHEAP Household goods
At Chicago.
stoves, beds, large and small
A recent dispatch from Chicago tells
ch!ckens.
Mrs. Vierth, 116 North
of the marked decrease In the visible
ttreet.
Walter
supply of beef and provisions to such FOR SALE Ladies' Rambler bicycle.
an extent as to lead to the suspicion
cheap. Inquire at 1203 South Second
that the beef trunt is engineering a
Ftreet.
corner. This is claimed by traffic off- FOR
SALE A desirable corner lot on
icials, who say that It has only been
Copper avenue, also residence propnecessary to lower rates on shipping
erty on Lead avenue; will be sold
to start beef and provisions scurrying
cheap If sold before first of May.
across the country In large quantities.
Call on or address owner, 609 West
The transportation rates have been
Lead avenue.
lowered, going down 20 per cent March
bea'-iuu- l
homes
26. but nobody has seen any beef mov- FOR SALE Several
and city lots. These are bargains
ing. It la Biispected tnat the big packand must be seen to La appreciated.
ers have cornered it and will hold up
No trouble to show property. See
the consumer for a while to line the
Jno. W. McQuade.
coffers of the trust.

Velvet Ribbons
OUP. EASTERN
IN

THE SECURANCE OF

Good..

Santa Fe Nursery.
Note These Prices
3 year Cherries.. ..
Peache 5 to

Petn

5 to
.

G
G

per 100
825 per 10O

S 14

2 yenrApplm

Per 100
$28 Per 100
$18 per 100

feet

l--

Plum 4 to f fret
AH good clean utock Special attention Riven to packSend
ing and shipping orders. Perfectly acclimated.
KURHEKY,
your orders to the old reliable SANTA FE
GRANT RIVEN BURG Prop

Here In Albuquerque.
Tho hleh nrlreR for veaetables have
not struck the territorial metropolis,
nr.nnllni? tn trustworthy statements
of produce men and other local dealers, and they are not likely to come
this way unless mere is a perieci
famine elsewhere and the local gardeners and truck raisers are called
No one article in
upon for supplies.
the vegetable line is higher this year
than lasi season, but with eggs and
A. B, WEAVER, Proprietor.
poultry it is a flirtercni proposition.
t ra tin Rnnnor
learned of
Tho li0rf-o307 South Nlrtt Street. Albuquerque, N. M.
the increased tat on their favorite
ateaks and roasts than they turned to
eggs and poultry. This has made eggs
5 cents a dozen higher all over the
country than last year, tne,j present
Mexican
local retail price being 30 cents for
shipped in eggs and 35 cents per dozen
Or ALL KINDS.
for ranch eggs.
It is the same way with butter. The
NAVAJO INDIAN BLANKETS
cows are being fattened for this high
back east and elsewhere
MEXICAN DRAWN WORK beef market
of being allowed to furnish a
instead
HAWK EYE CAMERAS butter supply, and the result Is a
rnrrltv in butter that makes a de
mand all over the country and causes
difference of from & to w cents a
Typical Views of New Mexico a apound
on the retail price. Albuquerque
rienlpra declare that good creamery
RrvnrMfl.lr.T7.
butter is that much higher than it was
J'
Or course,
last year at that time.
Also developing and printing lor auiatures there is plenty of oleomargarine and
mhur Imtter stuffs in the market.
Poultry is comparatively scarce be
OCKXXXXXXXXXXDCOOOOCOOCOCOO
cause the ralser3 sold orf their stoc-largely and because they want to keep
what they have to lay eggs to caun
the high egg prices.
It reallv doesn't make much differ
ence what you like it is hound to go
up. for the beef trust catches you coining and it catches you going, and the
only way for a man to live within his
income is to subsist on hot water
roasts, hot air chops and Uio Grande
valley sunshine pudding.

CON-SIST-

Aztee Curio

Co.

n

and Indian Curios

--

,7f

.

fAZ?

THE COST OF MANUFACTURE.

No.
No.
No.
No.
N

West Cold Avenue.

35 cents per piece
H 55 cents per piece
2 65 cents per piece
3 75 cents per piece
1

ORDER TO GIVE EVERYONE A CHANCE TO AVAIL THEM.

SELVES OF THIS EXCEPTIONAL
TW

j

OFFER, WE WILL SELL ONLY

PIECES OF EACH NUMBER TO ANY ONE CUSTOMER.

ROSENWALD BROS.

f 0. W. STRONG

&

SONS,

Undertakers and Embalmers.
Superintendent

Fairview, Santa Barbaraand "B'rai
Brith" Cemeteries.'
Local Undertakers Santa Fe Pacific Railroad.

Both 'Phones In Our Office

201 211 North Second

Street.

FINE, FAT CATTLE

the spring. They are of the kind
from which the prime meats handled
by us come. We are known to sell the
choicest beef, mutton, lamb, veal and
pork. Also for low prices and uprightness in our dealings. Spring lamb and
roasting pieces of beef that will make
you come again at the lowest prices in
In

the city. Superior quality, promptness
and reliability our trade makers..

fi'-s-

Wm. Farr

wi.-

1

Brockmeier & Cox,

I

years, having heavy
financial responsibility; office work 1
only; no soliciting. Salary $125 per
month; no commission. Must be well
recommended and furnish from 1000
to $1,200 cash to carry stock. 74
St. Paul Building, Cincinnati. Ohio.
WANTED Two first class carpenters.
Apply at once at corner Twelfth and
Tijeras avenue.
WANTED Girl for general house
work; family of three; no children.
118 Gold Avenue.
BUILDERS' HARDWARE.
Address, R., this office.
AGENTS $10 daily, introducing our
brilliant gas light turners. Families,
business houses, banks, churches,
private and public buildings, buy at
sight. These burners are what the
people are looking for. They do not
require a chimney (to break) or a
wick to trim, and make no smoke or
dirt. Fit any coal oil lamp without
expense or trouble, and produces tne
best, cheapest and cleanest light. It
Try the product of
Is a great money maker for agents
Mr. Edwards Happy.
Will counteract the effect of these winds on face-an200 per cent profit. Write at once
Ed
W.
J.
Commander
nt
!.. irt mi
get to work right away. Sam
and
hands. Prescriptions delivered free to any
repaid
the
fully
for
wards says he is
the
pie free. Enterprise Manufacturing
part
work la connection wun me iniaiup'
the city.
of
B. 567. Cincinnati, Ohio.
Co.,
of the Grand Army. This morn
Brewery and Ice Co., ment
Ed
ing C. E. Murg walked into Mr.
B.
Prescription Druggist
us
intnld' iinrlnrn and said: "Mr. Ed an There is no middlemen between
the manufacturer. What we save
Hit U mv friend. Mr. F. S. Vail
Nine months ago. It VolkcnU rgh. of Los Placitas. Perhaps in tiiis way e save with our custom117 Railroad Avenue.
'Sniynra
if you will think awhile you may to- ers. $2.5o and upwards for
iiik.h; $I...o and upwards for Calcutta Twenty years experience.
nienilicr the name.
is absolutely pure.
My God, Van. is this you of com niKf, 15 tVot $1 and upwards for foldnany F, bourtecnth Indiana?'' was Mr ing tallies; H for slioe blacking stool,
oak. FutivLe Fuinuure Co., west end
UCOOOCOOCOCOCXDCOOCXXXXOCOJ
P.iluHiMa nm:l(ri mirtition.
'I'll., two lui-were in the same com of viaduct.
Notice Elks.
pany and bad not seen each other
Mock beer ami bock wurst at Zeigor's
A special meeting of Albuquerque
of tne
since lfcf.2. The publication
lodge. No. 4(il, 11. 1 O. E.. will be held sketch of .Mr. Edwards in he Citizen Cafe tonight.
Saturday evening at 8 o'clock. Instal- brought aliout the meeting.
A fine free lunch at the White Elelation of officers and take action on
phant resort tonight.
opera house matters, My order of exA Light Overcoat.
o
alted ruler.
HARDWARE
Demlng has just been Incorporated.
A light overcoat is at
this office
C. W. MEDLER. Secretary.
o
up
awaiting an owner. It was picked
Go to the White Elephant ton'ght.
on the street and brought to The Citt
Unck beer and bock wurst.
GARDEN TOOLS, LAWN MOW.
owner.
office
zen
the
to
await
O
SHETLAND FLOSS.
O
ERS, LAWN RAKES AND
Attend special parasol opening at
O
Jl'ST RECEIVED MIO SHIP- - O
Go to the White Elephant tonight
SPRINKLERS.
The Economist.
O MENT OF ALL COLORS. IN- - O Uock beer and bock wins .
tablished

15

r

GARDEN HOSE
LAWN MOWERS

T

The Union
Market
Bock Beer
207

S

RIBBON, WHICH WE PLACE ON SALE AT A FIGURE LESS THAN

WANTED.
WANTED A girl to do general house
work for a small fomily; to have full
charge o. house. Aduress XXX, this
office, stating whero applicant can
be found.
WANTED Travelingsalesmen of abil- Ity to open new accounts with best
trade on very strong and new proposition. We take back unsold goods
but pay commission at once. Splendid opportunity to right man. Uox
17o. Cleveland. Ohio.
WANTED Seamstress at 416 North
Third street, immediately. None but
t
class need apply.
WANTED A young lady to act as
cashier; must have knowledge ot
bookkeep'ng and speak Spanish. Address M. C, box 170, city.
E- Faltnful,
HELP WANTED,
energetic man to take charge of busl.
ness. local office and stock rooms, to
further trade of mercantile house es-

A GREAT BARGAIN IN

THIS SEASON'S MOST POPULAR TRIMMING.
THIS LOT
QUALITY
OF FIVE HUNDRED PIECES BEST
SATIN BACK

l.

House Furnishings, NnflBTd

FOR-TUNAT-

Satin Back Velvet Ribbons

d

"

REPRESENTATIVE .MS EXTREMELY

Williams'
Velvet Skin Lotion

d

1

Southwestern

mm

GEORGE

WILLIAMS,

1

V

v, f

-

1

WM. COETTING

& CO..

Proprietor.

All kinds of Fresh Meat a handled.
Sausage making a specialty.

;

POST & CO.

1

i

IS IT

X

3

Telephone Service

3

YOU WANT?

Q

QUICK AND RELIABLE!

$

3

oooooooDoaooaoooooo

O CM'DING MI.ACK AND WHITE.
O THE LION UK AND WE HAN- O DLE IS OF SUPERIOR QL'Al
O ITV, FINISH AND COLOR.
U. 1LFELD & CO.

O
O
O
O

Moek beer and bock wurst at Zeiger's
Next Saturday will be Rock beer Cafe tonight.
Lemp's
Uock
celebrated
dav. Ask for
Q
P
AND TELEGRAPH CO.
Something new iu lunch at the Meta beer; it is the bestoin the market.
a
ropolitan tonight.
OOOOCfOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
Only a few days more of the special
cooccococoococococococoooo
o
The best bock beer manufactured at
offer on photographs at the Vorhes
I
Curtains!!!
Curtains!
Curtains!
Attend special parasol opening at Studio, 2u Railroad avenue.
the White Elephant tonight. Free
We are snowin-- up to date lace cur- The Economist.
lunch will also be served.
.
t,
point,
Arap.
In
tains Brussels n' Irish
Mexican drawn work In endless va
Socialist pamphlets, 5 and 10 cents, rl:ty at Albert Faber's, 303 Railroad THE SOUTHWESTERN BREWERY
bian net, Nottingham, Bobblnet and
on
Hawley'g
205
the Corner.
Railroad at
muslin. Albert Febar,
av2nue.
Sl. ICE COMPANY HAVE THE BEST
avenue.
Lemp's
tor
brewery
on
tap
nock beer
Leave orders at the
at all first BOCK BEER EVER SOLD IN THIS
o
CITY-NINMONTHS OLD.
class saloons on baturday.
bockwuret.
Keep your eye ou Demise.
E

GARDEN HOSE AND HOSE
ZLES.

NOZ-

BEST GRADES COTTON COVERED AND RUBBER HOSE.
GOODS GUARANTEED.
LOWEST PRICES.
WE SOLICIT YOUR PATRONAGE.
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Arizona towns
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FLAGSTAFF.

From the Gem.
There are several applicants for waiter superintendent.
The prospec for another mammoth
saw mill at this place !s growing
brighter every day.
On account of the death of Judge
Sloan's son at Prescotc district court
here has been postponed until Monday,
the 28th lnstnnt.
Mrs. Ann O'lirien, of Bellemont, was'
ere to procure seeu to plant her crop.
She informed us that she would plant
fifty acres in potatoes and 150 acres
in grain for hay.
O. N. Baty returned from Albuquerque, where he'd been canvassing for
the magazine "Success." Mr. Baty was
awarded the third prize for securing
th largest number of subscribers to
the magazine. It amounted to $50.
ASH FORK.

From Williams News.
J. A. P'.tts. city merchant, made a
trip to his rancb the first part Of the

week.
Mrs. Hunter and Mrs. Snyder made
the trip to Williams on horsebacK.
They returned th2 net da7 in the
. .
some manner.
The dance held Saturday evening in
the hall was much enjoyed by all who
attended. Music was furnished by Mr.
Archambeau and the piano player.
Station Agent Hunt wa3 again in
WJnslow Sunday on business.' It seems
to be taking him that direction qu'.te

often lately.

Mrs. Her, who has been in Ga'.lup
the past two weeks, because of tae
death of her sister, Mrs. Harding, of
that place, returned home Tuesday
morning.
Sheep sheaving Is the great attraction of tne day here this week, if one
may judge from the number of people
one sees dally going down the track in
the direction of the barn In which the
shearing takes place.

The Finest Fabric
made by human skill Is coarse" compared with the lining of the bowels.
When this tender membrane is irritated we have griping pains, diarrhoea
nd cholera morbus. Whatever be the
cause of the trouble, take Perry Davis'
Painkiller according to the directions
with each bottle. Travelers in all climates carry Painkiller in their gripsacks. Large bottleo 25 and 50 cents.
o

HOLBROOK.

1

(

Wields a Sharp Ax.
Millions marvel at'.ue multitude of
maladies cut off by Dr. King's New Life
Pills the most distressing too. Stomach, liver and bowel troubles dyspepsia,, loss of appetite, jaundice, biliousness, fever, malaria, all fall before
these wonder workers.
drug stores.

25

cents at all

o

WILLIAMS.

From the News.
J. M. Dennis, of the J. M. Dennis
Lumber company, at Maine, left for
Chicago on business, expecting to be
absent a month.
Mrs. Laura Lane, of Fresno. Cal.,
visited in the city last week with Mrs.
H. C. Sanders. She is now stopping at
Ash Fork with her daughter, Mrs. Henderson, who has charge of the Ash
Fork house.
Bruce Hughes, a 16 year old brother
of Mrs. E. A. Rogers, wife of the editor
of the Courier, was run over by a train
And killed in southern Arizona a few
days ago. Another brother died in
Los Angeles last week.
Mr. and Mr3. J. Caufman retiyned
the first of the week irom Seligman,
where they have been for some weeks
past. Mr. Caufman had to be here to
cast his vote on election day, and that
duty performed he left again for nis
ranch.
A. Tetzlaff arrived home from Los
Angeles where he was called by the Illness of his wiTe. Mrs. Tetzlaff had
recovered to such an extent that she
was removed from the hospital and
August, after placing her most comfortably, returned home to look aftei
his business interctts.
Owen Gray returned from Kansas,
where he went last fall in company
with A. H. Bartco. The boys shipped
a number of horses east, but owing to
failure in food the scheme was something of a failure financially. Owen is
glad to get back, and says he wouldn i
be surprised to sfe Art and family
coming in some day.
Scrofula, salt rheum, erysipelas and
other distressing eruptive diseases
yield quickly and vermanently to the
cleansing, purifying power of Burdock
Blood Bitters.
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F. W. Bell, who was some time ago
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Will Toy you
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Dollar A Day
FOR LIFE!
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The Chronic Kickers.
One kicker cays the church Is doing
nothing for the poor. Another laments
that the cnurch is" doing nothing to
save the rich. We hear one day that
the women of this country are learning
to smoke cigarettes and drink whisky;
some else cries out that the church is
not reaching the men of the country.
One fellow says that the barbarities in
heathen countries are a disgrace to the
world: another kicks because the
church semis missionaries to those
heathen. All these querulous com
plaints, mostly by infantile minds and
oninionated bundles of
conceit, says the Pueblo Chieftain, are
only new forms of the same old wails
that have been echoed ever since the
children, whose
time that
bones have molded In the mud of centuries, throw brickbats at Elijah.
'
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Corner 1st St. and Copper Avenue,
ALBUQUERQUE,
NEW MEXICO.
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Better Than Kills.
at- The question has been asked, "In
'4 cost you rotbius to call at our
what way are Chamberlain's Stomach N
onicc v. licu you ueod any pi liit- and Liver Tablets superior to pills?" ifg
'! una lonra what we enn do f
Our answer is; They are easier and
You will be treated wltu
more pleasant to take, more gentle
'a It
Sjjji, civility whetber you leave an f.
and mild in effect and more reliable as
they can always be depended upon.
lft
ft oruer or nui j out you w in Dim I
Then they cleanse and Invigorate the ! W '3 tuut our work, nuullt v of ma- tc'rlals usca ana prices oru all
stomach and leave the bowels m 0 W
0( 1,19 Kma t"at atiruvt and
natural condition, while pills are more A
&
6,
harsh in effect and their use is often
followed by constipation. For sale by
V..- - VI V VI. Vli" VlV
V IV J,lV Vli vis- - v.v
all druggists.
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Know How to Build.
Talk about extracting sunshine from
cucumbers! Why, it is nothing com
pared with the ease with which the Albuquerque newspapers can construct
two or three news lines of railway to
that city. When local news Is scarce
in that city, the local newspaper men
find no trouble in filling a
or a column, if necessary, with gorge
ously painted reports of one or more
projected railways to that city. Albu
quernue reporters are resourceful.
Las Vegas Record.
A Nearly Fatal Runaway
Started a horrible ulcer on the leg of
J. B. Orner, Franklin Grove, 111., which
defied doctors and all remedies for four
years. Then Bucklen's Arnica Salve
cured him. Just as good for bolls.
burns, bruises, cuts, corns, scalds, tkin
eruptions and piles. 25 cents at all
drug stores.
o
Keller the Hypnotist.
Keller, the hypnotist, who "gathered
in the soeaves" at Las Vegas a couple
of weeks ago, is wanted at Trinidad A
dispatch received by Marshal Curtright
of Las Vegas asked for his arrest on a
charge of beating a board bill of $50
In addition to this, it is charged that
he hvpnotized several of the Trinidad
gamblers out of several thousands of
dollars in poker .games. Mr. Curtright
watched tie south bound trains, but
Keller did not come this way. Rec
half-colum- n

THOUSANDS 8AVEb BY

For Consumption. Coughs, Colds
and all THROAT

It is Absolutely Pure and is

V

AND LUNG TROUBLES.

This wonderful medicine positively
cures Consumption, Coughs, Colds,
bronchitis, Asthma, Pneumonia,
Hay Fever, Pleurisy, LaGrippe,
HoareenessjSoro Throat and Whooping Cough . Every bottle guaranteed

Nine Months Old.

NO CURE. NO PAY.
. TRIAL BOTTLES FREE.

fAICE SOc. and $ 1

Proposals for Furnishing City Teams.
Sealed bids (or the fumlnshlng to
the city for ono year of three two horse
teams, wagons and drivers thereof;,
and one horte and dump cart and driver thereof, together with the privilege
of one additional team, wagon and
driver, to be furnished when needed..
Said teums to be used for city purposes under the direction of the street
commltee six days in the week and ten
hours per day. Kaon and every of said
horses to weigh at least twelve uun-dred pounds, and the drivers thereof
are to be abie bodied men, capable of
performing the work required.
Said bids will be opened by the city
council at regular meeting to be held
ord.
April 21, 02, at 8 p. m., and contract
be let to lowest and beet bidder.
Foley's Honey and Tar contains no to
Each bidder Is required to deposit a
opiates, and will not constipate- like certified
for 0.00 to insure the
nearly all other cough medicines. Re- good faithcheck
of the bid. and said check to
fuse substitutes. Alvarado Pharmacy, be returned when
the contract la entered Into. The party receiving same
wi:i be required to give bond to be approved by the mayor In the sum of two
hundred dollars for the faithful performance of such contract. Said seal
ed bids to be directed to e city clerk
and marked "Rids for furnishing teams
and drivers for city purposes."
All bids subject to rejection by the
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and BALDNESS
Kill

Germ that is Destroying
the Hair Root
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KINCMAN.

associated with Fred V. Morrison in
the law business, has gone to the Indian territory, where he will engage In
business.
, Fruit vrers in and around Kingman
are now leafing out in nice shape.
The apricots and peaches are well

A

.....

extend the road over the ' mountain
from Gold Koad to the Boundary Cone 5 p.m.
mines The petition was signed by
Carriers leave postofflce at 8 a. m.
practically every man in the town and and 8:30 p. m.
many from the outside. The road Is a
Sunday Hours General Delivery
necessity and ought to be complete.'. and carriers' windows open from 10 to
a
James A. Smlta this week received
11 a. m.
letter from Jeff Lane, who Is located General delivery window open daily
at iho San Jacinto hot springs, in except Sunday from 8 a. m. to 6 p. m.
which he states that himself and M. F.
R. W. HOPKINS. P. M.
Wilkinson are getting along all right
and will soon be well. Mr. Hilty has
a most completely recovered and will
be home again in a few days.
Wc
The grand Jurors met at the court
house Monday morning and duly empanelled, J. K. Halsey being appointed
foreman. The case of Tobin, for the
shooting of George N. Conard, wai
brought up and the bill ignored. In
this case the sentiment of a majority
m
AdAAlPK Perot
l.iKMI.11
ym
awwwlMMi
1M, tomUm
the defend-fn- t
cf the Jury was
onse. Aft ta.rwtn f rinw
f r (to llf.
rT7
was
and was before the panel
in aHwtfiiy m ,rtrty iiMlaMM
JS
ever vffrA t Um wM fw warfc
larvr
sworn in.
'
vhioti Pfl inimrim with bo
fwrmH.
ft
TM IK
Rttl
Ulr th I - Kvprrfeutef
few r girl f IftfMn
aMit
Chronic Bronchitis Cured.
ftdfttiMto pruM
tot
a ism to
oman r
v
"For ten years I had chronic bronw.W 4tMttai ftM
fmmn old ftM
chitis so bad that at times I could not
fttmftftMnftfiftr4f in Ito
ciT ftnrf W
speak above a whisper," writes Joseph
U frw, tl.K, $4 Mft.
ml tofttnritf
te
Pnaa
U
tJft
II.Mi
Montmorenci,
Ind.
tried
"I
Coffman. of
th
MoM wrfcft
n
orM ftr
ftl Ner t
all remedies available, but with no suctrf
Oiv
kfmi rfr
fnt fU
r4ri(
sugmy
employer
Fortunately
cess.
mm. hm iiixwWm rqNi.rV ftftmpift
fTftftift
MtbftrriptfcM
VtTt W aW4
eested that I try Foley s Honey and
Tar. Its effect was almost miraculous.
CZ
Publishing Co.
and I am now cured of the disease. On
C. 19th 6t- NCWYORK
my recommendation many people have
used Foley s Honey and tar, ana always with satisfaction,"
Alvarado
Pharmacy.
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From the Miner.

'

,

formed and If no hard frosts appear
in the next two weeks a heavy crop of
,,,, ,
fruit is assured.
Thomas, theinfant son of Mr. and
Mrs. John Mulligan, died last Monday
night, the cause'of death being attributed to whooping rough. The funeral
was held Wednesday morning.
Th!a week Supervisor Neal circulated a petition in Kingman and at
Go:d Road praying the supervisors to

high-pressur-

From the Argus.
Naslf Tanler and Desidrio Ortego
were down from Concho on business.
J. F. Mahoney, D. E. Hanks and F.
M. French, cf, Winslow, were in the
city.
J. R. Hulet was down at Winslow.
baving dental work done by Dr. Portz.
WoolbuyerB Ellory and Vandewart
are here taking In the wool that is
coming In.
Joseph Wv Smith.' J. H.' Frlsby and
N. Miller, of Snowflake. were county
seat visitors.
J. H. Froat, of Snowflake, la here
this week, building a machinery Ehed
tor the A. C. M. I.
Frank A.: Zuck, of Winslow, was
here the first of the week, looking after his cattle Interests.
District Attorney W. H. Burbage and
Supervisors J. X. Woods, of Winslow,
and J. H. Willis, of Snowflake, were
here attending the regularly quarterly
meeting of the county board.
Hon. Wni. Morgan came in from
Phoenix and left for Show Low. Mrs.
Morgan presented him with a daughter
at their Phoenix home, and tne little
one is at the present time about one
month oid.

Arrival and Departure of Malls.
MAILS ARRIVE.
From the north and cast... 11:00 a.m.
and
10:40 p.m.
Distributed
12:80 a.m.
and ...ft
12:30 p.m.
From the west
8:05 a.m.
Distributed
9:00 a.m.
From the south
7:io a.m.
Distributed
7:50 a.m.
MAILS CLOSE.
For the north and east
11:00 p.m.
7:10 a.m.
and
10:00 p.m.
For the west
10:00 p.m.
For the south
Mail for Las Vegas, East Las Vegas
and Santa Fe closes at 6 p. m.
Carriers collect mall from boxes at
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HERPICIDE
IS THE SCIENTIFIC

REMEDY
THAT KILLS THESE
PARASITIC GERMS.

Tor
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council.

HARRY F. LEE, City Clerk.

Proposals for City Printing.
Sealed bids will be received from
newspapers in the city of Albuquerque
tor city printing for one year. Said
bids will be opened by the city council
at regular meeting to be held Monday,
April 21st. 1902. at 8 p. m. Each bidder
will )e required to deposit with his bid
a certified check of ten dollais, paya
ble to ths City to insure the good faith
of the bid. Said check to be returned
to the bidder when such contract Is en
tered Into. The person to whom such
contract is let will be required to fur
nish bond to bo approved by tae Mayor
in the sum of two hundred dollars for
the faithful performance of the
Said sealed bids are to be directed
to the clerk and marked "Bids for City
Printing." Contract to be let to the
lowest bidder.
Council reserves tne right to reject
any and all bids.
HARRY F. LEE. City Clerk.

Southwestern Brewery and
a

ice Company.
Albuquerque,

New Mexico,

i
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congress districts wss to be framed
and passed In the senate where were
several members who aspired to congressional honors. Included in the list
of would ue congressmen was every
one of the senators on the committee
whose duty It was to frame a bill redisricting the state. They wrangled
over the bill, each member of the
committee striving to secure a bill that
would forward his ambition. The session was drawing to a close and there
seemed no chance of an agreemeu .
Finally, It was agreed to play a game
of freeze out, the winner to report a
,
bill that would suit him. E. II.
W. J. Buchan, W. P. Hackney and
Mr. Ware and one or two other members of the committee sat down to a table in an upstairs room of the
hotel. It was hours before the
game seemed near an end. One by one
they dropped cut until Buchan and
Ware were the only ones in the game.
Finally, Ware won all the chips. He
reported a bill, forming the Second
congress district, practically as it la
today.
But following the death of Dudley C.
Haskeil, congressman from the Second
district, Funston entered the race for
the nomination and was elected.
The game was a ten to five agreement to let the winner go to congress.
Funston would not stand for the bill
and had It amended so that the Second
district included his county. In this
way he was elected.

t

NEWS OF THE CHURCHES

EQ3SSSE
Missionary
societies Just rinsing aries' personal expenses, but $i 6.000
their financial years are a half dozen damage done to property by the rioters
of the largest In America, The Mis- ban been made good by the viceroys.
sionary union, wh'ch supervises the In Japan and India expenses have been
expenditures of $600,ono a year given of necessity Increased, while In the
by the Baptists of the north, closes Philippines the board has borne the
without an Increase of its debt, which brunt of pioneer work. Presbyterians
showing It accounts fortunate. In view were among the very first of Protestof the fact that It was compelled dur- ant bodies to get Into the Islands along
ing the year to increase its budget by with tho Young Men's christian asso159.000. The causes for this Increase ciation, which went with the troops.
were the return of the workers Into The work there has developed rapidly,
Ch'na, forward strides in Burmah and anJ his called for augmented outlays.
81am. and the phenomenal advance in
Congressional Missions.
the Philippines. Just before the
between Spain and her colony in aryThe Congregational Home Missionsociety, which holds its annual
the east there went from Samar to
Spain a young Manikan, to be educated meeting in Syracuse early In June,
finds itself alile to reduce its debt this
for the Roman Catholic priesthood. He year
by the amount of $ti3,000, which is
met In Spain one Rev. Eric LunJ. a 50 per
cent of the whole debt. Even
'Swede, who was laboring there under
will
an American society. A fast friendship rr.ore mny be done. The receipts
ahead of last year when
grew and lmmed!ately Admiral Dewey be slightly
were, including supplies, $584,000.
defeated the Spanish chips in Manila they high
water mark or home missionharbor the two men set about, at their The
receipts was reached in
home in Spain, the translation of the ary society they
were $777,400. but in
when
New Testament Into Visayan. When 1896.
1S99 there v.as a fall off to $516,000.
peace came they went to Samar. had The
'Is especially active in
their work put Into print, and went to Cuba,society
its work ranks among the
work. Not long since a petition signed largestwhere
Ij(lle3. The
of Protestant
by 8,000 adult Vlsayans was presented
board and the American Misto them asking for teachers, for American
sionary association, both Congrega- Her Son's Life Saved by Chamberlain's
schools, and for churches. The Rev. tional,
do not close their years until
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
C. W. Br!ggs, of Colgate university,
but the former, which cleared
tail,
the
Remedy.
'
Penlater went out, and h reports tae
year,
Its
receipts
finds its
debt last
neighbor ran in with a bottle of
'A
tecost of modern times so great that $25,000
year,
of last
but to have Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarliterally tnousands are asking baptism. realizedahead
several discouraging months, rhoea Remedy when my son was sufThe fostering of this ani other work notably February,
instead of in- fering with severe cramps and was
increased, as has been said, the Un- creased receipts it when
ones. given up as beyond hope by my regular
had,
decreased
ion's budget, but it is able to close the
on the debt arc coming in sat. physician, who stands high in his pro
year without Increasing lt3 last year's Pledges
isi'actorily, but the officers say the con- fession.
After administering three
debt of $38,000.
dition of the venerable board is not doses of it, my son regained conscious
satisfactory. The American Mission- ness and recovered entirely within
American Baptist Miesione.
association, which has managed to twenty-fouhours," says Mrs. Mary
The American Bapt'st Home Mission ary
keep out of debt for some years, finds Haller, of Mt. Crawford, Va. This rem.
society, which administers $450,000 a Its
receipts $16,700 ahead of last year. edy is for sale by all druggists.
year, closes with a debt of $13,600, but
half year being just completed. The
o
Its work for the year has been phenom- the
s usual Income is about
A New Irrigation Plant.
enal. Expansion work in Cuba and association
a year. That of the American
C. P. Sherman has Installed a Wood
Porto Rico, in the former of which it $40,000
varies greatly. Last year It was gasoline
pump on his ranch north of
has ten missions and in the latter board
37,000.
. twelve, has taken $30,000 in mission
the New Mexico Military institute at
7 work in Oklahoma
Roswell. It is the first of the kind in
and New Mexico Methodist Missions.
Fecos valley and as it is far above
haa greatly advanced. In educational
The missionary society of Method the range
of the artesian wel's ani ace
work the largest enrollment ever ists North has gotten its open door the
.known waa the record .of the year, the emergency committee into working qulas It marks the advance of a new
number of students reaching 6.000. shape, and It is making progress to- development in reclaiming the lands of
There was $100,000 put into new build- wards the $1.50i) ,000 goal which it set the arid west. The pump has a lift of
ings and pians are now In hand to put for high water mark this year. As- 28 feet and Is propelled by a three and
i in $50,000 more. The new church at sistance In the form of additional sec a half horse power gasoline engine. It
gallons per minute with a
Ponce cost $12,000. and the new one at retaries to prosecute the emergency raises
Santiago $15,000. The latter justifies it- fund have been named. ' The society possibility of 800 gallons per minute
self for it supports six missions with- was compelled last year to make a cut when the main shaft reaches the desir
out help from the parent society. Plans of 8 per cent in the appropriations, ow- - ed speed of 2,000 revolutions. The cost
are now under consideration for the Ing to inadequate support from the of lifting the water is 25 cents per 80.- unification and possible consolidation churche3. Yet the facts are that re- 000 gallons, sufficient to Irrigate ten
' of the Woman's Baptist Home Mission ceipts
'
of the missionary society slowly acres of ground.
society of Chicago and t.ie Woman's but steadily Increase, and the average
American Baptist Home Mission soci per Methodist member rises. It was in A Chattanooga Druggist's Statement
ety of Boston, with the American Bap- 1820 that the total income of this misRobert J. Miller, proprietor of the
tist Home Mission society, which latter sionary society was $823. In 1839 it Read House Drug Storo of Chattanooyears been recog reached the $100,000 mark and in 1887 ga, Tenn.. writes: "There is more
has for seveniy-flvnized as the benevolent agency of the the $1,000,000 mark. And it has never merit in Foley's Honey and Tar than in
Baptist churches of the north. There gone backward. It has now perma any other cough syrup. The calls for
are now 23,000 German Baptists In nently passed the $1,300,000 limit. Its it multiply wonderfully and we cell
America and 55,000 foreign speaking annual report is just out. and last more of it than all other cough syrups
Alvarado Pharmacy.
5 Baptists., i The women s societies raise' year's Income, the one over which it combined.
t
o
- and disburse about $100,000 a year, in
bewails Its Inability to go forward and
Hens From Ohio.
cidenlally it may be added that Bap- organize an open door committee, wrfs
D. J. Osborne, the egg 'fruit man,
tists South have, through their home $1,340,000. an .amount never reached
board, suspended Rev. A. J. Diss from before save In 1899, when the Income rays that T. A. Ackers, an old expert
the ministration of their cburcn in Ha was $1,370,000. The average gift per enced nan from Tiffin. Ohio, has tele
member It 45 cents very low when graphed that he will leave with his
vana.
compared with most other religious charge of 3.000 hens at once ami he ex
Presbyterian Missions.
bodies, but an average that grows pects to get the hens to manufacturing
The Presbyterian Board of Home steadily. Back in the 80s the average for the local market some time next
Missions, which is to celebrate the was below 40. Since 1885 it has gone week. Mr. Ackers ought to be able to
centennial of Presbyterian Home mis above that figure, several times alove pay tae freight on his birds with tue
sion effort durlngthe approaching gen 60. The debt of the society is $96,000. eggs that are laid en route, far certain
eral assembly, ends lis year without
ly a large number of hens will get
debt. It will, aowever, have a little Apportionment Plans.
busy while on the way to Ibelr new
'
yar
adopted
after
Episcopalians
last
balance left over. Its annual receipts
home here. Mr. Osborne will raise
or
a
decade
agitation
had
covered
that
are about $754,000, although Presbyter
notklng but eggs this year, but next
plan
more,
of
apportionment
ask' year he will probably add a hatchery
the
fans spend, through all of their
definite and Las
home missionary agencies, $1,252,000 a ing the different diocese forplan
Vegas
have real, spring
explained
in the
that chickens the yearcanaround.
year. I The board's own receipts last sums. It is
Record.
as
nor
an
tax
year reached $735,000, a high water apportionment is not a
opinion,
based
mark, and $40,000 in advance of the sessment, but merely an
Saved Many a Time.
previous year. The board'B portion of on percentages of sums spent for paro
Bon neglect coughs and colds even
of what ougnt to be con
the indebtedness on the Presbyterian chial support,
it. is spring. Such cases often result
building, the New York headquarters, tribnted tor general work. There was if
seriously at this season just because
la still $232,000. The part of the for complaint because the American people are careless. A dose of One
eign board In the indebtedness on the Church Missionary society, a small
the omis Minute Cough Cure win remove ail
same building, is $200,000, but the lat auxiliary. was omitted, butSeveral
uio- - danger. Absolutely safe. Acts at once.
been
corrected.
sion
has
$150,to
expects
share
tts
to reduce
ter
Sure cure for coughs, colds, croup.
000 before the meeting of the general ceses said promptly the apportionment grip, bronchitis, and other throat and
to
permission
was
too
asked
low,
and
assembly. The home board has under
I have used One Mtn
give more. Whether by accident or lung troubles.
taken work In Cuba during the year, otherwise,
Cough Care several years," says
ute
so
be
do
to
all
dioceses
and has sent large sums to Porto Rico, longed to the
church Postmaster C O, Dawson, Barr, 111. "It
where it leads most Protestant bodies ones. Loudest complaintslowabout
ex Is the very beet cough medicine on the
In the number of its stations. Its place cesBlve demands came from the ad mar1. It has saved me many a seof worship in San Juan is the finest vanced dioceses of the middle west, vere spell of sickness and I warmly
Protestant one on the island.
recommend it." The children's fav
During the first six months, only
appor orite. J. H. O'Rielly & Co.. B. H,
were
the
part
which
of
under
Roman Catholic Jubilee.
the increase, just announced Brlggs & Co.
o
Roman Catholics are making special tionmeut.
per
46
was
This is not sufficient
efforts this jubilee year to make the ly large to cent.
Acquitted of Smuggling Chinamen
increase
entire
the
realize
Peter's Pence large. The aim la to
of
William M. Hoey,
the new apportionment, out u is re
send more from America this year than of
prove the customs at Nogales, Ariz., was found
enough
targe
to
garded
as
the entire pence haa amounted to of wisdom of the new plan. The amount not guilty of the charge of smuggling
late years. This aim will mean a re Is exclusive of most of tlie sums col Chiueso across the border from Mex
roittauce of at least $450,000. This Is lected for special work in the Philip- ico. This was the second trial of the
exclusive of other sums sent for other pines. The total Protestant Episcopal case anu attracted a great crowd, ow
purposes, although most such sums are
mission receipts last year ing to Hoey s prominence.
wrongly included by the general public general
Hoey waa appointed collector by
were $460,ono. The amount appor
is
for
the
fund.
The
fund
In the Pence
was $524,500. and the amount President McKlnley, his home being
tioned
Pope,
and
for
the
use
of the
personal
siwnt by this religious body upon its in M uncle, Ind., where he is promin
present it is used largely tor me main home
causes last year was $ii,bM,uin, ently connected. The verdict of the
tempo
for
tenance of the contention
Jurv meets with general approval in
send
ral power. Catholics of America
were theplague 6outhem Arizona.
"Itching
hemorrhoids
little to Rome for missions, the United of my life. Was almost wild. Doan s
States itself being a mission field. To Ointment cured me quickly and per
A Doctor's Bad Plight.
date Catholics in several dioceses re manently. after doctors had failed." C.
ago, as a result of a se
"Two
port receipts far in advance of their F. Cornwell, Valley 6treet, Saugerties, vere cold,years
I lost my voice," writes J)r
anticipations. Those who are saying,
Y.
M. L. Scaibrough, of Hebron, Ohio,
,
and they are not few, mat people do
"then began an obstinate cough. Every
not give money to church causes as
EUGENE WARE.
remedy known to me as a practicing
they once did, ought toconsiler ihat
physician for 35 vears failed, and I dal
the total missionary contributions from A Good Story Told on New Pension ly grew worse.
Being urged to try Dr,
every missionary body in America in
Commissioner,
King's New Discovery for ConsumpA special dispatch to the Los Ange1802 did not reacii $10,000.
in 1902
tion, Coughs and Colds, I found quick
they amount to $14.5(io,o:m). or possibly les Times from Kansas City, says:
and for the last ten days have
Eugene Ware, the lawyer and poet, relief,
a little more. And this figure Is larger
felt
better
than for two years." Post
beever
Clay
as
per
gross
than
H.
Evans
and
member
succeed
who is to
in
tlvely guaranteed for throat and lung
played
once
missions.
pensions,
history
of
In
the
fore
commissioner of
druggists. 50c and $1
troubles by
a game of poker for a seat In congress. Trial bottlesallfree.
Copeland
played
game
in
was
the
Large aumt Expended.
This
The Presbyterian board of foreign hotel, Topeka. in the early 80s. during
Check Was Bogus.
missions does not clote lis books until a session of the Kansas legislature.
A man by the name of Tom Smith
year
May 1. Its receipts thus far this
A bill to rodlstriet the state into tried to pass a check for $45 at several
are smaller than last while its expenbusiness houses in Trinidad and sign
ditures are $75,000 larger. During the
quickly yields to treat, ed Higgins & Higglns. The police fin
Nasal
Catarrh
next fortnight it must get In $250,000 merit by Ely's Cream lialia, which is agree- ally took him in. Smith has been work
in order to close without debt. This is ably aruuiulie. It is received through the Ing at a saw mill near Scgundo.
a larger sum than it has usually been noutrils, cleanses and beula the whole
was learned afterwards that Smith had
able to secure in its final fortnight.
over which ii ditfusi-- itself. lruggihts borrowed the blank check
a mer
Its falling ofT Is In part caused by few-e- r bell the 60o. size; Trial size ly until, 10 chant In Trinidad and madefrom
it out him
individual gifts by 20.U00 than lawt cents. Test it and you arc suro to cuutiuue self. He is In jail and will have
a hear
year. Curiously, when funds are being the treatment
ing.
raised for famine relief, as last year in
nnoiinccniciit.
l
India, or for relief as in China, the
Neglect Means Danqer.
To accommodate iioe who r.re partial
receipts increase from sympathy. to Uio vh of atomizers
Don't neglect biliousness and const!
iu applying liquids
off.
suppose
would
they
fall
would
One
into the uaoul t assages for .;itrrleil troiu nation. Your health will suffer perma
The board always bandies large sums, bUt, the proprietors prepare Cream Lnliu in nently If you do. DeWitt's Little Early
without charge for trouble and ex- liquid form, which will bo kuowu as Ely'e Risers cure such cases. M. B. Smith
change, when relief Is to be sent to the Liquid Creun Lulni. Price including the Butternut. Mich., says "DeWitt's Little
east, and in so handling it increases spraying tube is 73 cents. Drugyibtsr by Early Risers are the most satisfactory
the receipts for its own undertakings. tnail. The liquid form embodies the uied. pills I ever took. Never gripe or cause
The cost of the return to China has icinol properties of tLe solid preparation.
nausea." J. II. O RU'Hy & Co., B. H.
Brlggs & Co.
been considerable 1a way of mission- Funs-ton-

Cope-lan-

out-brca-
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Eras, hulpa jflKEcafln,:

Have You

Wife of the President of the Elders of the Mormon
Church, Salt Lake City, Utah, Recommends

Anything

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- I To Exchange ?
pound for Woman's Periodic Pains.
Have you a farm and do you
wint to trads It for a grocery

Surely the jrrcat volume of lctteri tre are constantly publishing from rro
men made strong ami well by Lydin 12. Plnkliam s Vegetable Com
pound must convince all women of tho value of this famous medicine.
Does anyono suppose that the young1 wife of President Jakcman, whoso
portrait wc are permitted to publish, would allow us this great privilege if
at her own recovery that she now wants to be
she had not been so
of service to her suffering' sisters ? No. indeed ! no money can purchase such
testimony, only a grateful heart full of n desire to help other sufferers could
induce a young woman of such high social position to allow her name to bo
used In connection with nay remedy.
How Is it possible for us to make it plainer that Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable) Compound will positively help all sick women? All women
are constituted alike, rich and poor, high and low. all suffer from the same
orgaoic troubles. SUrcly, no one can wish to remain weak and sickly, discouraged with life and no hope for the future when proof is so unmistakable
that Lydia 12. i'inlcliuni's Vegetable Compound will cure monthly
Buffering all womb and ovarian troubles and all the ills peculiar to women.

store?

Have you a horse and do you
want to exchange It for a

over-joye- d

piano?

Have you a bicycle and do you
want to exchange it for a

camera?

Have you a gun and do you

want to trade it for a

3i

-

:

a rug?
Have you a pair of skates and
do you want to trade them

for a punching bag?

Have you a spring overcoat and
do you want tr exchange it
for a baby carriage?
Have you a stove and do you
want to trade it for a refrig-

erator?
Have you a dog and do you
want to exchange him for a

rooster?

ii costs von ooig ic a won
In

The Daily Citizen

fc.

)i

Want Columns

Aid

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
MINING ENGINEER.
V. V. CLARK.
Mining and metallurgical engineer, 108
West Gold avenue, s.uquerque, N. M.
Specialties Reports, surveys and maps:
plans and reduction works; mines and
mining investments; second hand mining
machinery; custom assaying and analysis.
.

e

i.

sur-fa-

s

gen-t-ra-

,

?

Have you a wash boiier and do
you want to exchange it for

is anything in your case about 'which you would
like special advice, write freely to Mrs. Pinkhani. She can Burcly
help you, for no person in America has suc h a wide experience in
treating female ill as she has had. Address is Lynn, Mass. ; her
advice Li free and always helpful.

If there

r

.

book-case-

OSTEOPATHY.

MRS. 1IULDA JAKEMAN, of Salt Lake City.
" Dear Mrs. Pixkiiam : Before I knew of Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound I dreaded the approach of the time for my
menstrual period, as it would mean a couple of days in bed with intense
pain and suffering. I was under the physicians caro for over a, year
without any relief, when my attention was called to Lydia E. IMnktianTs
Vegetablo Compound by several of our Mormon women who had
been cured through its use. I began its systematic use and improved
gradually in health, and after the use of six bottles my health was completely restored, and for over two years I have had neither ache or pain.
You have a truly wonderful remedy for women. Very, sincerely yours,
JIbs. Hclda Jakeman, Salt Lake City, Utah."
O, my sisters, I do pray you to profit by Mrs. Jakeman's exper-

Dr. Conner.
Post graduate of Dr. A. T. Still's School
of Osteopathy, Klrkvllle, Mo. Lung trouble and all chronic diseases a specialty.
Office. Whiting building, rooms 21 and
23; Automatic telephone, 164.

DENTIST8
E. J. Alger, D. D. 3.
ARMIJO BLOCK, over IUeld Brother ,
Office hours: 8 a. m. to IS p. m.( VM nv af
to 6 p. m. Automatic telephem No. 4t
Appointments made by mail.

,

LAWYERS

iences ; just ns surely as she was cured of the troubles enumerated in her letter, just so surely will Lydia E. Pinkbam's Vegetable
Compound cure every woman in the land who suffers from womb
troubles, inflammation of the ovaries, kidney troubles, nervous
excitability, and nervous prostration; remember that it is Lydia
E. Pinkhara's Vegetable Compound that is curing women, and
don't allow any druggist to sell you anything else in its place.

$5000

Cernard S. Rodey

Albuquerque, J.
attention given to all business
pertaining to the profession. Will practice in all courts of the territory and before the United States land office.

ATTOR.M
M. Prompt

i. M. Bond
42 F street, N.
ATTORN
W., Washington, P, C. Pensions, lands,
patents, copyrights, cavlata, letters pat-

KKWAKl).
Waharednpotlted with tho National City Bank of Lynn. S5000.
whirb will bepaid to any person whoranttnd ttiat the above testimonial letter
are ant gramme, or were uubluliwl before obtaining tho writer's apecial
Lydia K. Pinkham Medicine Co., I.ynn, Maaa.

BUSINESS

per-m'io-n-

LOCALS.

ent, trade marks, claims.
William D. Lee

ROCKY FORD.

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

Office, room V

Wanted, men and boys to thin, we'ed, N. T. Armljo building. Will practice U
all the courts of the territory.
noe and harvest sugar beets.
Economize by trading at The EconoWork In the leet fields from the first
R. W. D. Bryan
mist.
of May until the end of July. Then op
Albuquerque, N.
Copper, tin and galvanized iron portunity for employment in hay and M.ATTORNEY-AT-LAOffice, First National Bank bulldlnfc
melon fields.
work. Whitney company.
narvesi nme ror sugar beet crop
DemiriK water and pure ozone make
Frank W. Clancy
from middle of September until the
ATTORNET-ai-LAstrong and healthy people.
rooms 2 and K
'
end
of
November.
N. T. Armljo building, Albuquerque, N.lC
It will pay you to see Hall & Learn-arpay 15 cents per hour, but
Farmers
before purchasing a piano.
work usually contracted by the acre
E. W. Dobson
ATTORNEY-AT-LAInvestments in Dealing lots will as soon as help is experienced. Indus
Offlcs. Crom
doubla and treble la one year.
trlous men can earn more by contract well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
No tuberculosis preservallne or col- ing ror worn.
John H. Stlngls,
Responsible parties wanted to ar
oring in Matthews' Jersey miUc.
ATTORNEY-AT-LACromwell block
range boarding camps, as farmers are Albuquerque,
N. M.
get
your
place
is
to
Kleinwort's
the
position to board large crews.
not
in
nice fresh steak. All kinds of nice
Peter Garcia, general contractor,
PHYSICIAN
meat.
will le in your locality during this
Demlng has an abundance of water month.
Dr. J. E. Bronsor?
for irrigating vineyards, orchards, or AMERICAN BEET SUGAR COMPANY
Homeopathic Physician--,
17,
Room
gardens.
Whiting Block.
Rocky Ford, Colo.
Buy lots and build in Demlng. Your
Proposals for Feeding City Prisoners.
Rocky Ford, Colorado.
rental returns will be 20 per cent, on
Sealed bids for the furnishing of
the investment.
SE NECESITAN.
to the city prisoners, and the
meals
y
para
Hombres
muchachoo
podara
Orders taken for every known make
taking care and cleaning of City Buildy
desyerbar,
escardar
betacosechar
of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque
ing, will be received to be opened by
beles de azucar.
Hardware company.
city council at a meeting to be held1
be comenzaia el trabajo en los tne
Demlng is a great health resort
camuoH de betabeles desde el dia pri Monday, April 21st. 1902, at 8 p. m.
has no superior in climate for the cure mero de Mayo hasta el fin del mes de Each bidder will be required to deposit
of pulmonary troubles.
Desimcg se sicue la ouortuni- - with his bid a certified check of ten
Julio.
payable to the City to insure
Look into Kleinwort's market on dad de indorse emplear en los campoe dollars
the good faith of the bid. Said check
North Third street. He has the nicest de sacate y sandias.
Tiempo do ceseoha para loi canipos to be returned to the bidder when 6uch
fresh meats in the city.
contract is entered Into. Said contract
We are sole agents for Wheeler & de l i'talieles desde mediados de
to be let to the lowest and best bid per
hasta fines de Noviembre.
Wlieon sewing maehlaes. Albert
meal and all bids subject to rejection
Los labradores genera! raer.te pat;an by
305 Railroad avenue.
the Council.
a 15 centavos per hora, pero general-mentWhy buy high priced lots when you
Sealed lids are to be directed to the
el trabajo puede contratarse per City
can get them cheap in Deming now, el acre tan pronto como los trabaja-doreClerk and marked "Bids for FurMeals to City Prisoners."
with certain advance assured?
esten ya con experienoa en el nishing HARRY
F. LEE. City Clerk.
Deming needs one Hundred new trabajo. Personas industriosas y
houses to supply the demand, and
pueden ganar mas tomando
(Homestead Entry No. 6S77.)
needs them now. This demand con- el trabajo per contrato.
Notice of Publication.
tinues to grow.
Se necesitau tambien personas
Department of the Interior, Land Office
para arregular coclnas de
Mrs. Isola Bambini, at her parlors
at Santa Fe, N. M., March 17, 1902.
at the corner of Railroad avenue and carapo. por epie los labaradores ne
Notice Is hereby given that the folpreparados para dar asUtencia a lowing named settler has filed notice
North Fourth street, is prepared to
give thorough scalp treatment, do hair gran numero de hombres.
of his intention to make final proof in
El spftor Pedro Garcia, contratista support of his claim, and that said
dressing, treat corns, bunions and ingrowing nails.
She gives massage general, estarr en su localldad durante proof will be made before the Register
treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bam- este mes para contratar trabajadnres. or Receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
April 25. 1902. viz.: Pantaleon Nieto
bini's own preparations of complexion COMPANIA AMERICANA DE
for the Stf NBU StJ NW4 of Section
cream builds up the skin and improves
Rocky
Colo.
Ford,
6, T 8 N. R 7 E N M P M.
the complexion, and are guaranteed
He names the following witnesses to
not to be injurious. She also prepares
prove his continuous residence upon
a hair tonic that cures and prevents
and cultivation of said land, viz.:
J.
dandruff and hair falling out; restores
Ortega, of Escolosa. N. M.;
life to dead hair; removes moles,
DoUer in
MnuiM'l Mora y Martin, of Escobosa, N.
warts and superfluous hair. Give her
M.; Jose ii. Lebario. of Escobosa, N.
a trial.
M.; Liu Martines, of Escobosa. N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO. Register.
Quick Sals Fruit Store.
Big red apples, $1.30 to $2.25 per
In Mexican drawn work we are
box; bananas, 35 cents; nuts and can- 206 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, showing a big assortment.
Albert
109
dles.
West Railroad avenue.
N. M.
Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
d
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ability and skill, was
taken into the private New York work
room of Frank Chickering. the most
renowned piano designer and scale
draughtsman of his day.
The elder
Chickerlng's mantle feu upon the competent shoulders of Clifford, who was
the only person to whom the famous
maker ever imparted his knowledge of
scientific scale drawing. For two years
Clifford labored In this resourceful
field with splendid results, and he is
today what Frank Chickering was before him the most skillful, scientific
and successful piano manufacturer in
this country.
When in 1891. Frank Chickering
died, the young men, Clifford and Fred,
not satisfied with the outlook presented by the introduction of a large
amount of outside capital, decided to
establish a factory at Chicago. In
1899, George, tho last of the eastern
Chlckerings, died, and the firm of
Chickering & Sons continue to use the
name only by right of purchase. The
only piano made by a Chickering is the
Chickering Bros., manufactured by the
men who were especially trained to
carry on the business of the eastern
house. The Chicago firm, which started in a small way, has made a magnificent success Of the "Chickering system." They encountered much opposition on the ground that they were trading on the Chickering name and had
no connection with the Boston family.
As a matter of fact the firm loses no
opportunity of disclaiming any connection with the present Boston house,
and on each piano sent out is a label
setting forth this disclaimer. But the
firm does claim to employ and to be
the only one in a position to employ
the principles rendered bo successful
by Frank Chickering, and to produce
a piano so much superior to the make
of the eastern firm, that a confusion of
names operates to the injury of the
western house. The best evidence of
the worth of the Chickering Bros,
piano Is found In the unprecedentedly
rapid Increase in the demand for the
instrument. In beauty of workmanship, in purity, depth and richness of
tone, in durability, the Chickering
Bros, pianos are unequaled in the
world, as tho testimony of thousands
of enthusiastic purchasers goes to
show. So Jealous has the Boston firm
become of tho splendid success of the
Cniekering Bros., and the great spread
of their business, that they have been
attempting to have them restrained by
the courts from using the Chickering
name. But it may be considered certain that the famous piano made in
Chicago will stil' bear the name to
which it is so rightly entitled and that
have only the effect of
the suit
more thoroughly spreading the Information that the only piano made by a
Chickering is manufactured by Chickering Bros.
Hall & Learnard, Albuquerque, are
the exclusive southwestern agents for
the incomparable instrument.

J. Well, a cattle buyer from Califor
nia, has been spending several weeks
In Grant county looking after eome(
purchases of stock cattle.
The Lyons & Campbell Cattle company of Grant and
counties, will,
on or about the 15th of May, make a
good shipment of cattle from Silver
City to their Colorado ranees.
One of the largest cattle and ranch
deals In a long time has Just leen
closed. Ryan brothers of Leavenworth,
Kan., have sold to C. J. Ily6ham, of
"Wyoming. 26.000 head of cattle and
their 300,000-arrArizona ranch property. This makes Mr. Hysham one of
the very largest range cattle and ranch
owners In the world.
The majority of the stock on the
ranges of southern New Mexico is
looking very good at the present time,
although in some places water is getting scarce. Most of the cattlemen
are feeling very good, however, over
the condition in which their stock has
eonie through the winter. It is to be
hoped that the rainy season will commence eariy this year, as it would be
of great benefit to theti.
Dell Holson, of Grant county, sold
all of his cattle to Joe Weil, of Callfor-nia- ,
at 115 per head, this year's calf
crop thrown in, cattle to be delivered
at Goshen, Cal., by Mr. Holson, but the
buyer pays all the expenses, including
the freight charges. The seller stands
all losses above a certain per cent, W.
H. Jack also Bells about 500 head on
substantially the same terms. The cattle are to be loaded out on the i2nd
Inst
Tho Ktnnk vardn at Silver Citv have
recently been put in excellent shape by
the railroad officials in anticipation of
heavy spring cattle shipments from
Silver City. Formerly the cattlemen
shipping from that town were unable
to secure sufficient water for their cattle while loading, but the company uasdug a good well which has an exceedIng'y large flow of water and which
will be ample for all purposes. The
yards otherwise have been greatly re
paired, the cattle shippers using the
yards at Silver City in the future will
be sure of the best facilities to be obtained in this section Oi the country.
Probably the largest wool shearing
lee that has ever occurred at one
place in the mountain states will be
pulled off within the next thirty days
at the shearing pens of Walter James
at Black Rock station in Millard county, Utah, during which 150 men will be
employed. There will be 170.000 head
of sheep to clip, the fifty flocks, owned
by as many individuals and companies,
ranging in number from 2,500 to 13,000
head in each flock. From these will be
sheared more than 1,000,000 pounds of
Each
wool, worth at least $125,000.
sheep ought to yield an average of six
pounds of wool. In order to accomplish the task it will necessary to
shear 1,133 sheep daily.
The faithfulness of two shepherd
dogs who watched over the lifeless
body of their master during two weeks
of a great blizzard in western
is given as an incident of canine
Integrity. H. W. Moody, a herder for
the Pacific sheep company, disappear
ed on the 13th of December and his
frozen body was found in a ravine
near Lost creek on the 29th. The dogs
were keeping coyotes and other dogs
away from the body and were subsisting on the meat of sheep that had suc- While rela- cumbed to the blizzard.
tives of the herder took charge of his
body, other humanitarians looked after
the two intelligent dogs and have
given them the best to be had since
i
that time. The dogs were photograph-d and were expressed to the family
of the deceased herder residing at Decatur, Ark.
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Good for Rheumatism.
Last fall I waa taken with a very severe attack of muscular rheumatism
which caused me great pain and annoyance. After trying several prescriptions and rheumatic cures, I decided to use Chamberlain's Pain Balm,
which I had seen advertised in the
South Jerseyman. After two applications of this remedy I was much better,
and after using one bottle, was completely cured. Sallle Harris. Salem,
N. J. For sale by all druggists.
o

New Mexico's Leading Jeweler.
h

, v.V

R. W. iiOPKINS,
President cf the board of education of
the city of Albuquerque, N. M.
Albuquerque, April 15, 1902.
Homestead Entry No. 4673.
Notice for Publication.
Department of tho Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., April 12.

f!

1902.

Notice is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of h'.s Intention to make final proof in

support of his claim, and that said
proef will be made before the register
or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., ou July
26, 1902. viz: Juan Benabldez for the
SW4 of NE'4. SE of NW4. NE
of bvV4 and NWVi ot SE4 of Sec. 9,
T.

9N..R.9
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STORE OP H. C. FOX

Watches,
Opals, Turquois,

-

Rich Cut Glass,
Hand Tainted China,
Jewelry Silverware,
Clocks, Statuary.

Send Us Your Mail Orders
Fine watch Repairing a specialty- - Stone
Setting. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Cor. Second St. and Gold Ave.

AlbUQUerQUe, N. M.
4T
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I E ST A
FDeLasFlores
Los Angeles

MAY

'

2-3.

Grand Flower Parent
Grotesque Parade or Elks
Fantastic Costume Parade
Horse Show
Equipage Parade
Races by L. A. Driving Club
8 Days Brllant Illumination.
Magnificent Decorations

Pratt &

C

m

0

(ft

Co.

H. SHOEMAKER,

i--

(Jf

JEWELRY

Rubies, Garnets.

Ail Slip ply

-'

-
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E.

He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, viz:
Andres Romero, of Albuquerque, N.
M., and Jose Tapla. Juan Romero and
Manuel Mestas, ot Old Albuquerque,
N M.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.

F. G.

t
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Fruit Year.
The farmers of central and southern
New Mexico say that as far as their
section is concerned all danger of frost
Is now over and that Indications point
to the finest fruit crop produced for
many years. All sorta of vegetation 1882
1902
are now growing apace. It is said that
weeks
more
two
than
is
The little folks love Dr. Wood'B Nor- - garden truck
advanced than it was at this
way Pine Syrup. Pleasant to take; farther
time last year. There is. however, urperfectly harmless; positive cure for gent
Sole agents for casino and Oia brand
need for a good soaking rain.
coughs, colds, bronchitis, asthma.
Canned Goods. Dealers in
Shot in Hie Left Leg.
THE ONLY CHICKERING.
For all kinds of sores, burns, bruises, Staple and Fancy Groceries
Fascinating Stery of the Development or other wounds DeWitt s Witch Hazel
214 South Second street.
Salve Is a sure cure. Skin diseases
of the American Piano Forte Hiseases
In
once.
Never
fails
yield to it at
Hillsboro Creamery Butter Best on
tory of Famous Makers.
None
piles. Cooling and healing.
of
piano-earth
' genuine but DeWitt's. Beware of counThe hlatory of the American
forte has been closely related from its terfeits. "I suffered for many years Orders solicited.
Free delivery.
Infancy with the name of Chickering.
a sore caused by a gun shot
Away back in the earliest years of the from
FulS.
says
A.
wound in my left leg,"
nineteenth century a Chickering went
English, Ind. "It would not heal W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
to work in a Boston piano factory. , In ler,
and gave me much trouble. I used all
1828 the name of Chickering & Stew- kinds of remedies to no purpose until Second street, between Railroad and
art, piano makers, appears In the Bos-- . I tried DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve. A
Copper avenue
ton directory. From that early day few boxes completely cured me." J. H.
until the present, members of the O'Rielly & Co., B. H. Brlggs & Co.
Horses and Mules bought and exchangChickering family have been at the
o
ed. Livery, Bale, Feed and
head of great piano manufactories,
Wolves.
Big
Two
Killed
Transfer Stables
though the family has gone from Bosfor
given
ever
bounty
largest
The
IN THE CITY
ton to the teeming metropolis of the gray
BEST
TURNOUT8
MexNew
scalps
in northern
wolf
great west Chicago. There the fam- - ico was
ago by the catdays
a
paid
few
only
piano
ous Chickering Bros., the
Address W. L. TRIMBLE & CO,
tlemen of the Ponil district, Colfax
Albuquerque, N. M.
made by a Chickering; is turned out.
capture
Gibson,
for
the
county,
Pete
to
The story of the development of the of two wolves whicti nave creaieu nav
piano business under the Chlckerings oc among their herds .s spring. GibIt was Jonas
L.
Is a fascinating one.
Chickering who entered the employ of son put in two weeks killing the two
205 West Gold avenue,
wolves
received
theretor
and
John Osborne and later established the
Next to First National Bank.
piano firm of Stewart & Chickering. To
remedy
for
surest
safest
and
The
Jonas, more than any other man. be- kidney and bladder diseases is Foley s New & Second Hand Furniture
longs the honor of having introduced Kidney Cure. Alvarado Pharmacy.
Stoves and Household Goods.
- o
those great improvements, which may
Re airing a Specialty.
be said to have nationalized the AmerDemlng has Increased 50 per cent, in
ican pianoforte. Just liefore his death. population in four years.
Furniture stored and packed for
In 1852. Jonas took his three sons into
shipment. Highest prices paid for
partnership and the nrm of cniekering
SCHOOL GIRLS.
second-hanhousehold goods.
u was r mun
& sons was rormea.
Chickering, the second son, who became nationally famous In the depart'Tis a pretty age that time
ment of scaling," and, who has unFirst street
doubtedly drawn and developed more in a girl's life when she has all
BALLINO BR03., Proprietors.
successful scales than any other man
the beauties of womanhood
who ever lived.
: Specialty
It was rather a peculiar, and to the without the later lines of care Wedding :Cake
minds of the brothers, a very unforWe desire patronage, and we
tunate happening that not oiip of the and worry.
s
guarantee
baking.
sons of Jonas Chickering had begotten
a son to perpetuate the now famous
and
even
But
here
there
207 S. First street, Albuquerque, N. M
name. But Jonas Chickering had a
nephew, Josiah. who had established among school girls appear pale
the renowned Chickering academy in
A.
Cincinnati, Ohio. Josiah had been In and drawn faces.
FIRE INSURANCE
off
fish
coming
east
to
the habit ot
Pale blood is at the bottom
Cape Cod with hia cousins. Fran and
George. It was proposed that the Ohio of the trouble and Scott's Secretary Mutual Building Association
man send his sons to leavn the piano
Office at J. . Baldrldge'a Lumber Yard
business, with a view to bucceeding to Emulsion can cure it.
enteron the
Plumbing.
the name and carrying
prise within the family. Accordingly,
brings
We have added a plumbing depart
Emulsion
Scott's
in 1881. Clifford and Fred Chickering
ment and tin shop to our business.
back the beauty to pale girls When
entered the Boston factory. They
you have anything in this line
work at the bench and worked up
to be done see us about it before plac
through every department, learning because it is blood food.
lng your order. Albuquerque Hard
every detail of the art under tho speware company.
rial supervision of the master work- for Free Sample.
Send
man of each department. After eight 6COTT &
Y.
oy
N.
St..
Pearl
80WNE. CLeniUt.
SuSscrlbo tor TLa Daily Citizen
j ears, ciiuoru, uu uuu mouuvonu
A Good

FOX,

semi-annuall- y

11

Wyo-min- g

p :

School House Improvement Band.
Notice is hereby given that bids will
be received by the board of education
of the city of Albuquerque for 35 bonds
of tho det.ominatlon of $1,000 each; to
be Issued by said board for Improvements on the school houses in the various wards of the city, bearing interest
at the rate of 4 per cent per annum,
payable
in the city of
New York, and said bonds being payable absolutely thirty years from the
date of their Issue, with the option In
said board to pay the same twenty
years after their date. uaid bids must
be sealed and directed to R. W. Hopkins, president of the board of education of the city of Albuquerque. Albuquerque. N. M., and marked on the envelope "Bids for bonds," and must be
in tne hands of said president by 7
o'clock p. m. of Thursday, May 1, 1902,
and will bo opened at a meeting of
said board to be held on the first day
of May, 1902. Tho board reserves to
itself the right to reject any and all
bids. No bid for less than par will be

7

ft

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

BUTCHERS
5

QJZ!i3Jl2J12JiaSSJlJ

I STEAM SAUSAGE FACTORY

d

Outside Orders Promptly Attended to.

PIONEER BAKERY
:a

nrst-clas-

113

E. WALKER

-

v

Ti.

i

South First Street,

Between Railroad and Gold Avenues.

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
is.

i.
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Gallup Cerrillos
and Bland
GALLUP.

Prom the rienubliran.
The Indications are that Judge Baker
win hold a term of court here In June,
Gregory Page will furnish Wlnslow
with Ice this summer from hla Gallup
plant.
About $1C.000 were paid out last Sun
day by the Colorado Fuel & Iron com
pany to their employes.
Mrs. Roliert Nichols left here Thurs'
day for Chandler, Colo., where her hus
band Is employed In the mines.
F. G. Bothwell. manager of the Gal
lup Harvey house, resigned his post
tlon and left with his family for Chi

cago,

'lucsday.

The niemlers of the Commercial
club enjoy themselves every evening
by Informal meetings at their cozy club

room.
A dancing club was organized by
About thirty of our young people last
Tuesday evening. The officers elected
were: J. H. Qulnn. president; B. F.
Wilson, vice president; Quail Herron,
secretary, and J. A. Gordon, treasurer.
They will give a dance every Saturday
evening in Odd Fellows hall..
.
.

Bodily pain loses Its terror If you've
a bottle of Dr. Thomas' Eclectrlc Oil In
the house. Instant relief In cases of
burns, cuts, sprains, accidents of any

sort.

CERRILLOS.

From the Register.
It la reported that there is quite an
epidemic of Bcarlet fever at Madrid.
Mrs. H. C. Kinsell. ot Santa Fe. has
been a Cerrillos visitor for a few days
past.
Mrs. Frank Ctaowen. of Madrid, has
gone to La Junta, Colo., for an extend'
ed visit with her parents.
Master Willie Smith, who has been
visiting with his aunt. Miss Hattle
Eames, of Madrid, returned to his
'"
home In Las Vegaa.
The Dorcas Aid society pave one of
their delightful eocfals Wednesday
afternoon, at the home of Mrs. W. A.
Hrown, which was well attended and
lietted the society quite a sum for benevolent work.
Mrs. Green has just had the cotton-wootrees near the Palace hotel,
which died last year without any apparent cause, cut down for fuel. At
the heart of each tree was found a
nest of peculiar black bopping bugs,
, which accounts for the death of the
trees. .
.

d

'

-

Men Will Be Boys.

half out. The season Is deemed some
what advanced, and the prospects for
fruit arc good. The highest tempara-turwas C8; the lowest, 35; rainfall,

Nctosy Notes

e

From

0.02.

S

Watrous, M. C. Neerlham Little beyond ditch cleaning, etc.. has been done
so far. Some spring wheat has been
planted, but owing to the dry condu.on
of the soil It Is not doing well. Slightly
--

Exchanges

bonds for the building of a court house
to the amount of $15,000, and the Williams and Flagstaff
to
the amount of $22,600, thus making a
bonded indebtedness of about $196,600.
Now every acre of these lands was liable for its pro rata of taxes to pay
these obligations. By this act of the
president nearly 100,000 acres of taxable lands will be cut off the assessment
roll of this county, and the value of
every acre of It turned into the coffers
of these rich corporations, thus robbing the poor tax payers to enrich the
rich. These ttonds and the interest on
the same will have to be paid and the
poor people of the county will have to
foot the bill, and these soulless corporations will go free.
This county hes protested against
the consolidation ot this teserve, and
used every effort to prevent came, but
their appeals have been Ignored, their
rights trampled down. 'and fgaln the
power of the rich over the roor has
been demonstrated.
Dreadful Attack of Whooping Cough.
Mrs. Ellen Harllson. of 300 Park
Ave., Kansas City, Mo., writes as follows: "Our two children had a severe
attack of whooping cough, ono of them
In the paroxysm of coughing would
often faint and bleed at the nose. We
tried everything we heard of without
getting relief. We then called In our
family doctor who prescribed Foley's
Honey and Tar. With the very first
dose they began to improve and we
feel that it has saved their lives." Refuse substitutes. Alvarado Pharmacy.
school-distric-

'

ts

c

WEEKLY CROP BULLET I N.
United States Department of Agriculture, Climate and Crop Bulletin of
..the Weather Bureau, New Mexico

..Section.
Santa Fe, New Mexico, April 15.
The winter months although warmer
were dryer than usual, a pleasant win
ter as a whole. March was a cold,
windy, dry month, the drought retarding the usual early spring plowing and
seeding, especially in Mora and San
Miguel counties and vicinity. In these
sections there has also been some
slight loss In sheep and cattle from the
protracted drought.
April thus far has been comparative
ly warmer and with slight showers
over northern sections, although the
strong, dry winds still come up almost
every day.
Farm work is well under way, most
of the spring wheat has been sown,
and In the extreme south some corn
has been planted. In the southern Rio
Grande valley wor- - haa been somewhat retarded on account of the lack
of sufficient Irrigation water. Alfalfa
is making a good start In southern
counties. It is thought that the danger
from killing frosts is over for this season In the lower Pecos valley, and the

MAUSARD'S MILLS,

better conditions have obtained during
the last few days. Range stock up to
tne average. Hignest temperature, 75;
lowest. Z4; rain. o.io.
Weber, E. H. Blernbaum Very dry,
and changeable weather. Farmers have
to water every Inch planted. River Is
very low and the ditches carry very lit
tle water. Tne range is very dry and
all kinds of stock are very poor. Some
cattle are dying. Wheat has been
planted, but much less than last year,
Woodbury, A. J. Woodbury
Peach
trees on Cochlti creek are very full of
Hignest temperature, 75;
blossoms.
lowest, 55; no rain.
R.

M.

Chas. Mausard, Proprietor.

HARDINGE.

Section Director.

LISTEN TO THE TALK.
It Comes from Pueblo, Colo. It Comet
From the Back.
Did you know It?
Know the back could talk?
Tell its troubles like a child?
Tell you why it aches and pains?
Tell you why it's lame and weak?
Warn you of the kidneys' Ills?
Kidneys have too much td do,
. Can't be sick and filter, too.
, Listen to them when they speak.
Reiievo the kidneys; cure the ache.
Keep the filters free at work.
Keep the kidneys well and strong.
- Then the, back is silent.
It Aoob not ache; it does not pain;
It Is not weak, nor is it lame.

It's healthy like the kidneys;
All backacha pains and kidney ills
Are quickly cured by Doan's Kidney
Pills.
Here's proof of it:
Mr. Wm. Gower, of 310 Santa Fe ave
nue. Pueblo, Colo., proprietor of the
barber shop at 310 Union street, says:
"I was mining up in the hills when my
back first began to trouble me.' This
waa four or five years ago and since
then my back had aches more or less
and while at work it caused me considerable misery. If I caught cold it settled in my kidneys and a severe back
ache would be the result. I read a little book advertising Doan's Kidney
Pills and being favorably Impressed I
got a ikx of the remedy. The treatment removed the trouble with my
back and invigorated my whole system."
Just such emphatic Indorsement can
he had right here in Albuquerque. Drop
into the Alvarado Pharmacy and ask
what their customers report,
Sold by all dealers. Price 50 cents
per box.
Co., Buffalo,
N. Y., sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no substitute.

The Largest and Best Flour Mills in New Mexico. Flour and

Bran in Car Load Lots a Specialty.

Outside Orders Solicited and Promptly
Attended to.

The Mausard Mills,

Foster-Mllbur- n

In the excitement of a lively exercise
like boat racing or ball playing, they
will strain their muscles and go home
limping and sore. Then they are glad
they have Perry Davis' Painkiller on
band to soothe the quivering nerves;
Railroad Time Tables
to penetrate the muscles with warmth
and healing power. It has relieved the
pain of two generations of Americans. present fruit prospects are very promLarge bottles 25 and 00 cents.
ising. The frosts of March
Killed
u
nearly all the apricots of the central
BLAND.
Rio Grande valley, and farther south
Injured come. of the early blooming
From the Herald.
There has been some slight
J. H. Overhuls has gone to Albuquer- peaches.
loss In stock in some of the eastern
que to attend court.
Mr. and Mrs. James Haverty wore counties, but as a rule both cattle and
sheep are in very fair condition for the
over from AUemarle.
season. The ranges are getting very
J. G. Creager, the popular proprietor dry
ot the) Old Reliable store, went down up. and outside water holes are drying
(In Effect November 3, 1901.)
to Albuquerque as a 'witness in the ally- -Irrigation water is sufficient gener
excepting
extreme
in
southern
the
Rodriguez forgery case.
ARRIVE FROM THE NORTH.
Dick Stephens has moved hla family Rio Grande vailey and in northern No. 1,
California Express. . . .10:10 p.m.
range.
counties east of the Santa Fe
.
to Santa Fe.
The following remarks are extracted No. 7,Mex. & Cal. Express.. 10: 40 p.m.
Mrsi Martin Hart was over from
3,
No.
Limited
California
f-a.m.
...11:00
MellaiDla canyon and spent the day from the reports of corespondents:
LEAVE GOINO NORTH.
' nJK
Bernarlllo, Bro. James Warm, and
with Mrs. H. E. Anderson.
2, Atlantic Express
8:30 a.m.'
B. li Wilson had the misfortune to bright, and vegetation advanced rapid- No.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:55 p.tat n
lose a valuable horse one day this ly. Hardy vegetables were planted in No.
i j
8, Chicago Express
BJI
7:10 p.m. v
gardens. Peas are coming up. Pears,
week.
ARRIVES
FROM
SOUTH.
Clarence Callendar, who now has a peaches, cherries, plums and some apgood position at Bockman's saw mill, ple trees in full bloom. Apricots killed. No. 22, Atlantic Express .... 7:10 a.m.
GOINO SOUTH.
was at home this week on a Bhort va- Spraying Is necessary for the orchards. No. 21,LEAVES
Mexico Express
11:45 p.m.
Plenty of irrigation water.
cation.'
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
Mrs. W. F. Cobert, were In from
Fort Stanton, E. W. Halstead Sea No. 2, Atlantic
Express
8:05 a.m.
Jenks' tunnel. She brought her Infant son quite alvanced in this locality. Ir- No. 4, Chicago Limited
Put a Kodak in your
11:45 p.m.
yet.
treatemnt,
as
plentiful
but
rigation
the
water
for
Dr.
to
Grace
is
child
Pocket.
Chicago
8,
Express
6:45 p.m.
Little one having in some way dislo- the mountain snow is melting quite No.
LEAVE
GOING
WEST.
range
getting
short,
arm.
rapidly.
is
cated its
The
1 , California Expresl . . . .
ll : 30 p.m.
Mrs. Hank Ritter was surprised by a but cattle are In fair condition for the No.
3,
No.
a.m.
California
Limited
...11:10
Tuesday
season. Highest temperature, 77; lav. No. 7, Mex. & Cal. Express.
number of her friends latt
.11:20 p.m.
evenltg, but distinguished herself as a est, 25; no rain.
All trains dally.
model hostess. The social was a very
Gallinas Springs, Jas. 13. Whltraore
No. 7 will carry mall from the east
pleasant affair.
Planting is very backward; very lit and
No. 2 from the west.
Miss Eola Diamond has been
tle water in the Gallinas. but a good
F. L. MYERS, Agent
to teach the Eland Bchool
streams In the Pecos. Frult3 are still
the, remainder of the term. Miss right up to the present Water holes
Diamond holds excellent certltates and are getting boggy ; a few sheep are dy
recommendations and will no- daubt ing on account of the drought., and
erve entire satisfaction to tho patrons handied cattle are thin. Highest tem
of the school. MIbs May Sebbin. who perature, 77; lowest, 31; no ralu.
formerly taught this school, informs
Hobart, W. H. Hough Wheat la genthe Herald that she expects to accept erally sown; most of It Is up and lookanother position ere long, and next ing well. The soli Is In good condition.
Columbia
year she will probably auena me Bian Fruit at present promises a larga crop.
ford university.
Los Aiamos. Wm. Frank
rain or
Miss Jenr.ie. the pretty
snow since last November. Plowing has
daughter of Sam Arnot. came near be begun, but on account of tha drought
ing seriously burned at tne surprise but little wheat has been put In. Oats
social at Hank. Rltttr's last Monday are being sown in the hopes of an early
evening. A lamp was accidently over- rain. Water holes are getting bopgy.
turned, the young lady's clothing be- Sheep and cattle ere in fair ec mi it' on
came Ignited and in a moment s'ae was at present, but rain is badly needad
almost enveloped in flames. Her rare both for tae lambing season and for
preserve of mind ar.d the effWts of planting:.
Frank Greff savecj tha young lady Trom
Mesl.la Park. A. M. Sanchez The
a horrible death. She eeccped unhurt. cold weather of March considerably retarded vegetation. Wheat 13 well up,
Pneumonia is Robbed of its Terrors
and corn planting Is in progress. Late
stops
By Foley's Honey and Tar. It
TRAIK
frosts have greatly Injured lato peachstrengthracking cough and heals and
es, but comparatively few of the early
IX
will
taken In time it
ens the lungs.
peaches are damaged. Will have a
prevent an attack of pneumonia. Re- heavy yield cf apricots In the valley If Between St. Louia a:d Kansas City and
Gold Avenue
fuse substitutes. Alvarado Pharmacy. there Is no killing frosts. Farm work Is OKLAHOMA CSTY- being retarded on account of the lack
THE RESERVE COSOLIDATED. of irrigation
water.
Fe, U. S. Weather Bureau
Santa
Nearly 900,003 Acres of Assessable Warm and dry; rain Is needed badly,
SilEEMAN,
Land Stricken Off the Tax Rolls.
although Irrigation water is plentiful.
Attorney E. S. Clark received a tele- Ground has been prepared but not
DALLAS
gram from Horace F. Clark, an attor- much seeding done, .pncots are !n full
FOOT WORT"
ney of Washington, D. C. stating that blconi and early blooming peaches are
OCOOOCOCOOOCOOOCODO
In.d principal polrtn la Tcsno nn.l t.ic
the president last Saturday eUjned the
wo
tt. ThU truin la iiuw liironi' !.,.
proclamation consolidating the San
ASK
made op of the ClioM equ p:c '
Francisco Mountain reserve. This
i:b eloctrio llfrhta and :i
. n..
traveliim"
proclamation ha3 been expected for
eoiapleiuj
some time, and puts an end to this
for
matter, eays the Flagstaff Gem.
DSvt
There are yoO.OOO acres included In
10 CENT
Every appliance known
c
PaFe
Santa
proclamation.
The
the
buililing an ruilro:xliu(( h ik ).TRIAL, SIZE.
.yc
&
Saginaw
company,
this,
luako-u.
the
Luo
tti'vui-of
la
cific Railroad
Manistee Lumber company and the Ely's Cream Balm
all
practically
this
owned
Bros,
Perrin
nnder th munriRemcut of Frm;. Mirvry.
land. These companies are to take in Givta Relief at once.
I ull inf irmauun m toi attta Dl ..a i"i il oi
lieu of these land. 225.0UO acres of It cleane, rtothea and
a trip via thia new routu will tj i
ooocooooooooooocoooo
lands couth of the 37th lieu it the Ui
d iiieiu- (unusbej, up.jj applkailju, ly uj
parallel, and for the remainder of the and
of
tha
ay a Cold U
V f FXMI
will be allowed iulhodrive
JK10.000 acres they
Ueal quickly. It liM I
UVbll
DROCKMEIER
crip.
is ulwnrlwd. lleula and 1'rotecU tha
omintv
)etore the Seiifea of ato and tiiiiilL t ud a.a
u'lion
J was created
,IULU rw.ontnn
"
VVW....w
Ifr aaviin'.uil
a lain ilcd indebtedness of avc j rial Mr.e inc.) at Drugifiaia '" ' J mail.
tlY tiltO'miiKS, M Waxian btra:'., l.uw York
f 159,000, and since then has issued its
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New Mexico.
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Full Line of Photographic Supplies.
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Developing and Finishing for Amateurs.
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INDIGESTION

SUCCOR TOO LATE.

Great Majestic Range

THE GREAT MAJESTIC
-

IRON ABOUT THE

Pathetir Account of the Wanderings

Except In the Fire Box.

i

of a Little Boy Who Was Lost.

Steel and taalleable Iron used in the
construction of these ranges. We also
have a complete line of

STORY TOLD BY FATHER.

"Art Garland"

Little Emerson Hughes. 6 years of
age. died from hunger and exhaustion

after wandering aimlessly among the
deep canyons and rugged foothills
near Bernalillo, north of this city,
peer
or
rival in the three days and three nights without
They have no
base burner world in the point of ele- food.
THE GREAT MAJESTIC
The little fellow was visiting at a
gance and high finish.
ranch near by, wlfu his mother, and
wandered away from home last Saturday afternoon.
Godfrey Huphes. the well known
of El Paso, father of the lad,
120 Gold Avenue.
has returned to El Paso, after the long
search for the lost child was ended
and the little bruised and weary body
had heen burned.
The story he tells to the El Paso
NewB of his boy's sufferings In the
-Manufacturers of
desert and the pluck displayd by the
sturdy little fellow alone In the wilSash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts,
derness, is pathetic in the extreme.
"The child left home Saturday afterOffice and Store Fixtures, Wood Turn
noon."
said Mr. Hughes. 'Within a
ing and Mill Work of all kinds to orhalf hour he was missed and the
He was found
search was begun.
der. MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED.
Tuesday evening at 7 o'clock, seven
DOUBLE HEATING BASEBURNERS

Albuquerque

Hardware Company,

as-say-

ALBUQUERQUEPlANINGMILLCo
j,

miles from home. A Mexican trailer
found him on top of a hill walking
along with his hat tn his hand. The
little fellow had climd up there evidently with the thought that some one
raight see him from a distance and
come after him.
"When found he was thoroughly
and almost famished. He was
taken to a Mexican home in the vicinity, nourishment was administered and
Three
he was permitted to sleep.
hours later he awoke, was troubled
with violent nausea and In a few minutes expired. 1 did not Bee him until

403 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
DECORATIVE

EFFECT
Is a most important factor in the
jewelry worn, and best results are
obtained from artistic designs and
tasteful settings. Our rings, brooches, pins, etc., are of that high art
and quality found only in jewelry of
the finest make.

he

& S.

F.

PELTIER BROS.

Plumbing and Heating.
,

Orders from the outside solicited and
promptly attended to

206 West Gold Avenue,

had1-died-

"I am satisfied that the boy walked
day and night until found and that he
had not Elept since leaving the ranch.
His luile body was bruised In many
places as If he had fallen r.pon the

T. Y. MAYNARD,
JEWELER.
Watch Inspector A., T.
and S. F. P. Railroads.

the cause of more discomfort than
any other ailment. If you eat the
things that you want and that are good
for you. yon are distressed. Acker's
Dyspepsia Tablets will make your digestion perfect and prevent dyspepsia
and its attendant disagreeable symptoms. You can safely eat anything at
any time, if you take one of these tablets afterward. Sold by all druggists
under a positive guarantee. 25 cents.
Money refunded If you are not satisfied. Send to us for a free sample.
Is

Albuquerque, N. M.
SOMETHING DROPPED.

with a dull, hard thud. It was a few
weighty facts that has struck the citizens of Albuquerque in their experience with us. That is that we give you
honest weight, clean,
high grade coal at all times, and at as
reasonable a price as we can do honorable business on.
well-screene-

rocks during the night.
"Many Indian traders as well as
Mexicans aided In the search, but all
took ihe wrong direction, owing to
misinformation Riven to my wife by a
man who claimed to have seen the boy
above the house a. short time after he
left home.
"As a matter of lact the little fellow
wandered down the canyon In the op
posite direction. He was trailed miles
before the trace of him was lost at a
spot where a wagon and a man's
tracks were visible. We had hoped
that a man had picked him up there
and was caring for him somewhere in
the vicinity, but such proved not to
have been the case.
"Water was plentiful, but the child
had no food. We found several places
wnere he had kneeled down at springs
or little rivulets to drink and as an
evidence of his hunger we found several bunches of grass he bad plucked
and chewed for nourishuitnt, but had
spit out.
"Our search was systematic and
We
first
thorough, but useless.
searched through all the neighboring
villages, then back toward, and above
the house. Then the searching parties
scoured the hills and canyons. The
trouble was that the little boy walked
straight down the canyon end was

W. II. Hooker

J. H.
&

Co.

&

ALBERT

305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDING
Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
House Furnishing Goods.

House

Co., Buffalo. N. Y.
and B. 1L Briggs

O Hie ly & Co.

many prospects that are promising as

is possible.
"Pedro (turule & Co. have a contract
to deliver a large quantity of coal In
Bernalillo.
"This plaza Is. considerably excited
over the reported death of the lost
child (chronicled In these columns).
As yet it lacks confirmation.
"Parties from the east are dally expected to do development work on
their claims In this district."

Cleaning
Time

THE ALVARADO.
Making Final Arrangements for the
Opening on May 10.
The measurements and specifications for th next fire alarm boxes
for the Santa Fe property have been
completed by Chief Ruppe and the
Santa Ke officers and forwarded to
headquarters. The specifications call
for six boxes, one each for the Alvar-adhotel, the freight depot, the passenger station and express office, and
three for the shops, in the Alvarado
eight auxiliary boxes will he placed,
all connecting with the betel box. One
of these wil be in the kitchen, one in
the laundry and fix scattered through
the house so an alarm can be turned
in direct from every part of the house.
The hotel will open May 10, absolute,
ly. but no arrangements have been
made for a formal opening. The furniture is being rapidly placed in position
and is very hanrlsome.

Brings to the eye of the careful housekeeper the blemishes of the
carpets under her supervision. When necessary to make renewals In
Carpets, Rugs, Mattings, Linoleum, Curtains or Draperies, visit our
establishment and see our well selected stock before buying. Tou
will find it a time and money saver. Or.r rprlng display beats anything wo ever offered.

o

-- OLD

1

RELIABLE"

LS1ABLISHED 1878

L. B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER.
Flour, Qraln
and Provisions.

UNIVERSITY NOTES.

The Misses Caldwell, nf Indiana, visited the school tho early part of the
week.
The Mirage came out Wednesday
and was an excellent Issue. There
were many funny and apt locals and a
number of bright original stories. This
issue might be called a story rumber
as it consisted almost cntire'.y of excellent articles. Miss Brewer did good
work In the exchange column and Miss
Cunningham's "Facts ' and business
ItPHiB were creditable.
Red Is the fashion cn the hill just
now, although the trees are coming out
very fast. "There Is a cause for all
things," and undoubtedly the fact of
red being so popular Just now is the
following rtory: "One morning a young
man appeared with a very fiery red tie
and the young ladles made so many

Car lots

J. S. BEAVEN
PROPRIETOR CLARXVILLE YARDS
Automatic 'Phone No. 266
Bell Telephone No. 4

ooooooocooooooooooooooooo

fouod aoutbwcct.

J

FARfl AND FREIGHT WAOONS.
'

Railroad Avenue

0-

r

Albuuuerque

-

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
DEPOSITORY

S.

U.

Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, To-peand Santa Fe Railway Companies.
Authorized Capital
$500,000.0
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits
$200,00"

ka

remarks that the tie disappeared. However, the next morning the gir'.B came
trooping up the hill wLh red neckties,
red belts and large red bows In their
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
hair. The young man had donned a
very "meek" tie, but when he saw the
S.
Raynolds,
president; M. W. Flournoy, vice pre
Joshua
red bedecked brigade he very myster
J
Frank McKee, cashier;
dent;
iously appeared in a short time; with
H. F. Raynolds,
the old much laughed at specimen and
A B. McMillan.
there were many looks as he walked
Into assembly, but little said as the far
seeing "deep blue" eyes of the presl
seven miles away while we were dent were very wide open and very
much dazzled. Red will be worn on the
searching near the house.
IS FALLING-LO- OK
"A Mexican livinir in the vicinity hill until some other daring youth dons
craEhape
a
of
some softer hue in the
where he was found saw mm trudging vat.
bravely along on top of a hill In the
Prof. Tight has given a series of
moonlight with his hnt in his hand.
WE HAVE GOT TO MOVE.
Aid then came quickly, but It came very interesting and instructive lec
Printing
UNTIL WE HAVE TO GET OUT WE WILL SELL OUR STOCK
of
"Development
on
tures
the
too late."
end Paper Manufacture." Yesterday
REGARDLESS OF COST, ESPECIALLY CUT GLASS, CLOCKS
morning he spoke on the "Evolution of
WHERE TO WORSHIP.
SILVERWARE.
AND
the Half Tone," a subject which he
Lead Avenue Methodist church, cor- could handle well as he is an excellent
ner of Lead avenue and Third street, half tone artist himself.
C. A. Bunker, pastor Dr. Bunker will
The Senior claps met Thursday mor
THE WITHOUT A HOME JEWELER.
preach In the morning, topic, "Christ's ning and arranged for the planting of
Love for Us." There w... be no even- their class tree. The ceremony will
ing preaching service on account of take place next Friday at noon on the
the Union Sunday Bchool meeting at campus.
the Congregationa. church. Sunday
Monday morning a class In Descrip
school at 9:45. Epworth League at tive Astronomy will be given under
7:30. A- - welcomed.
Prof. Hodgin. The class will consist
Native and Chicago Lumber.
church, .118 of all who have the time and desire to
Highland
Methodist
pastor
Hodgson,
M.
South Arno street,
take the subject.
ALWAV,acir.
Building
Preaching at 11 a. m. by the pastor.
Mr. Van Wagnen left today for the Sherwin-WilliaA
m.
10
a.
cordial mining town of Can Pedro. Ho went Covers More I Looks Beat I Wears Long- 8ASH, DOORS. BLINDS, PLA8TKH
Sunday school at
welsome to all. Bring your friends horseback and will stay several days. est t Most Economical I Full Measure
LIMK, CEMENT, GLASS, PAINT, KtO
with you. No services at night, but
MiHS Manwarin has been confined to
will attend the Union services at the her home with illness this week. We
First Street and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.
Congregational c hurch.
hope not to lose her long.
Congregational church, east end of
viaduct. V. J. Marsh, pabtor Sunday
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
school at 9:45 a. m. Preaching service
Sturges European.
at 11 a. ni. Junior Endeavor at 2:30 p.
m. Union service in the eveifing at
flco. Keese, City; Frank Ackerman
7:30 with an address by Rev. T. C. Chicago; Antonio Joseph, Jr., J. K.
Bcattie. Mrs. L. H. Chaniberlin will Cooke, New Mexico; C. F. Morrow, D.
SIMPLE AND CLUB ROOM.
sing a solo at the morning service. All A. Lenhart. E. Cramer, city; John
Charles, Monomonie, Wis.; L. Manhei
cordialy Invited to these services.
Finest
Baptist church. Broadway, corner of nier and wife. Chicago; S. A. McMur
Whiskies,
Lead avenue Preac hing at 11 a. in. by isiv. Louisville; Geo. M. Jtowell. Chica
JOSEPH DAKNETT, Prop.
Brandies,
Pastor Powell on 'The Service of ro; S. E. Busser. Los Angeles; Geo.
120 W. Railroad Ave., Albuquerque.
Wines,
etc.
"
Topcka.
Shining.
It is another "Life Lessons llolion. City; Geo. W. Smith,
from Light." Bible school at 'J:in a.,
Hotel Hiohland.
m. Y. P. S. C. E. a. i:45 p. in. Even
Alfred S. Miller, Philadelphia; Wal
ing preaching service omitted to join
Residence, Automatic 'Phone 299'
I). Automatic 'Phone No. 516.
in the Union Sunday school service! at t r McNauehton. Mu icle. 1, Ind.; Geo.
Bell Telephone No. 115.
C. M. .lac. son and fain
the Congregational church. Afternoon Sls;;o..1. IX'iiver;
V. J
A. P.avno:ds. Chicago;
session at 2:3'i at the Baptist church. Can-V. Hnrce, Colorado;
Immaculate Conception Early mass .1. I!. Denver: E. Francisco;
Martin M.
Cohen. San
at 7. High masi at 10. Sunday sc hool
M. C. Sinclair.
Chicago:
at 11:30. Vespers, instruction and ben- Vooihees,
G. Clark, El
Rapids, Mich.;
ediction at 7:30 p. in.
,
Texas.
morning
at
be
will
services
There
Presbymorning. In the evening
Grand Central.
part
will
in the Union sertake
terians
II. R. Lounsbcrg, Nov York City;
vices at the Congregational church.
Win. E. try, .las. II. I'uidy, li. H. Fa-,
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Our fancy coffee business for 1901 reached the snug amount of 10,000
pounds. We wish to double that in 1902, and in order to do so we are
offering the very best grades of coffee on the market at 40 cents per
pound. We are sole agents for CHASE & SANBORN'S celebrated Seal
Brand and Club House. We also have a full line of blended coffees
at prices to suit from 20 cents up. Our 35 cent blend we consider equal
to the most of the 40 and 45 cent grades offered by the trades.
As to teas: Everyone knows that we keep the very best to be had
in the territory.
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WOOD AND KINDLING.

A. J. MALOY, 214

FABER

Pa.-o-

imesalTgroceks

I

Wool, Hides, Pelts
We handle
K. C. Baking

Powder,

Navajo Blanket,
Curtice Canned Goods,
Colorado Lard and Meats.

WHEN IN SAN MAF.CIAL
STOP AT

The Wigwam Saloon
ONLY SECOND CLASS HOUSE
IN TOWN

Helmc

Story, Props.

J.

Dr. Bacon Died.

who was foruieily a
dentist here, with oilice !u the Grant
building, died in Denver the day after
reaching home. Two weeks ago he
passed through here on his way from
Silver City to Denver, ucoinpanied by
his wife and John J. Phelan. his busi
neBs manager. At that time it was
feared that he would not live unti; Den.
ver was reached.. He was a lineal
of Lord Bacon.
Dr.

A.

Ma'-on-

.

l ei--

.

spi-tiur-

.'. V.

Fulb'i'lon,
Colorado
E. F. U nn r, Kansas City;
liaru.on, Der.iing.
Geo.

II.

Elephant tonight.
wuist.
j
Nice lunch at the Metropolitan to-

Co to the White
!: ,ck beer and bock

j

109-11-

COMHERCIAL

6ANTA FE PACIFIC

RAILROAD.

-

CLUB BUILDING.

night.

Deraing! Have you been there? If
not, you should get there for the big
sale of lota on the 17th of this month.
Houses at
a
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. EAST LAI
Hock beer nnd boc 1: wurst at Zel-g- i
From Los Placitas.
!'.--;
('ate.
VEGAS, N. M, AND GLOR-- I
Fine lv-- : lunch on the
P. S. Van Volkenbergh, the general
merchant at Loa Placitas. and I. Freud-e- ride
ETA, N. M.
berg, the merchant of Bernalillo, are
TRY OUR BOCK EEER IT WILL
in the city today, and the former was a
pleasant caller at this office this after, PLEASE
YOU. SOUTH WES I ERN
noon. He left for publication the fol- EFtEWERY
l ICE COMPANY.
lowing interesting items about the Los
STEVE LALLINQ, Prop.
Placitas district:
If you want to enjoy u good "'ass of
"Los Placitas, N. M., April 19. A lo-beer, with bock wurtt, call at the
We handle the finest line of Liquor
Mr. Card, from Denver, has been here Zeigcr afe tonight.
Cigars.
and
All patrons and fries,
to examine some prospects and is so
o
Bock beer conies but once a year.
cordially invited to visit the Iceberg.
favorably impressed that he promises
to return and secure by purchase as Try Lenip's; it ia the best.
South Sacond street

The ICEBERG

LOCAL UNDERTAKER

MAUSARD'S MILLS
CHAS. MAUSARD, Proprietor
Y

a THE LARGEST AND BEST MILLS IN NEW MEXICO
FT.nTTR. ANT1 RRAWTMnP T rvra a CDrnnT.TV
0

Albuquerque,

New Mexico:

v

.
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MAGDALENA.

S32S2W

Special Correspondence.
Magdalena, N. M., April 18.
has a lead pipe cinch on busy
times during the coming summer. The
mines are beginning operat'ons In earnest, and some of tnem have good
bodies of rich ores In sight.
The Fitch smelter will blow In the
first of Riay. Enough ore Is In sight to
keep It running during tha summer.
Some building and improving Is going
on and work Is more plentiful than it
has been during the last year.
A. B. Fitch Is having a neat cottage
arranged and furnished for the reception of his son, Max. and bride, who
will return from California some time
during the coming week. H. D. Rice
Is doing the work.
C. i'. Brown, accompanied by M. K.
Bullard, C. Hazletine and II. A. True,
of Boston, spent Vvednesday night .11
Magdalena.
The geni.emen were on
their return trip from tfie Black range,
where they were working tho New
lork group of mines. This is the first
trip the trustees cf the Black range
properties have made to their valua-b'mines and they are highly pieaaed
with the prospect. The company is
now working a large force of men and
will put on more, so as to push the
work.
The ore they are taking out now
runs a hitie better than 1,000 ounces
la silver with a liitie coior of gold. It
is being hauled to Magdalena and shipped to El Paso to be worked.
This company also has control of
some promising lead properties In the
Magdalena mountains. The polished
eastern business men had the appearance of old timers when they arrived
at Magdalena and they recount their

New Mexico Towns

Mas-tlaicn-

J.

a

Bowersock Bil', Dealing With Public

M. flOORE

Domain, Will Not Be Reported.
(ESTABLISHED 1883.)
parrots, and ran?e the Pacific coast
from Patagonia to Alaska. It Is rare
From the News.
ANTONIO SANDOVAL GRANT.
thfy take the Rocky mountain
that
Lorion Miller, or El Paso. Bncnt a route? In their spring migration trip
couple of days In the city, looking after northward, but they very often appear
telephone Trailers.
here oa their flight southward in the
A special dispatch to the Denver
Sidney Stern died at the Elizabeth's fall.
News, from Washington, under date of
hospital, Chicago. Mr. Stern was v'.J
coming
If it he true that
events cast
April lti, says:
Known In
La Lux anu their shadows before, tho Sisters of
The house committee on public lands
Tularosa. having spent several years Lorctto may consider their bazaar a
considered the Bowersock bill, which
In this section trying to recover his splendid success.
About forty of
provides for the leasing for grazing
health.
Santa Fe's representative ladles honpurposes of vacant public domain. AlThe savage rooster, referred to a ored the meeting held on Tuesday last,
though no action was taken by the
few months ago In the News as attack- with thnir presence. Many matters of
committee It was practically decided
ing children, had another victim this importance relative to the bazaar were
that the bill will never bo reported.
.week In the little son of Mrs. Dunn, diicu34e1, chairmen for various
The commissioner of tho general land
who carries an ugly wcund under his
wote appointed, and ail passed
office. Binger Hermann, was present
right eye Inflicted ly tho bosk of the off wlthr.it
any discordant Incidents.
and he gave his views on the leasing
brute. The fov.i Ins been dispatched Tills, however, is no subject for surof public lands. He Eaid such a bill
ABSTRACTS OF TITLE TO BERNALILLO COUNTY REAL ESto the happy hunting grounds of prise as etch or.o In attendance was
would practically repeal the homerosterdoni.
of amiability and
personification
the
law
land
TATE
law,
and
AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
the
desert
the
stead
Officer Billy Smith returned from good v. il'.. The time appointed for the
timber culture law. It would give prefINSURE
Lincoln county, where h.? had taken opt. 111:5 of the ba?.aar is May 11.
YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWE8T
erence to the large cattle holder and
James Hackertnan. arrested for stealgrowers. The
out
crowd
smaller
RATES.
the
HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES .'AID
ing an express package containing
SAN MARCIAL.
views of the commissioner were prac$100 from the Canlzo'.a office. Hacker-maAND
ENTIRE
CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
by
of
members
tically accepted
the
the
had been In the employ of the Special Correspondence.
committee.
AND
San Marclal. N. M., April 18. L. M.
company only three days when he
This action on the Bowersock bill. It
skipped to EI Paso with the money Lesley has bought the new Shaw
was snid after the committee meeting,
stolen. When arrested he had $60 on house, which ho is going to use a a
would not necessarily end efforts to
his person.
His examination took school, lie Is making his Improve-moabriir; about legislation for the relief of
now, preparing for the coming
place at White Oaks and he was held
MANAGER OP
the ttock growers of the west. There
to appear before the grand lury. He sopsIoh.
In
bill3
two
the
grazing
are
other
unBroyles
telephone
line
J. N.
has a
Is. now in the county Jail at Lincoln.
hands of the committee and although
der construction to on. town and later
both are in a measure similar to the
If you are troubled with Impure" will probably build to nosedalc.
Bowersock bill, they will l,e duly conblood. Indicated by sores, pimples,
Lus Riveia, while working around
Next Door to First National Bank.
sidered and hearings held. Then, too,
headache, etc., we would recommend tho mesa on Railroad avenue, whiles
there may be an attempt on the part of
Acker's Blood E.lxer. which we sell un- not stains the danger he was In a rock
New Telephone 222.
der a positive guarantee. It will al- rolled on hi3 foot, which bruised it first mountain hardships as pleasant a committee to draw up a abill that will
of
chance
and
bo
stand
suitaable
poiways cure scrofulous or syphilitic
hadly. Ho was brought Immediately experiences.
8
It Is the general opinion that w
sons and all blood diseases. 50 cents to town and Dr. C. G. Crulckshank and
Mr. Bullard. who is president of the passing.
guarought
permanently
a
to
bill
such
and $1. J. H. O'Rlelly & Co. and B. H. had hb foot attended to. He is resting Mine Development company, accom- antee
the rights of homesteaders in
Briggs & Co.
very well now.
panied by Secretary Hazletino and
districts. It is not likely
t
Will Cadogan, night caller for th? Mr. True, will leave for their eastern the stock
that Mr. Lacey, of Iowa, the chairman
RATON.
mechanical department for the rail- homes the first of the week. They ex- of
public land 3 committee, will be
road here, while out calling a crew pect to spend a day or two in Albu- thotho
Q
From the Reporter.
of such a bill.
framer
T" T TT
O
rT-jr- T
A
T TT
T
querque
leg.
returning.
before
got
through
accidentally
shot
tho
Geo. and Reed Oldham are In from
superintendent
B.
Max
through
Fitch,
his
happened
of the
accident
Casa Grande Ruitvtf.
the mountains on account'of the seri- The
carrying a pistol in his hip pocket, the Fitch smelter at Magdalena, and Miss
The sundry civil bill as reported to
ous Illness of their aunt, Mrs. Read.
will be married the senate has a provision authorizing
DISTRIBUTERS
H. J. Benett and family returned hammer in some manner becoming Eetelle Deyette Lewis In
Los Angeles the expenditure of $2,400 for a purvey
and discharged making a flesh at the bride's home
to Raton from a six weeks visit with cocked
cn April 19. Mr. Fitch and wife will of tho eastern boundary of the Yellowon his right leg.
relatives and friends in Wisconsin, wound pay
checks came in this morn- Immediately return to New Mexico and stone t.ark and an additional approThe
making only short stops at Green Bay,
and a great many of thera have after spending a few days in Albuquerpriation of $2,000 for repair of the
New London. Stevens' Point, Milwau- ing
que will go to their futuro home in Casa Grande ruins, and leaves undiskee and Oshkosh. They report having be?n distributed.
Magdalena.
turbed in the bill as passed by the
had a delightful trip. While in the
Foly'3 Kidney Cure if taken In time
house several items of considerable
east Mr. Bennett had an artificial hand affordi
Could Fill the Paper With Them.
security from all kidney and
importance to Utah, Wyoming, Colofitted to his left arm.
This paper might be filled with Items rado, Idaho and New Mexico.
Harry Manor, J. C. King. John Jones blad I ;r diseases. Alvarado Pharmacy,
o
like the following, and everyone be the
and F. Ixuc!ca have returned from a
Antonio Sandoval Grant.
PST.T3.
absolute truth. I had rheumatism for
duck bunting expedition on the lakes
Delegate Rodey today introduced a
years and tried almost everything, but
BELTS.
In the vicinity of Maxwell City. They
Mexico to
got no permanent relief until I used bill granting lands in New
ALL THE NOVELTIES.
brought in 2.15 ducks. When they made
in the construction of the Santa Fe
SEE, OUR LINE.
Jhamberlaln's Pain Balm, three bottles aid
& halt on First street they mado a
railway and the Albuquerque Eastern
of which have cured me. It is the best railway
ROSENWALD BROS.
grant) distribution and in a few minconstruction of teleI ever
used. Philip E. graph and intheconnection
medicine
utes their wagon was empty and nearWE ARE THE DISTRIBUTERS OF THE CELEBRATED BEER
therewith.
lines
Rhoads, Pennville, Mo. Pain Balm is
SILVER CITY.
ly every citizen who happened that
This line Is to be constructed from
PRODUCED BY THE WILLIAM J. LEMP BREWING COMPANY,
for sale by all druggists.
,way was the lucky possessor of several
Santa Fe southward to Torrance, a
Special Correspondence.
AND INVITE THE TRADE TO AFFORD US AN OPPORTUNITY TO
'ducks.
point on the El Paso & Northeastern
City,
April
IS.
Two
Silver
N.
M.t
early
night
Thursor
ARIZONA BOARD.
AlSHOW PRICES AND QUALITY IN COMPETITION
On Wednesday
from
miles,
120
and
WITH ANY
about
railroad
closed their doors
day morning tho Caen bargain store saloons of this city
buquerque, Bernalillo county, eastward
OTHER BRAND IN THE MARKET.
Cottago
week
last
Red
the
tho
rnni
on First etreet, owned by S. I.
Special Work to Be Done on World's to a connection with the first mentionburg'arlzed and goods amount- Onion.
Fair Mineral Exhibit.
ed raldroad, a distance of about forty
A
City
men
will
of
Silver
number
3tolen. The burglars
ing to about
&
board of managers of the Ari- miles, share and share alike. The land
The
go
part
down
to
Cruces
Las
the
latter
entered from the rear, by forcing tne of
zona department of the St. Louis In- i3 within the limits of a private land
week
to
be
the
witnesses
la
the
panels of the back door. They were
ternational Exposition met in Phoenix claim known as the Antonio Sandoval
109 SOUTH FIRST 8TREET.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. V.. j
evidently in a hurry s.a the goods taken Chllders murder trial.
and organized by the election of C. E. grant. The bill excludes mineral lands
boys
a
held
meeting
The
ball
base
were tho3e which were nearest their
Taylor, of Globe, as chairman and from its operation, with the exception
comnight
organized
last
and
for
the
hands, and consisted principally of ing season. H.
E. Dalton, of Phoenix, as sec- that the word mineral shall not be
was elected as Thomas
men's pants, while the coats and vests, captain, who Is Nlles
retary.
Representation on the board held to Include iron cr coal.
one
of
all
the best
shoes, underwear, etc , were not disby
is
fixed
territorial statute, a single
players
tor.nd
ba3e ball
In the territurbed. Cn the same night a prlvats tory, and
000 aooooooiooO
0000
got to- member from each of the four terri- O
8HETLAND FLOS3.
entered, hut no.aing was gether a he will undoubtedlyCity
bouse
tory's
judicial
districts.
- O
fast team for Silver
this
stolen.
The most important work done at O JUST RECEIVED BIG SHIPyear. There is plenty of material in
O MENT OF ALL COLORS. IN- - O
was
meeting
preparation
the
initial
the
this city and the surrounding section of an advertisement offering for sale O CLUDlNG BLACK AND WHITE. O
The Great Dismal Swamp
for a ball team that vill compete with $30,000
V3 HAN- - O
5 per cent bonds O THE I ION BRAND
in twenty-fivOf Virginia is a breeding ground cf any clab In the southwest.
O DLE IS OF SUPERIOR QUAL- - O
$G0O and
of
of
the
denominations
malaria germs. So is low, wet or marMrs. II. H. Betts Is spending a few
O
Bids will be opened in Phoe- O ITY, FINISH AND COLOR. CO.
shy ground everywhere. These germs days
at the Fay wood hot springs en- nix each.
B. ILFELD &
0
O
13.
May
cause weakness, chilis and fever, aches deavoring
to get rid cf a bad cold.
The commission appreciates that the
PRESCRIPTIONS I
In the bones and muscles, and may inDr. Will T. Williams left last Wedo
at its diaposaal is insufficient
duce dangerous maladies. But Elec- nesday evening for Chicago,
beclothing
he amount
stock
where
oar
to
see
Failure
tric Bitters never fall to destroy them will take a post graduate course. He to properly set forth the attractive fore
yon purchase anything in that
Mutual Telephone 143.
of the territory, but hopes to
and malaria troubles. They wM surely expects
gone about six months. features
be
to
line is like burning np money.
county
support
individual
Albuquerque.
and
so
enlist
prevent typhoid. "We tried many remA Mexican by the name 01 C'pvlano pride as to secure an exhibit
SIMON STERN.
that might
edies for malaria and stomach and Nejrette, who was
in thee mploy of otherwise have cost $100,000.
Tho Railroad Avenue Clothier.
The
Railroad Avenue and Second Street.
liver troubles," writes John Charleston t.10 C ;lorado Fuel and Iron company at
o
believe the mining industry
of Byesville, Ohio, "but never found FIe:ro, was instantly
try
good
meat
you
looking
for
by falling members
are
killed
anything quite so good as Electric recks from a blast. He was struck on the most Important, and will probably theIf Union Market. All kinds of nice
arrange for an elaborate
beautiful
Bitters." Try them. Only GO cents at tha
avenue.
by a rock that had boen exhibit of ores from all and
parts of Ari- meat. 207 West GoM
all druggists. Guaranteed satisfac- hurledhack
o
every
In the air which broke
rib
being
plan3
Many
are
zona.
outlined
tion.
Doming water Is chemically pure-eq- ual
in hla uody.
for the proper presentation of the agto Polan Springs.
L. C. Farket will In a few days begin ricultural, pastoral and lumbei''.i
InSILVER CITY.
boring a well on his place Ju?t north of dustries, and aswell for elaborate disMrs. Albright, W Art let.
town. It Is his intention to go at least plays, mainly at private or governFrom the Independent. '
Is again In her studio, 116 North Third
30')
flow
large
secure
a
down
and
fect
111
Mrs. J. J. Kelly has been quite
mental cost, of tho scenic attractions street. Parties who wish fine work In
of the couthwest and of the a) original
for the past few days and her friends of water.
artistic photography, should call and
bridge
across
on
Work
street
the
have been very much worried as to her
and prehistoric features.
Main street on Broadway ha3 been orleave their orders for the new carbon
recovery.
at once by tho
Sick headache absolutely and perma- photo, the latest in photographic are.
The trial of John Chllders, who shot dered to be commenced
council. It is hoped that it wi'.l ha nently cured by using Mokl Tea. A
c
and killed i nomas Heflin in this city city
Carpenters' and machinists' tools ot
last December, has been Bet for the completed before the rainy season sets pleasant herb drink. Cures constipain.
23d of
month.
tion and indigestion, makes you eat, all kinds. Albuquerque Harware com'
The mining men in this section of sleep, work and happy. Satisfaction pany.
Miss Lida Taylor has taken a relapse from her recent attack of pneu- tha country are feeling very good over guaranteed or money bock 23c and
Tin, ralvanlzed iron and copper
monia, and her friends are greatly con- the prospects of a good substantial 5oc. Write to W. H. Hooker & Co.. Bufn;jar falo, N. V., for free sample. J. H. work. Albuquerque Hardware compacerned over her present condition. raice la the price of copper In the
preront
They
from
Btate
fut".r.
the
Which is considered very seiious.
O'Rlelly
Co. and B. H. Briggs & ny.
the price of coppor will soon Co.
The business men of the city have indication
o
14
conts
more.
bo
or
Inaugurcted a new street sprinkling
VELVET
RIBBONS.
FOR PARTICThi work of the committee who are
system which makes the main streets
LAS VEGAS ELKS.
ULARS READ OUR AD.
Tree from di'st during the day. A pushing the prospect of erecting a
ROSENWALD BROS.
smelter In this city is obtaining some
man haa been employed each mornln
shape. From the present out This Organization Is Thinking of Esto wet down all the streets in the bus! definite
DON'T
FAIL TO ATTEND THE
tablishing a Building of Its Own.
ness portion of town with a large hose look the mill will undoubtedly be bi'l'.t
GREATEST HOSIERY SALE EVER
Probably
are
few
or
there
social
which wa3 recently purchased by the in the near future.
IN THIS CITY. LEON
fraternal organizations in the south- ATTEMPTED
it'll
city council.
U. STERN.
west,
financial
which
the
condition
of
"YOU MEAT EATERS."
o
C. W. Marriott, who recently was
i3 as favorable as that of tho local
awarcl?d the contract ot carrviv.s
The Percales we sell at 5 cents per
lodzo cf Elks, No. 408.
The Baltimore Wart Says Things.
between Silver City and Mouol-ion- ,
yard
are very scarce. Leon B. Stern.
haq
body
been
The
for
foremost
You .!ier.t caters who are fiilinn in
states that as Roon as he takes
o
yet
deeds
of
some
it has
charity, and
any noit of wav might take a valuable
charge he will endeavor to pet the
Demlng,
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seat
the
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treasury.
in its
a small of Luna.
to petition the depart- hir.t from the follcwini:
A gentleman i;i Baltimore writ s: assessment it could add $.'.000 to the
o
ment to have the ttage comln? this
way leave Mogollon an hour earlier so "For a long time I steadily ran down reserve fund, or even double it. With
open all nignt,
Ruppe's
drug
store
in my f.U'h, thl:i amount as a basis, ground cou d every night
as to get to Silver City in time to make r because of an intense pain
any
say
bought
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be
Central
ttreei,
my
I
pit
In
patson-geand
also
of
the
outgoing
stomach.
connection with the
When youjwant to buy Flour and Bran, or want to sell
while capital could bo
train. As the schedule 'of the was miserable and everything I ate for Illustration,
In Demlng the oemand for rental
for the completion of tho
stage is at the present time St gets to caused distress. I fell away from lo borrowed
Wheat, write to
of
excess
five
is
the
houses
times
in
Silver City just a little too late to pounds to 150. Lost my ambition fur building.
supply.
JOHN
A three story house could bo con
BECKER,
Proprietor.
BELEN, N. M,
v.
me,
drowsy
work,
was
of
all
who
the
Ult
catch the train, and passenpeis
in the morning as 1 did upon structed, the ground floor for stores:
are go!r.s out ou the train have to lay tired
the second story as bed rooms for
over until the n?xt evening, which going to bed at night.
"1 was a steady meat eater three vl.dting Elks, who come here by hunmakes it vny inconvenient to come.
times a day for several years. Some- dreds every month; and the third stobody told me that if I would change ray ry for lodge rooms, reading rooms,
SANTA FE.
The
Breakfast anu club rooms for tho order.
diet end take Grape-NutIt doesn't take much of
Food at two mea's in the clay I would rent of the rooms would pay the InterFrom th New Mexican.
made the experiment and est for borrowed monry and supply
J. H. Walker lias bought from A. B. improve.
Ayer's Hair Vigor to stop Mail Orders Receive Prompt Attention
a sinking fund to liquidate the IndebtIlenehan a lot on Grant avenue adjoin- in less than two weeks began to
very lapidly. My appetite came edness at last.
ing the residence of J. I). Hughes. An
falling
cf tha hair. This
Pure Llht Brahma Esgs for Hatching;
The Masonic Temple U proof of
old adobe building on the lot Is being back, and I Eltpt better than I had for
ong
to
can
what
preparatory
erection
be done a
the
t'ii line in is bcccusc it is a regular 501 North
months.
torn down
Albuqueraue N:w Mexico.
Firt Street
both at breakfast Las Vega3. There was a littb early
"I used Grape-Nutof a pretty britk cottage by Mr. Walkfeeding and nourand lunch and ate a little meat for din- embarrassment, but ail that has been hair-fooer. The nrlce of the lot was $750.
Hon. Thomas Hushes, the successful ner, but not much. I discovered that a nrranged ;and now the Masonic Tem- ishing the hair and making
would ple is more than paying all expense?,
editor of The Albuquerque Citizen, and few teaspoonsful of Grape-Nutwho represented the county of Berna- furnUh more nourishment than quan- while It Is an ornament to the town it grow thick and heavy.
Flour, Feed, Provisions, Hay
It
conn-..ii
and would be an ornament to any town
tities of meat.
lillo four times In the leeiblative
credit,
arrived Sat
and drain.
"My improvement ha3 continued un ten t'mes the size of I.ns Vegas. The always restores color to gray
ti.t with
urday from J.a3 Vegas, which town be til welph 195 pounds, which la a gain E'ks mteht. rhould. would an could,
stopping
Imported French and Italian
hair all ths d:ik, ri;h color.
visited on business, lie is Watson, of about 4j pounds in five months, and go nnl do likewise. Optic.
DEALERS IN
I f el la magnificent condition.
Please
with his daughter, Mrs. O. C.
cPf
your
Goods.
have
used
Vigor,
Hair
"Ion, for 30 years. an now over
E. M. Harris, a mining man
and expects to return to Albuquerque do not publtbh my name if you use this
letter, but will gladly tell any person Chihuahua, was in El Paso the other and years
AND
IIODORS.
GROCERIES
Saturday evening.
Sole agents for San Antonio Lime.
of tg'c, have a good head of
A large flock of grossbeaks maue of i"c benefits received if self ad day cn his way to New Yo:k. where he 60
and not a single gray hair."
merry chatter In the orchard ot George dressed etampfd envelope is sent." has gone to negot!ate for tha fale of hair Mrs.
L. U'ilbur, Wayland, N. Y.
Free delivery to all parti f the cltr.
H. Cross on the south side. The birds Nai.ie given by Post urn Co., Battle a gold property In the Jesua Maria 11. All
J. C. A'iXRCO., Uvt:i, Mass,
i!r:.U.
213, 215, ill North Third Street
Telephone 247.
are of rich plumage, resembling tiny Creel:, Mich.
district la which he is interested.
ALAMOGORDO.
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The new eating station ct Carrizozo

ha3 oponod up for business.
The Flagstaff ft Grand Canyon railroad will soon be cn the railroad fold-

ers.
Engines 1052 ami Ui53. new prairie
types from Chicago, have arrived for
service out wer.t.
Thomas Haddow 13 around cn crutches. He was injured at the local
chops a few c!ays ago.
Charles Wheeler, an r.ld time Raton
He, Is doing construction work on the
Dawson City branch of the Rock Is and
railroad.
Engine 811 pot tangled on the "Y" et
Maxwell City Thursday and was derailed with its tender, and Is a bit the
worse for the experience.
Four new firemen have begun work
for the Santa Fe at Las Vegas, the demand for labor having recently been
greater here than the Gupply.
Joha F. Wen'oorne, in the employ of
the Santa Fe Central al Torrance, is
here on business. He will probably
return to his duties tomorrow night.
V. Vizetti Informs The Citizen that
efforts are being made to get the new
Kineon eating house In order for business about the middle of next month.
James Elder, who ran cn engine out
of Raton eight years ago, has ieturned
to that town and will probably again
enter the service of tho Santa Fe railroad.
W. S. Hopewell, vice president cf the
Albuquerque Eastern and Santa Fe
Central railways, after a day's stay In
the motiopolis, returned to Santa Fc

last night.

position on the third
mountain helper No. 746, will be advertised In a few days and the oldest fireman applying will be given the preThe fireman

ferred run.

Mrs. George Shade will leave tomorrow night for Kansas City, where she
will visit relatives and friends. She
is the wife of a well known Santa Fe
Pacific engineer.
Patrick J. Murphy, a popular employe of the local shops, will take his

vacation early, leaving tomorrow night
fo" southern California. Mrs. Murphy

will accompany him.
In a recent Issue of the Railroad Gazette is given a complete description
of the convertible Rodger ballast and
gondola car six of which have been
ordered by the Santa Fe.
Engine 477. which had been at the
shops In this city for four days, returned to Las Vegas, but will make another freight trip before going into the
passenger service where it belongs.
The Rock Island road is making
great inroads in the Santa Fe business
in and out of Mexico and the officials
of the latter road are trying to find
some way to combat the competition.
Dr. Geo. C. Bryan, of Alamogordo,
Ischief surgeon of the El raso-Rocland, was called to Orange, Cal., by
telegram announcing the death of his
father. He also attended the medical
society meeting at A.buquerque.
Train No. 2 yesterdaay had a menagerie in the express car consisting of
two "rubber-neck- "
ostriches and a
couple of small burros, to say nothing
k

of the messenger himselt. The ostriches were from California, bound

ior Chicago.

An exchange says: A railroad man
In any capacity who is not polite even

to an inquisitive, though gentlemanly,
reporter, trying to earn his salt, seldom rises to a place of responsibilities
and emoluments with the company employing him.

Railroads of Chicago have voluntarily Increased the wages of freight
handlers. The advance varies In the
different departments, but the total increase is $25,0(10 per month, and affects 8,000 men employed in freight

depot3 of Chicago.
Out of a total of 1,000 or 1,500 goats
shipped Into Emporia, Kansas, from
New Mexico, a day or two ago, when
they were unloaded it was found that
240 were dead. They were In poor condition for moving and that is largely
accountable for the heavy loss.
After several weeks of rustling the
citizens oi Cleburne, Texas, raised $35.-00- 0
to secure a railroad, from that
place to Eagan, The money was
raised and now the right of way has
been secured and work on the construction of the road will soon follow.
Mrs. Jeannette Turner, of Cairo, 111.,
first vice grand mistress to the L. A. to
H. of R. T., spent several days in Raton
the past week. Her mission there was
to visit the local lodge and give instructions in the work. Mrs. Turner
Is a refined cultured lady and delighted
all with whom she came in contact

while there.
"Shorty" Sanderson of the Topeka
boiler shop, put out 2.000 strawberry
plants on his place east of that city a
few days ago and after making a thor.
ough search, he declares ell of thtm
are Knowing Resides these he has Arty young cherry trees, thirty-rivplum,
fcixty auple, and twenty-fivpeach
trees all thriving.
E. J. Harnian, a resident of Springer,
has been in Taos all ihe week engaging men to work on the Dawson City
branch of the Rock Island railroad, now
e

e

building in Colfax iui.l Guadalupe counties. The contractors wish to secure
several hundred mere men. They pay
$1.50 and $1.75 for common laborers
and board is $3.50 a week.
The rush of eastern travel is more
than present tiain service of the Sauta
Fe can handle, and arrangements are
being made to run the California Limited in two sections. On the eastern
trip April 2'K and again May 3. the

SHAKE INTO YOUR SHOES
Allen's Foot Ease, a powder, it cures
painful, smarting, nervous fet and ingrowing nails, and instantly takes the
sting out of corns and uunions. It's the
greatest comfort discovery of the age.
Allen's Foot Ease makes tight or new
shoes feel easy. It is a certain cure
for sweating, callous and hot. tired,
aching feet. Try it today. Sold by all
drug stores and shoe stores. Don't
accept any substitute. By mail for 25c
in stamps. Trial package free. Address Allen S. Olmstead, Le Roy, N. V.

Limited wil'. leave Lob Angeles In two
trnins, a service that it probably will
be necessary to continue for several
weeks.

after being turned out, so a man to
represent this branch of the company'8
Interest has been put on duty.
Wants To Help Others.
"I had stomach trouble all my life,"
says Edward Mehler, proprietor of the
Union Bottling Works, Erie, Pa, "p.nd
tried all kinds of remedies, went to
several doctors and spent considerable
money trying to get a moment's peace.
Finally read of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
and have been taking it to my great
satisfaction. I never found its equal
for stomach trouble and gladly recommend It in hope that I may help other
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
sufferers."
cures all stomach troubles. You don't
have to diet. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
digests what you eat. J. H. O'Rltlly
& Co., B. II. Brlggs & Co.
1

American railroad methods are Illustrated by the fact that whilo u0
tons is a load for an English freight
train, an average load on one of our
railroads last year was 540 tons. On
two British railroads it costs from 48
cents to $1.G8 to move n ton of freight
one mile, while the cost on a leading
American road Is 23 Vi cents a mile.
Locomotive 1053, one of tho new
prairie freight engines which the Santa Fe Is having built at the Baldwin
works in Philadelphia, wont west on
Tuefday for service on the Santa Fe
Pacific, says the Topeka State Journal.
By wny of giving it an impromptu test
as to tractive test ii was sent up Pauline hill witn 1,000 tons behind It and
did the performance w.ni ease.
k. II.. Ingram, executive secretary to
President Julius Kruttschnitt, of the
Southern Pacific company, has been
appointed superintendent of the Ios
Angeles division of the Southern Pacific to succceed John A. Muir. Mr.
Ingram was formerly In the executive
department of the Louisville & Nashville Railway company. E. L. Swaine
will continue as assistant division superintendent at Los Angeles.
On Tuesday the Plntsch gas plant
was blown In and the Santa Fe trains
supplied with gas. The plant has been
In, way of construction for several
months. Pipes are being laid to all the
depots in town, and before tha week is
ended all the trains out of El Paso will
be supplied with Plntoch gas manufactured In El Paso. The plant has
cost In the neighborhood of $25,000,
and adds another industry to that city.
The Rock Island wires, now being
strung along the lino of the El
Island, will reach El Paso in a
very few days, and will be run Into the
Western Union office immediately.
This will necessitate an Increase In
the force of operators, and will afford
additional facilities for east bound
business. A complete plant for a storage battery is also expected at the
Western Union office this week. El
Paso News.
Cal Hayes, for many years previous
to a few months ago foreman of a gang
In the tank room at Topeka, and since
then In the employ of the company at
Albuquerque, N. M., and at San Bernardino, Cal., in the capacity of a
is now In charge of the round
house at National City, Cal. He took
the place last Friday and It is expected
that Mrs. Mayes, who has been In
since his departure for the west,
Paso-Roc-
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Burton Mudge, Son of General Manager Mudge, It Married.
On Santa Fe passenger train No. 6.

leaving for tho south last evening at
8 o'clock, was a bridal car. with shaded electric lights, festoons of smllax
and roses, jardinieres filled with flowers and everything imaginable to make
the bridal day beautiful. It was the
private car of General Manager H. U.
Mudge, of the Santa Fe, and the bridal
couple were his son. Burton W. Mudge,
Rnd Mrs. Mudge, who was Miss Mary

LINE OF THE NEW RAILROAD.
Alamogordo and Santa Rosa Bustling
Tons Water Supply for
Railroad Purposes.
Col. J. Francisco Chaves, superintendent of public Instruction, returned to
Santa Fe Thursday frcm a trip along
the E! t'nso &. Nor.aeastern and El
Paso Rock Island railroads. He found
the town or Alamogordo,
county
seat of Otero county, to be a very pretty litt!? c ity, seemingly very prosperous an l increasing in population.
A
good deal of building was In progress.
The town of Santa Rosa In Guadalupe
county was a very busy place and
much building was going on. A good
deal of it is of a very substantial
charac ter and Colonel Chaves believes
that Sar.ta Rosa is destined to be a
very good town and that it will grow
very rn;ii l y. The question of a plentiful supply of good water is serious at
prese nt, but he thinks u will be solved
satisfactorily in a few months by
water from several springs
within a few miles of Santa Rosa to
the town. The roadbed of the two
roads nnnied has been vastly Improved
since construction was finished and
trains now run at tne rate of 30 miles
and over per hour. The question of
water supply for railroad purposes is
also a serious one, as north of Alamogordo good water for englneuse is very
scarce.- - The El Paso-RocIsland company, however, la boring for water at
several places along the line and hopes
to find an abundant supply within the
next few weeks.
While the range la somewhat dry,
live Btock is still .n good condition ana
should some rain fall In that section in
the next ten days the lambing of sheep
will prove satisfactory and not many
losses will ocur. Colonel Chaves found
public school matters in satisfactory
condltlen In Otero county and improving In Guadslupc county.
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Sebastian Sonimers, the niece of General Pas3ener Agent John Sebastian,
of the Rock Island. Miss Sommers and
Mr. Mudge were married at 4 o'clock
yesterday afternoon in a private parlor at the Brown Palace hotel, by Rev.
John Houghton, of St. Mark's Episcopal church.
Miss Sommers' stepfather, A. C.
Baldwin, is engaged In mining at
S. D.. and having a very important piece of work on hand could only
plan a flying trip to some point near
Deadwood. It was originally intended
Business Opening, $5,000.
to have the wedding at Topeka, the
home of th? brie and groom, but this
Here is a chance for Borne one to
would require too long a trip for Mr. purchase a well established and very
Baldwin too spnnd, but Chicago was profitable business in a first class minsuggested, but the same objection ap- ing town in Arizona at a bargain. It is
plied.
about a $5,000 proposition, including
"I think I can make Denver If you fine up to date stock, three lots, large
will be married there," wrote Mr. Bald- storeroom with cellar, stable,
win.
dwei.lng house, finely furnished, etc.;
The Brown Palace hotel manage- monthly sales, $2,750, mostly cash:
ment was telegraphed to. an order was terms easy; death of wife and child of
placed over the wire with a florist and proprietor reason for selling.
At a
a bower of floral decorations was pre- glance it will be seen that this is a rare
pared. The special train arrived yes- chance to make an exceptionally good
terday morning. Accompanying Bur- Investment,
or full particulars and
ton Mudge and Miss Sommers were: terms, address or see H. S. Knight at
Mr. and Mrs. H. U. Mudge, parents of once, Albuquerque. New Mexico.
the bridegroom to be; Mrs. A. C. Bald(Homestead Entry No. 6696.)
win, mother of the bride; Miss Jeannette Lord, of Topeka. and Miss
Notice of Publication,
of Wichita, friends of Miss department of the Interior, Land Office
Sommers, who acted as bridesmaids.
at Santa Fe, N. M., March 19, 1902.
The party were driven to the hotel.
Notice is hereby given that the folShortly before 4 o'clock a telegram lowing named settler has filed notice v
,
came from Mr. Baldwin from
of his intention to make final proof in
expressing his disappointment support of his claim, and that Bald
that he could not be present. It was proof will be made before the Probate
decided to postpone the ceremony no Clerk Bernalillo County, at Albuquerfurther. After the wedding a dinner que, New Mexico, on April 28, 1902.
was served..
viz.: Pablo Baldonado for the lots 1
At Pueblo tho wedding guests left and 2. SVi of NEVi. NEVi of SEVi Sec.
the private car to Mr. and Mrs. Burton 1, T 8 N. R 6 E.
Mudge, who left for Salt Lake City
He names the following witnesses to
over the Denver & Rio Grande. The prove his continuous residence upon
Topeka.
to
party
of
returned
rest
the
and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Mr. Mudge Is In the office of the divisRomero, of Escobosa, N. M.;
at
ion superintendent of tne Santa Fe
Juan I.ovato, of Escobosa, N. M.; Mira- Fort Madison, Iowa. Denver
mon Lucero, of Escobosa, N. M.; San
tlago Garcia, of Escobosa, N. M.
MANUEL OTERO, Register.
Agricultural lands in Demlng are unsurpassed for fertility, production of
fruits and vegetables of all kinds.
o
Notice to Snecp Raisers.
My sheep dipping vats at Coyote
Springs. 11 miles cast of Albuquerque,
are now ready for dipping. In first
class condition and over CO feet long.
Dead-woo-
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' " He'll sell
ycu Scotch Oats as willingly as
the common kind tell him plainly what vou
want look for the Kilted Piper on every box

I

Take no other kind, for no other kind gives so
much strength so quickly to growing. children
and to grown up men and women.
Ja

. .
Oats
food in the world that

Scotch

. .

Q

the only
puts its
whole strength straight into the system.

five-roo-
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SHIP YOUR PELTS TO
BEARRUP BROS. & CO.

Tor-ringto-

Pullers and Tanners,

Wool

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Dead-wood-

will join him soon.
The executive officers of the western roads met In Chicago and considered a proposition to charge full rates
on material and supplies for railroads.
At present a half cent a ton a mile Is
charged for transportation of such
supplies If used on railroads, while individuals who ave to use such articles
are charged full rates. An agreement
could not be reached because the Wisconsin Central had just' published a
tariff making the rate on such supplies
a half cent a ton a mile, and it is not
.
willing to rescind this tarlfT.
At a meeting of the grand council
of the United Travelers of America,
an organization of commercial travelers of the United States, a resolution
was adopted opposing the bill of Senator Elkins. of West Virginia, to enlarge a Jurisdiction of the interstate
THOMAS A. GURULE.
commerce commission, and which is
designed to permit the pooling of rail- 1024 Barelaa Road, Albuquerque, N. M.
o
roads so far as It effects the rates on
In Demlng you can buy lots for $100
passenger and freight traffic. The res. jvhlch
will pay you 100 per cent In less
olutlon declared the bill to be uncon- than twelve
months.
stitutional and an infringement upon
the rights of commercial men.
Demlng!
Don't overlook it if you
The Topeka State Journal says: Jas. are looking for a sale and paying inIN
Sheets, in the Eervice of the car com- vestment.
o
pany here as a millwright ior twenty
LUXURIOUS
WHITE SHIRT WAISTS. IDEAL IN
years, before three years ago, when he
went to Albuquerque, N. M., because of THEIR DAINTINESS AND NOVELRAILWAY
poor healm, has returned to his place TY.
BROS.
ROSENWALD
will
and
remain here. He begun workTRAVEL
ing in the water service this morning
Carpets! Carpets! Carpets!!!
and his time will be occupied a good
many months setting up the machinery
Our new spring lino Is complete;
for the new shops, mat being the busi- come and see us. Our prices are the
ness of a tradesman of his class. His muslin. Albert Faber, 305 Railroad
CALIFORNIA LIMITED
wife and two children are hers and the avenue.
goods fcave been shipped from AlbuCOMA
CHILDREN'S DRESSES.
querque.
DAILY TO CHICAGO.
PLETE LINE FOR YOUR INSPECThe stockholder in the Choctaw TION.
who are objecting to the basis upon
ROSENWALD BROS.
which the Rock Island secured the
carry
We
road $80 for the common and $60 for
the largest variety of linthe preferred are not without reason- oleums and oil cloths in this city.
able grounds for such contention. Last Albert Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
year the increase in Choctaw's gross
earnings was 52 per cent. Since NoT-vember 1 the increase has be en at the T
.4
' 4
rate of 30 per cent. The preferred has
-been receiving its 5 per cent dividend
Calls attention to the fact that:
for four years. Tfie common received
2 per cent in 18U!, 4 per cent in 19im,
It '.J the only Standard Guage Route from tho United States fron5 per cent ni VJ01 and a 10 per cent
to Mexico City.
tier
dividend in con.mon stock. Hut a few
It is the only line In Mexico that an ofTer the traveling public
days ago the comnicn was edvanced
to a 0 per cent rj.tc.
the conveniences and comforts of Standard Guage Pullman Drawing
A deai is now pending to transfer
Rojm Sleepers, lighted by Plntsch Gas.
115 more iiiiies of the Cuottaw railroad
It is the only line by which you can t'.avel without change from jo
system to the Rock Island. This is tue
to
City, Mo., to Mexico City.
Kansas
extension into Guthrie from Hailey-vill- e.
ciiange
from
can
withou
you
travel
which
ty
only
line
is
It the
I. T., ad the right of way for
which lias ben secured ly th Choctaw.
J
St. Louis, Mo., to Mexico City.
Active construction has been In proglines of the Mexican Central Railway pass through 15 of the jo
The
ress at Guthrie for past two months
27 states of tho Republic. Eight million of the thirteen million in- - g
and the Choctaw owns in Guthrie
habitants of Mexico are settled contiguous to them.
alone over $joo.ii;mi worth of property,
including terminal rounds. An officThe principal mining regions receive their supplies and export
ial of the Rock Island stated that if the
products over it. Chihuahua, Sierra Mojada, Mapimi, Fresnillo,
their
transfer is made the Una will be exGuanacevi, Durango, Zacateca?, Guanajuato Sombrerete, Pach-ucParral,
tended from Enid to the main line of
etc., etc.
the Rock Island and that the Rock Island extension from Kingfisher to GuWhen You Travel for Business, Go Where Business Is Done.
thrie will be extended on west to
There are only five cities of over 35,000 Inhabitants in the Repubto a connection with ihe Western Oklahoma branch of the same comlic of Mexico that are not reached by the Mexican Central line.
pany.
The following ten cities are reached ccly by the Mexican Central
Tho Topeka State Journal says: A.
Railway:
T. Parhtt, foreman t the boiler shop,
Chihuahua 30,098 inhabitants; Parral 16,382; Zacatecas 34,438;
ba3 returned from Philadelphia. Pa.,
Gjanajuato 40,580; Leon C3,263;Guadalajara 101,208; Queretaro
where he has been a little more than
two weeks getting the work of inspectZamora 12.533: Aeuascalientea .17,816; Irapuato 19,610.
ing boilers at the lialdwiu locomotive
also reaches the cities of Toireon 13,845; San Luis Potosi
It
works started. William'Reddy, a memPaohuea )o
finlf jnnrtl 1B S1S- ,- fplav i 25.rr.5r
rntr.e.
uu,
juu , Tomr,i
4 niuiivu
iq
ber of Mr. Parfitt's force here, was
uivaivu uun
City
3C8.777.
probably
will
37.47;
r?
of
Mexico
remain
taken there and
five months to look over the tntire orDaily Pullman service between St. Louis, Mo., and Me!j;o City,
der of 123 engines which those people
also between Kansas City, Mo., and Mexico City, and vice versa.
are constructing for tho Santa Fe.
K
C. R. HUDSON, G. F. & P. A.
Heretofore it has been the custom to
5
send a man to inspect the machinery
W. D. MURDOCK, A. G. P. A, Mexico City,
of the locomotives as they were put to
El Paso, Texas.
W. S. MEAD. Commercial Agent,
.
gether, but it is understood that the ci
j o o o o o c o o o o o c gsggcqzgs
boilers have given considerable trouble rsWSTSrsyooco cysoosoc o 5 o
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WE DO CUSTOM TANNING OF
HIDES, SKINS AND FURS.
First-clas-

s

work done and catisfaction guaranteed.
Please write us for prices.
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ZEIGER CAFE
QUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
DOMESTIC WINES & COGNAC.
FINEST WHISKIES, IMPORTED
Highest
Coolest
Grade of Lager served.
and
The
Finest and Best Imported and Domestic Cigars
.
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The St. Louis
! Special
leaves Kansas City at 9 o'clock every morning
and arrives in Union station, St. Louis, at
6:56 the same evening.
It is well equipped, steady and has an enviable reputation for being on time all the

time.
Another good train leaves Kansas City
at 9:10 p. m. ; arrives St. Louis 7:19 a- -

Mill

Ticket Office 103917th St.
G

W. VALLERY,

General Agent,

DENVER.

s
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FOR FAMILY USE,
CONVALESCENTS
AND INVALIDS.

Used in the Medical Department of the
United States Army and Navy Service,
recognized as the purest stimulant in
the market. Recommended by the best
medical authority In the land.

38,-01-

acln

...

Scld exclusively by

morello bros.,
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LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
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Clitton Hill, the postmaster and
general merchant of Isleta, Is )n the
city today.
Miss Bessie Miller, who was here
the past few nionthti, lelt last rr'.ght
for Prescott.
V. V. Clark
ft last night for Salt
Lake City on mining business to be absent about a week.
Mrs. M. Outers, who has been seriously 111 the past week or ten days. Is
reported today to be muca better.
D. P. Jones was n passenger tor Gallup last night. He la connected w:th
the big mereantllo company at Madrid.
Ray Hlvely, who works down In the
phops, has gone to his old home at
Newton, Kansas, for a three weeks

W. B. Corsets
Butterick
Patterns
Black Cat Hose
Centemeri Gloves!

1

BY EVERY TEST

1902

19

8

k

IUTLD

CO.

Albright's Shoes
for Children
Jaeger's Underwear

Ave.
Telephone 259.

SORTS

ALL

Pingree& Smith's
Shoes for Women

PARASOLS

visit.

STAR-FIVE-STA-

Walter McNanghton la here from
Hell canyon, where he is sojourning
for health reasons. He hails from
Muncie, Ind.
The services of ths Passover festival
will be he'.d at Congregation Albert
temple Monday n'.ght, April 21, at 7; 30
o'clock sharp.
Mrs. Horan, cf Daweso, N. Y.. arrivdaughed last night, and will visit
ter, Mrs. Jamca Young, during the
pummer months.
Miss Lizzie Cols, died at C'.ark6lurg.
Mo., on Apr'l 15, from consumption.
The young lady visited Albuquerque
several years ago.
James WLk'nF.cn, of the Albuquerque wool scouring mills, returned this
morning from Los Angeles, Cal., leaving Mrs. Wilkinson there, to remain
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SHOES
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BEST
FRESH FROM THE FACTORY.
LATEST STYLES IN LADIES' OXFORDS.
McKAY SEWED. FROM
HAND WELT, FROM
HAND TURN, FROM
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to
to

$1.75
$3.00
$3.50
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TABLE DELICACIES

O

further than this

parasol not
store for an
at all necessary. You'll find here ruffled parasols, plain hemstitched parasols, parasols with colored borders.
up-to-d- ate

hr

,

$1.50
$2.00
52.25

No lady need go

during the summer months.
Chief Ruppe la trying to compute a
o o
history of the local Hie department
O and would be under obi gatlons to old
members if they will bring him books,
papers or old recordu of the early

A LINE OF FANCY PARASOLS

NEW

THAT CANNOT BE EQUALED

SOLS

ELSEWHERE

oooooooooooo

IN

THE CITY.,

PRICES RANGE FROM

days.
Special communication of Temple
thct especially appeal to those of
taste Incline to the quality rather lodge No. 6, A. F. and A. M., this eventhan the quantity of what they eat are ing at 7:30. Work in the M. M. degree.
shown at BELL'8 In lae greatest va- Visiting brethren cordially Invited. By
riety. Wo have the most appetizing order of the W. A. Robert Abraham,
things for breakfast. Delicious snacks secretary.
Mrs. Avery Turner, wife of the genand tld bits for luncheon, and most satisfying end luscious repasts for dinner eral superintendent of tho Pecos valley
division of the Santa Fe, who has been
and dessert
the guest of her brother In th's city,
returned to her home at Amarillo, Tex-

BIG

NOVELTIES

IN

PARA-

FOR THE CHILDREN,
ASSORTMENT,

PRICES

RANGE FROM

UMBRELLAS

23-- 1

J. L. BELL & CO.

Nos. 11S and 120 South Second SL

22-IN- .,

N. PRICES

$2.73, $3.00

35c to

FROM,

24-IN- .,

I6-I-

RANGE FROM

$61

Sunshade or coaching parasols with
adjustments, in black

as, last night.
This evening t'.ie Old Town Tiger3
will give a dance in the Mutual Pro
tective society ha for wh'ch a charge
of 50 cents a couple will be made. Tomorrow at the fair grounds tho Tigers

up-to-d- ate

only, 75c, $1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $1.75.

1

Ladies' Hand Turn
Ladies' l'at. Kid, French

20c to $1.50

ENDLESS

VARIETY TO SELECT
ALL SIZES,

d

85c to $10 00

AN

and Browns will play.
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A class ot Injulry has just been form XXX)CCOCOCOCXXXXXX)CXXOOCOO
Heel
$2.50, $2.75
non
J.,
by
Mandalari,
for
S.
ed
Father
I.aOlcs' Southern Toe...
$2.50
Catholics, desiring either to enter tho
Ladies' Julia Marlowe...
$2.50
New 'Phone COCOCOCOOCOOCOCO
'Phone
church or receive information Old 69.
Ladies' Dongola a bargain. : . . $1.75 Catholic
152
rec'.ta:
No
to
regard
doctrine.
with
its
Ladies' spring Heel Oxfords. .. .$1.75
AH applicants arc wel
required.
tlon
Ladies' Juliettes
t...$1.25, $1.50 come.
J. W.
Major J. H. Partly has returned to
the city from Colorado Springs, Colo. Progressive Mortician and Em
balmer.
accompanying G. H. Fullertonj W. E.
Fry and H. B. Fal.er to the city. It is Open day and night. Calls are
Nothing gives us greater satisfaction than to serve a customer
understood that the visitors will get
'
promptly attended to.
who wants to know all about the merits of the clothes he Intends to
themselves interested in mining in
buy. Such knowledge helps both the customer and us. Some cloth
this vicinity.
Also Sell Monuments
J. P. Ooodlander, the St. Louis drug
Ing Is made to sell on its flashy appearance. It will not stand in1
1 1 N. Second
tourist, after a pleasant stay of a Office and parlorThat kind is not to be found here.
spection.
qua.ity. Every pair Is built to fit and couple of dayB in the territorial me
ana
drugs
taking
tropolis
orders rof
to give the most comfort. Do not fail
MONEYTOLOAN
to examine them at O. May's popular making it interesting for a few friends
Deming, the gateway to the best priced shoe store, 208 West Railroad bled himself to El Paso and otner
u
southern towns last night.
avenue.
On diamonds, watches or any good
Vrt of Old Mexico.
Senor Carlos Compen3a, a 'Cuban, security. Great bargains In watches
Just received a large shipment of
Window shades In all colors and
here yesterday and left last night
widths at, Albert Faber's, 205 Railroad Japanese and Chinese matting. Albert was California.
He is head steward of of every description.
for
Deming, to railroad center of New Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
running from Cuban
A. H. YANOW,
of
boats
a
line
good hotel Is points
. In Deming another
Mexico.
to Galveston. The conditions 209 South Second street, few door
needed
to
enormous
accommodate
the
Freeh Cut Flowers.
on the islands have greatly improved
north of w stomee.
ncrease of population.
says.
IVE3, THE FLORI8T.
Doming, the coming city of New since American occupation, he
po
W. li. Moore, Known as
Do you eat meat? You ought to try Mexico.
T
Moore, was 2D years of age today and JJO
o
some of that nice corn fed beef at the
Oil
"Spot is arounu ieuin? nis many
MONEY TO LOAN.
Union Market, 207 West Uid avenue.
That we can positively cure piles by
On diamonds, watches, etc.. or any friends know all about the event. He
ASK YOUR GROCER FOR "PRIDE good security; also househoM goods says ho remembers the day perfectly the use of our wonderful PILE REMOF BIO GRANDE" FLOUR FROM stored with me; strictly confidential. well It was in Kansas, in tne town or EDY, put up in collapsible tubes. Our
CALIFORNIA WHEAT.
FLOUR IS Highest cash price paid for household Spauldlng. and the wind blew and the catarrh balm will also give immediate
'
EQUAL TO COLORADO'S DEST.
rain descended, but he came out of the relief and effect a permanent cure of
ioods. Automatic 'phone 120.
T. A. WHITTEN, 114 Gold avenue. racket all right and is now one ot Ai all forms of catarrh. Write for a free
'
Simon Stem, the Railroad avenue
sample of either and our terms to local
buquerque's well known young men.
o
Spring
.clothier, for Hanao shoes.
Tony Mlchelbach's,
agents. Do not put this matter off, but
at
Eockwurst
Fellows'
hall
Odd
Sunday
ct
lecture
now
In.
line
old town.
11 a. m. The publect will be "The write at once.
at
Our spring Etock of ladies' Oxfords
Yours for health,
Transfiguration. How to Explain It
Let us figure on your plumbing. Al- Baa been selected with the greatest
This remarkable episode will be placed
company.
buQuerque
Hardware
eare possible as to style and weaiins
upon a scientific, basis and illustrated
by lntident3 from personal observa
KOKOMO, INDIANA.
tion as we.l as from scripture. Poems
V
o that are not to be fornd In the pubilshed works of tba authors will be GENTLEMENI
Our selection of over two thousand
cited and proofs given in identification
spring samples, comprising all the
of their authorship.
fashionable goods for gentlemen's
A New Band.
at $10 to $15 and $18 are here for your inspection. More than have
suitings, fancy Testings, overcoats
The Albuquerque Boys' Brass Band
ever been displayed under one roof before In New Mexico" '
fulldTess suits, are ready for
and
has been ful:y organlseu with fifteen
your inspection. Our tailoring and
We have J.'--t re:e ved about 430 carats of very fine matrix turmembers, ranging in age from 14 to
styles are unexcelled and the prices
quoise direct frcm f.e nines.. .The regular price Is 50c to 91.00 a
Line of New Boys'
Also
20 years. A constitution was adopted
talk. Nettleton Tailoring Agency,
meeting
officers
and
at the last
the
carat We offer you choice of t lot at only 35c per carat We are
215 South Second street.
elected were:
to which we call particular attention. We have all the new things
leaders In Watches, Ciamcnds aid Jewelry.
President Lawrence
prices.
in two and three piece Suits at money-savinNotice of Dissolution.
Harry Bohlman
The partnership heretofore existing
Treasurer J&mes Monahan.
between Louis Gutman and M. Pas- R. R. Ave.
Prof. G. L. Patterson was engaged cual, doing a grocery husvess.
is here-- '
as instructor and the baud will meet by dissolved by mutual consent,
and
t
FkAILROAO AVfcNUE
for practice at his Btudio in room 5. win oe
in the future by Jd.
oid (lolden Rulo building, on Tuesday rascual, continued
be assuming all indebtedness
evening at 7:30.
of the firm and collecting all outstand
CXXXXXXXXXXXXOCOOUOCCXX
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Bock betr and bock wurst at fcciger's ing accounts.
LOUIS
GUTMAN,
Cafe tonight.
MATEO PASCUAL.
Albuquerque, N. M., April 14, 1902.
Whltson Music company can sell you
pianos that have been eo.d in the terri
Highland Buffet.
tory for twenty years. People know
A. J. Robertson, proprietor of thp
the quality of the!r goods. They are Highland
Buffet, extends an Invitation
tho genuine aiticlcs.
fo imitation to tne patrons
of his pleasant resort
Payments only $1D per month.
WHOLE8ALE DEALERS IN
to visit him tonight and partake at bis
ew
o
Cf
f jr '
This evening, at the White Elephant, expense a fine free lunch. The best of
a nne ireo lunen win ie served, to liquors handled and served to
SHELF AND
which evtrvlody cordially Invited to
partake. The White Elephant is one
By the Thousand.
of the city's nicest resorts.
...;
HEAVY
That's the way we are displaying
- n
IF YOU WANT A CLASS OF ABSO our spring lines of men's and boys'
LUTELY PURE BOCK EEER, DRINK c!othing. We have not only hundreds
WAGON WOOD WORK. IRON PIPE FITTINGS, BRASS GOODS and
but thousands of suits and can fit and
V.'e pride ourselves that we
CREVERY please
THE SOUTHWESTERN
most
the
fastidious.
GENERAL STEAM AND WATER SUPPLIES.
1
A. ICE COMPANY'S.
ceu now show you tho cele
SIMON STERN,
AND SHEET
o
MANUFACTURERS OF GALVANIZED CORNICE
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.
brated Stein Clock comnanv'a io
Cordial invitation extended to old
o
METAL GOODS.
customers and visitors to partake of
Hot
uudy to wear tailor made K the free lucch
Free lunch tonieht at the Metrnnnl- at Zeier k Cafe tonight.
WRITE TO US FOR PRICES.
itan saloon. Everybody Invited. Bring
SANITARY P). AMBERS. STEAM AND GAS FITTERS.
tu.'ia. tie or -- u ouys a sun
your friends.
Curtain Cleanlro.
shams,
spreads,
Curtains,
etc.. clean
Euch as your tailor would
ed by Mrs. J. 11. Martin. Host city ref
Notice.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
South First St
Good delivery horses wantprt. T!i
erences.- - Ca l or addrei-s101 Moun
rjre you 35 or 1 10.
Jaffa
Grocery
Co.
tain road, cityooocococococraDOOocno
o
CALL AND SEE US.
Free
lunch
tonlgnt
E
tonight.
Eleat
ephant
the
At
White
White
the
"
In Deming good sate loans can be
P
Texas State Conclave, Knights Tem"
O
phant.
Bock beer and bora wurtt.
plar, El Paso, Texas, April 1G to 19, bad at better rates than in the old eso
o
We make the best door and window 1902. Rate of $12 to El Paso and re- tablished towns.
Bee Tony Michelbat-- and order your
.
c
screens. They are far superior to any turn. Tickets on sale April 15 and 16;
bockwurtt.
limited to return April 21. F. L. MySTOVE REPAIRS.
made in the east at the same price.
Borradaila & Co.,
FOR SALE Several hundred pounds Albuquerque rianing Mill company, A. ers, Agent.
o
o
117 Gold Ave.
of old papers, good for wrapping i . x eiepr.one jo. 4ba.
Deming has now a large ice plant
purposes, cheap. Address, The CltlTHE CLOT.-UCR- .
Zelger's Cafe free lunch tonight. and electric light system under
Ruppe's dra; store open all night
sen, Albuquerque, N. M.
Everybody invited.
every night

Spring Oxfords

LOOK INTO IT!

Edwards

I

CITY NEWS.
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Spruce Chemical Co.,
--

Gents

ONE THOUSAND NEW SUITS

Suits

an Immense

-

g

EVERITT, The Diamond

Palace-

SIMON KTFRNjhe

Whitney

Fine

Clothing

M'

i

7

.

-

1

El

L.I

Company

HARDWARE

V.

1

Clothier

Washburn.

-

